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Foreword

HERE’S A FUN WAY TO START A LIVELY debate next time you find 
yourself sharing beers with a bunch of marketers: Ask them what they 
think about real-time marketing.

At Ad Age, we’ve thought (and written) quite a lot over the past couple 
of years—879 things, according to Google. We’ve pleaded with market-
ers to resist the instinct to just say something, anything, about the news 
of the moment. We admonished after a few truly awful Royal Baby-
related attempts that “real time marketing is no longer about getting 
credit for just showing up.” We’ve reminded marketers that not every 
time is the right time for real-time marketing, criticizing content about 
the anniversary of 9/11 as “inane at best and insensitive at worst.”

But we’ve also held up smart examples, such as Tide, which saved 
$4 million by eschewing a Super Bowl TV spot and instead capturing 
people’s attention with a series of smart Vines during the 2014 game. 
We praised Under Armour’s real-time response to the speed-skating 
uniform controversy during the last Winter Olympics. We chuckled at 
J.C. Penney’s clever #TweetingWithMittens Super Bowl stunt, and we 
crowned the Tweet that really kicked off the real-time marketing dis-
cussion in earnest—Oreo’s “You can still dunk in the dark” response 
to a blackout at the 2013 Super Bowl—as “arguably the best ad of the 
game.”

As a journalist, I believe a healthy dose of skepticism is never a bad 
thing, and every marketing tactic should have to earn its seat at the table. 

 

 



xii Foreword

The good news is that someone has finally dissected the data to prove 
that real-time marketing, in general, does. Chris Kerns looked across 
100 brands to answer the question “Does it work”? The data-driven 
approach is a welcome one in a world where way too many brands have 
adopted the practice because, well, everyone else is doing it.

But it’s not enough to prove the strategy works; brands also have to 
execute it well. That involves taking the time to develop guardrails, a 
brand voice, and a process for reacting more quickly. It’s about listening 
more than talking. It’s about building into the organization an expec-
tation of agility. And it’s about adopting a goals-driven approach that 
uses data not only to prove its worth day in and day out but adjust and 
optimize the strategy, learning from every piece of communication.

There’s still a lot we don’t know about social media. But here’s what 
we do know: today’s consumers are increasingly having conversations 
across digital media. These conversations are with each other, but they’re 
open to hearing from brands as well. Brands, however, must give people 
a reason to care about what they’re saying and a reason to share it.

The best real-time marketing feels natural, like it’s meant to be there. 
When done well it has huge rewards in terms of boosting followers and 
engagement. But it’s not just about big events like the Super Bowl or 
Oscars night; it’s also about capitalizing on the daily zeitgeist, the things 
that are unexpected or unplanned for.

In the end, real-time relevance is much bigger than simply what 
brands are saying on Twitter—it’s a philosophy that should be consid-
ered throughout a brand’s communication.

It’s not easy to get right, but it is essential for a twenty-first-century 
brand.

Abbey Klaassen
Associate Publisher, Editorial & Audience

Advertising Age
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AuThor’s noTe

REAL-TIME MARKETING IS A TREND THAT continues to evolve. 
To learn more about the newest advances in RTM, offer your views, and 
discuss the concepts in this book please visit:

http://www.TrendologyBook.com

and

http://www.chris-kerns.com.

You can also chime in on Twitter using the hashtag #Trendology
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Introduction
No TIme LIke  
The PreseNT

Somewhere in Sandy SpringS, georgia, a carpenter is hard 
at work. That carpenter is crafting something that can only be described 
as unique—a display case that will soon sit in the lobby of arby’s global 
headquarters. it won’t house a trophy or a football helmet. it won’t dis-
play a collection of “employee of the month” plaques. no, it’s going to 
hold something much, much different. it will hold, believe it or not, a 
hat. a funny-looking hat. a hat that has only been worn a handful of 
times. But it might be the only hat in history that caused hundreds of 
Cmos to say “why aren’t we doing that?”

how it ended up in the hands of arby’s is now the stuff of social 
media legend. months before, Josh martin was sitting at home with 
the television tuned in to the grammys. he had his laptop open, as he 
usually did for big events, to keep an eye on mentions of his employer’s 
brand and anything else interesting going on. Josh leads social media for 
arby’s and was used to working during big events. his team had been 
prepping for this for weeks—getting approvals for different approaches 
and strategizing social media tactics to use, based on events during the 
show. But even Josh couldn’t predict what was about to happen, and 
that he was about to write a Tweet that would change his life.
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2 TreNdoLogy

all of a sudden, during the preshow red carpet, it was clear that some-
thing out of the ordinary was happening. Josh noticed a large number 
of mentions about arby’s and the grammys in his data feed. arby’s 
wasn’t a big sponsor or involved in the event, so what was the connec-
tion between the fast-food chain and a music awards show? what was 
going on?

as Josh dove into the data, he noticed that a number of people were 
mentioning the hat worn by pop star pharrell, and how much it resem-
bled the arby’s logo. Josh and his team had prepared for the grammys 
in order to make their mark on social media—just as they’d prepped for 
every big event that year. They had spent weeks preparing content for 
the event, running through scenario planning, and building out good, 
polished assets that could correspond to hundreds of things that could 
happen at the grammys. But Josh had a new idea. within 60 seconds, 
he wrote arby’s latest Tweet, right there on his couch.

Josh decided to ask for his hat back.
Josh posted the Tweet (Figure 0.1) just as pharrell walked on stage at 

the beginning of the show, and Twitter exploded. Followers retweeted and 
favorited the content in record numbers. pharrell himself tweeted back 
(“y’all tryna start a roast beef?”), and the trend continued gaining steam. 
Josh brought his team together and discussed a reply, but the team decided 
that pharrell’s response was so good that the team should just leave it 
at that. other brands chimed in, crowning arby’s the “social winner”  

Figure 0.1 The arby’s Tweet heard ’round the world
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of the grammys even before the event was over. arby’s had their day in 
the sun, and as far as they knew, they’d leave mentions of the hat behind 
them and move on to the next big event.

That is, until a few weeks later, when pharrell decided to put the hat 
up for auction on eBay.

when the arby’s team learned the hat was available, and that the 
money would be going to a charity that looked to end child hunger (a 
cause that closely aligned with arby’s own corporate giving strategy), 
they made a business decision to purchase the item and keep the con-
versation going. when pharrell tweeted and thanked the anonymous 
buyer, arby’s revealed its identity, via Twitter, and received another 
10,000 retweets and 7,500 favorites. and those Tweets just happened to 
come during one of the other largest events of the year, the oscars.

So how is it that arby’s, after only a few Tweets, saw over 100,000 
total shares and 70,000 total favorites of their social content? how did 
arby’s see more than a 800 percent increase in social mentions of their 
brand in one day? how did arby’s become america’s media sweet-
heart—the new leader in leveraging the power of social media? and 
how did a funny-looking hat gain enough worldwide attention to earn 
its own custom-made trophy case?

welcome to the world of real-time marketing.

The coNversaTIoN Is shIfTINg

it wasn’t that long ago when the only people creating content on social 
networks were . . . people. The thought of a brand having a presence on 
a social channel seemed foreign to most. people aren’t there to talk to 
brands, they said. it will kill the whole channel, turn it corporate. when 
brands move in, ads will follow, and the conversation will seem too out 
of place. it will ruin the experience, they said. it will never work.

Turns out “they” were wrong.
Companies began to experiment. They started learning what works 

and what doesn’t, and along the way they have turned social media into 
something that actually makes sense for a brand’s bottom line. while 
social was new and exciting for brands, it came with its own set of 
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challenges. Social was a new skill to learn, one that required experience, 
tools, and process, but the new kid on the block had some potential. 
Social brought unique opportunities that other channels couldn’t begin 
to compare with. pioneering brands —companies like eSpn, nike, and 
mcdonalds—learned that social could be an effective way to increase 
reach, get the audience involved, and be more creative.

But wait a minute. we have to . . . talk to our audience? Consumers 
can just send us a message that the whole world can see? They can com-
plain about product defects and tell customer service horror stories 
for all to see? and we, as a brand, have to figure out how to respond, 
like, within a few minutes? and without pissing off legal? and without 
promising something we can’t do? who on earth would sign up for that 
job? what have we gotten ourselves into?

Brands quickly figured out that social isn’t the same, or as easy, for a 
brand as it is for an individual. as an individual, you know your voice. 
you know which jokes you should and shouldn’t make (for the most 
part), and which topics you want to discuss in a public forum. For a 
brand, each one of those decisions could easily be a 15-person meeting 
versus a gut reaction. you want marketing, Legal, product, and pr all 
to weigh in, and to receive executive approval. you have a distributed 
team of ten social media marketers all trying to field the same question 
or post on the same topic. it’s chaos. CHAOS.

But brands quickly learned that the elements of social that were so 
difficult and intimidating at first are now becoming a crucial piece of 
what makes social so powerful. Conversations with customers require 
a lot of upfront planning, social media tools, and infrastructure, but 
can be more persuasive than traditional advertising. Conversations on 
social channels can target specific demographic groups and allow the 
audience to share and engage with your brand and campaign. Social can 
give a brand humanity, relevance, personality, and the ability to react to 
real-time events in a relevant manner. That’s why real-time marketing 
(rTm) is possible, and why so many brands are jumping on board.

Fast-forward to today, and brands are as much of a part of major 
social networks like Facebook, Twitter, and instagram as the personal 
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connections that originally sparked the growth of the networks. more 
importantly, the presence of brands has opened the door for paid social 
advertising, which has become a huge revenue stream for these now 
all too often public companies. Social networks build out advertising 
opportunities for companies to get in front of this engaged audience 
and bring in billions of dollars in ad revenue for their efforts. Today, 
social networks roll out innovation to ensure that brands feel welcome 
on their properties, hoping to attract larger and larger pieces of ad spend 
budget in future years. Brands have responded by not only increasing 
their ad budgets on social networks but by increasing their participa-
tion in everyday conversation as well. as brands have grown alongside 
the social networks, they’ve learned a thing or two about what works on 
these new channels.

Companies now understand that finding success in social requires 
playing by a new set of rules. They can’t just repurpose assets used in 
outdoor advertising or on television—like messaging promoting a new 
summer sale or the video from a new beer commercial—and expect huge 
results from posting the exact same content on instagram. in addition 
to bringing in different, and oftentimes, more valuable demographics, 
social media is also accompanied by a whole new set of expectations 
about the user experience. Companies have spent decades learning how 
to shout at their customers, how to build the best-performing one-way 
conversations that money can buy. But social has changed that. now 
companies need to be reactive as well. Brands can talk directly to cus-
tomers on social media, responding to their gripes and their love letters, 
even having fun with their customers. They talk about how their day 
was, ask what they had at Taco Bell for dinner, and say please and thank 
you. Brands are being humanized through social media because the 
social teams who are powering their brand voice have been given a lon-
ger leash. and as the sterile, traditional, old-school artificial walls fall 
down, customers respond and engage with companies more and more.

Smart companies are adapting to learn the strategies and tactics that 
work on these channels, and it’s an ever-changing story with every new 
platform. your audience on Twitter expects different messaging than it 
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does on Facebook. Brands on instagram and Snapchat need to under-
stand the benefits and constraints of each channel and design content 
accordingly. and not only do the channels deserve different creative 
treatments but there is also one other big factor in play: timeliness.

caTchINg uP wITh reaL-TIme

Companies have traditionally been in control of their timing—when 
they want to put a message out into the market, how long that cam-
paign will last, and when they expect to see a return for their efforts. 
But with more time and attention spent on social media, brands now 
have to adapt messages to fit the expectations for each social platform. 
The challenge with social is that it’s based around conversations, trends, 
and things happening today. how, as a brand, can we predict the top 
five headlines that everyone will be talking about tomorrow? how do 
we get in on that conversation?

Brands need to alter their communication style to fit in with the 
mind-set of a social consumer. To do it right requires a balance of art 
and science. To do it wrong is pretty painful to watch.

here’s a completely made-up scenario, but one that happens every day:

Dave’s Tweet: 12:35 p.m.
“anybody in austin for the aCL festival this weekend? Know where 

i can get good breakfast tacos? #hungry #tacoTuesday”
Rob’s Tweet: 12:36 p.m.
“Can’t wait to land in austin and explore for aCL this weekend! 

#aTX”
Brand X’s Tweet: 12:37 p.m.
“good morning, everyone! what’s your favorite flavor of Brand X’s 

Chips? Tell us and rT! #aTX”
Susanne’s Tweet: 12:38 p.m.
“matt & Kim are playing #aCL this weekend, can’t wait to see them 

on the main stage! #austin”

do you see what just happened? everyone was talking about austin 
City Limits, and then a brand jumps in with a crummy commercial. 
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nobody’s going to pay attention to that Tweet, and it doesn’t mean that 
your customers don’t love your brand or product. it’s just the wrong 
time and place for the message. it simply doesn’t fit in with the con-
text of the conversation. The brand is talking about their agenda, while 
everyone else is on a different subject altogether. Brand X just became 
the guy at the party you regret starting a conversation with. he’s going 
to come back from a quick trip to the bathroom to find only an empty 
keg and a random dude sleeping on the couch—everyone left without 
him, and, yes, he deserved it.

as brands become more conversational, they have to adapt their 
messaging and processes to match how conversations function. 
Conversations don’t work well when you don’t know what other people 
are talking about. Conversations are all about understanding what peo-
ple are talking about and then talking about the same thing, using your 
opinion, voice, and experience. Sure, you have a message to get across. 
Sure, you have an agenda, but you need to blend that into the conversa-
tion. Because, as humans, that’s what we expect, right?

To keep up with the social conversation, companies must understand 
what topics are being discussed, which ones are relevant for their brand 
to chime in on, and when the right time is to just sit back and be quiet. 
makes sense – but easier said than done.

The New TreNd

Luckily, social media channels provide a vehicle for finding trends of 
conversation that are changing every minute, and are easily discoverable 
by both the audience and brands looking to have a say. Social teams have 
learned that when lots of people are talking about a topic, a brand can 
chime in to earn a seat at the table as long as they don’t push it. and, yes, 
just like we saw above, your audience knows when you’re pushing it.

Brands have learned that if they can build out a plan to create some-
thing poignant, clever, insightful, or funny to say about a topic, it can 
earn them a great response from the social audience. it’s absolutely pos-
sible for brands to create social campaigns with a direct path to rev-
enue, but most social efforts are a longer sell. a good social program 
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can build the brand as an authentic voice and allow them to gain likes 
or followers so the brand can be heard more with future messaging 
and offers. it can allow the brand to come alive in ways that a billboard 
can’t. it may not sell something to the consumer right at that moment, 
but neither does a television spot or a sponsorship, or even a good cus-
tomer service experience. what it does is build the brand and increase 
the probability for sales in the future.

real-time marketing is based on the idea that when the world’s atten-
tion has shifted to a certain subject, it takes a lot of energy to try shift-
ing it back to your agenda, your talking points, your story line. why not 
use that energy to drift behind that topic of the day (or hour, or minute) 
and grab a piece of that attention for your brand?

how we’LL Look aT rTm

as we’ll explore in this book, real-time marketing has become an 
important step in the evolution of many brands’ social media strategy. 
it’s become expected that many brands will take advantage of current 
events and trends to attract attention for their products and services. 
and with the real-time environment that social media provides, brands 
now have a new challenge on their hands—campaigns and messaging 
that used to be planned over the course of a few months now need to be 
planned, executed, and analyzed within minutes to make their brand 
relevant and part of the moment.

Brands are catching on to the power of rTm during big events and 
the huge reach it can drive. Brands are looking to take advantage of the 
large audience and steal a bit of that attention for their own agenda. 
But as we’ll discuss, brands can also use the same tactics to fill in the 
gaps between big tent-pole events and take advantage of rTm’s benefits 
every single day. The structure and framework we’ll build can be used 
not only for the Super Bowl every year but for micro-events like what’s 
trending on Twitter this morning, or the latest headlines that only have 
a shelf life of two hours.

with every new marketing strategy comes a familiar group of voices: 
those who go all-in claiming it’s the second coming of marketing (with 
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no data to back it up their theories) and those who mock the process and 
diminish it as a flash in the pan (also, as it seems, without data behind 
their opinions). well, i’d like to do my best to squash those claims with 
this book. instead of storming in with an opinion and a big megaphone, 
we’ll use data and analysis.

This book will examine real-time marketing with data as our guide, 
to set aside the hype and determine what really works. we’ll walk 
through the process of how to create a team, how to identify trends 
using a data-driven approach, and how to learn from others who exe-
cute real-time marketing every day.

more specifically, we’ll dive into the performance data for rTm and 
see if the numbers back up going to all this trouble in the first place. 
does having a war room set up for the golden globes result in better 
social performance for a brand? does creating a program for every-
day rTm make sense? we’ll look at the data from over 100 brands and 
media companies to find out.

BrINgINg order To chaos

i can hear you already: all these success stories we hear about—the 
arby’s Tweet above being one of the biggest—was a blue moon. it was 
a once-in-a-lifetime event that can’t be duplicated. Brands can’t cre-
ate these types of responses from a social media factory. how can we 
bring order to what could easily be a chaotic process of rapid, creative 
production?

Critics of rTm are quick to point out that each real-time event has 
brands that win and lose, and they believe that the wins are due to luck 
that is impossible to replicate. it’s a ploy by agencies to staff a team on 
Super Bowl Sunday, or it’s a lottery ticket to try and get a mention in the 
New York Times the next day as the “social winner” of the event. well, 
fret not, my marketing friend, there is a method to the madness.

Setting up a goals-driven approach—and bringing data into the 
process before, during, and after each rTm execution—can help make 
sense of all this. real-time marketing is no different than any other 
marketing strategy you use today, and you should be setting goals and 
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measuring performance. you should be testing what works and doesn’t 
work. and what better way to learn than with good data to back up your 
efforts? Let other people in the industry keep debating whether rTm 
is a fad or something that only social media managers find interesting. 
you’ll have metrics to back up your decisions and know the impact of 
your rTm efforts before you go to bed that same night.

i’ve been using data and strategy to define digital measurement strate-
gies for over a decade. i’ve worked with some of the world’s largest compa-
nies to define their digital measurement strategies. i’ve spent the past few 
years mining social data for insights on posting patterns, text analytics, 
geolocation, content effectiveness, and social connection analysis. with 
a data-driven approach to real-time marketing, you’re more equipped to 
define goals, identify moments to take advantage of, understand what 
your competition is up to, and know how to improve after each event. 
By the time you finish this book, i hope not only that i’ve convinced you 
that real-time marketing works in most cases but that you’ll have a plan 
to use data to make the most of the opportunity in front of you.

what will we cover over the next few hundred pages? here’s a quick 
overview:

chaPTer 1—reLevaNce Is TreNdINg uP

we’ll begin with a definition of real-time marketing and a brief his-
tory of how it all got started. next, we’ll walk through the spectacu-
lar growth trend that rTm is experiencing and talk about why social 
media is a great platform for real-time, relevant content from brands. 
we’ll also walk through some of the challenges of real-time, and intro-
duce the concept of leveraging in-the-moment strategies to make an 
impact every day.

chaPTer 2—uNdersTaNdINg BraNds oN TwITTer

here we’ll walk through what success looks like in social media, and 
start looking through our first set of data to understand a baseline for 
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brand behavior on Twitter. we’ll gather data from over 250,000 Tweets 
from over 100 brands to show patterns and different tactics used by 
companies to make the most of the social platform. which brands are 
getting the best response from their audience? what are the patterns 
in language, timing, punctuation, media, and hashtags that work for 
brands? we’ll learn all about these topics, and gather some best prac-
tices along the way.

chaPTer 3—rTm PerformaNce for BIg, kNowN eveNTs

here’s where the real fun begins. with a better understanding of how 
brands are using Twitter on a daily basis, we’ll now dive into real-
time marketing patterns and performance. how does rTm during big 
events perform versus normal, daily brand messaging? does tent-pole 
rTm work for every brand, or are there patterns to success for specific 
verticals? what are the tactics we can learn from analyzing language, 
influence, and connections to maximize brand rTm effectiveness?

chaPTer 4—rTm PerformaNce for uNkNowN  
eveNTs aNd daILy TreNds

we’ll continue our research in understanding the performance of rTm 
by looking at smaller events throughout the year as well as everyday 
trends. when brands jump on an everyday conversation that is trend-
ing with their audience, how does the performance stack up? what 
should brands be preparing for, and which events make brands work 
harder than others? we’ll find out.

chaPTer 5—LayINg a daTa-drIveN fouNdaTIoN  
for reaL-TIme

Building out internal capabilities for real-time response isn’t accom-
plished on accident—it takes an experienced team, executive alignment, 
and much, much more. we’ll build the foundation for our data-driven 
rTm process by laying the groundwork for success.
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chaPTer 6—aImINg for reaL-TIme success

Crafting a strategy begins with establishing the right goals and mea-
surement. in this chapter, we will outline the best practices for building 
a usable, repeatable rTm measurement strategy that will propel brands 
toward success and optimize their tactics with each campaign.

chaPTer 7—The daTa-drIveN rTm Process

now that we’ve learned what works, this chapter will detail a plan to cre-
ate an rTm methodology that includes data baked into every step. what 
are the best practices for people, process, Technology, and analysis for 
rTm? how can data give brands a huge advantage in every stage (in 
planning, execution, and post-campaign analysis) of the process? The 
result will be the go-to guide for building a data-driven, insights-fueled 
process for rTm.

chaPTer 8—The fuTure of rTm

real-time marketing is just getting started. i’ll explore the possibili-
ties and opportunities i see for rTm as social networks and technology 
continue to evolve. Looking at new, emerging platforms and trends that 
are taking place, i’ll evaluate what works and where gaps still exist, and 
present data to show which emerging trends are experiencing the most 
success.

So let’s dive in and have some fun. we’ll hear opinions from top people 
in the industry, look at social data in new ways, and plan out a strategy 
that works for your team.

Let’s get to work.

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 1
RelevanCe Is  
TRendIng Up

Today all markeTers are living in a real-time world, but 
few are actually taking advantage of it.

information travels fast, but new information travels faster—the 
topic of the day, the talking points, the newest biggest thing. it seems 
that information overload increases as fast as the technology designed 
to carry it—every year, every month, every day. as the latest head-
lines come and go, the attention of your audience goes with them. 
Wait . . . there’s a breaking news alert on Cnn. Hold on, i just got a text. 
did you see that Beyonce is trending this morning? i wonder why, let 
me check. let me just log into Facebook to see if there’s something new 
since i last checked two minutes ago. i just got a snap—let me just, ok, 
sorry, what were you saying?

marketing has always revolved around attention. Where eyeballs, 
time, and awareness have traveled, brands and their messages have 
quickly followed. a message without an audience is a message that isn’t 
heard, and brands have made it their business to know where potential 
consumers are listening, and where those trends are shifting. in the 
1920s as the Us interstate highway system was built out, americans 
started hitting the open road and spending more time than ever in 
their vehicles, searching for their next adventure. as brands realized 
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that the attention of their audience was suddenly hitting the pavement, 
they came along for the ride, and suddenly billboards appeared to keep 
Burma-shave and Wall drug in front of potential consumers. in the 
1930s as listeners tuned in to popular radio shows like Little Orphan 
Annie, ovaltine was there with radio spots to capitalize on the ears and 
minds that were hanging on every story line in every house, every week. 
as attention turned to television, and decades later with the internet, 
ads have followed suit. and now that people in the United states spend 
an average of 37 minutes a day on social networks, advertisers are happy 
to jump on board with properties like Twitter and Facebook as well.

But marketers know that just getting in front of their audience isn’t 
enough—they also need something to say that resonates with listeners. 
advertisers need campaigns and messages that not only keep up with 
the times but also take advantage of relevant topics to grab attention. 
seeing Psy (that’s the gangnam style guy) in a super Bowl ad a few years 
ago wasn’t a mistake; rather, it was a marketer trying to capitalize on a 
current and widely recognized trend via brand association. Connecting 
to that existing reference has value for the brand, and marketers will 
pay handsomely for the rights to appear modern and pertinent. But 
trends do not last forever, and as fashion, music, and other pop culture 
staples shift, brands adjust their imagery and creative to stay relevant.

in the past, fads lasted for months and years, even if they shouldn’t 
have—like Hypercolor shirts or Pauly shore. Trends and topics would 
stay top of mind for long periods of time and provide a more predict-
able road map of topics for the company to leverage. But in the digital 
age, 24-hour news cycles and social media have generated a new culture 
of micro-trends—fads and topics with a shelf life that can sometimes 
be measured in minutes. These topics are top of mind for a very short 
period of time, but thanks to today’s quick dissemination of infor-
mation, they still attract big attention from a brand’s audience. What 
brands are discovering is that this new micro-trend culture offers a new 
marketing opportunity for those who are willing to innovate.

While the life cycle of new trends continues to shorten, the pressure 
placed on brands continues to mount. To add to the stress, these trends 
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bring new channels for brands and media companies that require a new 
set of skills and tactics. you can’t plan an outdoor campaign around 
a micro-trend that lasts 24 hours, or at least you probably shouldn’t. 
social isn’t a billboard. it’s a conversation. it’s a completely different 
species of media—with its own set of opportunities and challenges. 
knowing how divided, or even fleeting, the attention of our audience 
is today, smart marketers have found a new technique to maintain rel-
evance in the minds of current and potential customers. it’s an attempt 
to travel alongside customers as they shift with trends, and stay relevant 
with the audience as they spot the next thing that will grab their atten-
tion. This practice is called real-time marketing.

Real-TIme maRkeTIng Is The pRaCTICe of CReaTIng ConTenT  
InspIRed by a CURRenT TopIC, TRend oR evenT

as the world jumps from one topic to another, many brands and media 
companies are working to keep themselves in the spotlight. The reali-
ties of rTm contain many new pitfalls for companies, and the road gets 
a little bumpy as real-time topics are often unpredictable and highly 
diverse. This means rTm brands must be nimble. it means rTm brands 
need to understand their brand promise, values, and voice inside and 
out. and it means that rTm brands have to be prepared to jump on new 
opportunities every day.

Why on earth would anyone want to sign up for this?
Why? simply put—because brands are seeing value in the practice.

TRends dRIve RelevanCe

real-time marketing capitalizes on a trending topic with a timely mes-
sage that strikes while the iron is hot. The result of this is relevance, 
which is the key driver to rTm’s success and adoption. Whenever a 
brand’s message can adapt to the mind-set of the audience and also have 
something interesting to say, the message will be heard with increased 
clarity and volume. regardless of the tactics brands use to achieve this 
end result, relevance is still the core concept driving success.
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rTm is designed to take advantage of the attention surrounding a 
trending topic and redirect a portion of that attention back to a brand. 
much like a nasCar driver drifts behind his competitor, brands can 
use rTm to gain speed without exerting as much effort (or budget) to 
get a consumer’s attention. if done right, they can easily grab impres-
sions and reach that would otherwise have to be bought. Companies 
can still convey their brand identity and voice to many, many more 
consumers for a low cost of entry, and even use tailored offers to see real 
revenue from rTm.

imagine the following scenario:

1. you’re watching the super Bowl and your favorite football team 
intercepts a pass from the other team. did you see that? did that 
really just happen? shouts of joy fly from your mouth. your dog 

Figure 1.1 denny’s Tweet after the 2014 BCs Championship game
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runs out of the room, frightened. suddenly, everything is awe-
some.

2. you must share this excitement with the rest of the world, espe-
cially your friends rooting for the other team. sure they are your 
friends, but during this game and only during this game, they are 
terrible people.

3. you take out your phone and open the Twitter app.
4. you post “OMG damn straight #goPackers #interception,” hit the 

“send Tweet” button, and take a victory sip of your favorite bever-
age. victory, as it’s been told, tastes sweet.

5. as your see your post go live in the Twitter feed, you notice a few 
other people talking about the same topic. you start to wonder 
what the Twitterverse is thinking about the play. you do a quick 
search for “interception,” and at the top a Tweet pops up from 
your local pizza place. “What are they doing on here?” you won-
der in your slightly buzzed head. reminder: at this point, it’s only 
been about 30 seconds since that last play.

6. TonysPizzaPlace tweets “Nice pick! Packers fans, pick your favorite 
pizza now for only $10. bit.ly/tonyspizza #interception”

7. That’s kind of clever, you think, and you hit the rT button. maybe 
you’ll order pizza at halftime, and if you do, you know you’ll get a 
deal from Tony’s. Back to the game.

That is real-time marketing at work—capitalizing on an event where 
a brand knows there will be attention and conversation, and grabbing 
a slice for themselves. How much did it cost Tony’s Pizza Place to send 
that Tweet? Pretty much nothing, other than having a social media 
person monitoring the game, and an offer/link ready to go. What’s the 
upside? as i’ll show you via some data analysis later in this book, it can 
be pretty big.

But the impact of the above scenario isn’t just getting in front of more 
eyeballs. it’s about being relevant in the moment. not only does Tony’s 
Pizza realize that people will be watching the big game, they realize 
that the micro-event, in this case the interception, is what everyone is 
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talking about for the next two minutes. By connecting their message to 
that event with the “pick your favorite pizza” line, which plays off the 
“pick” slang for an interception, it integrates with something that is 
already top of mind for the audience. suddenly, Tony’s Pizza is relevant 
to the conversation at hand, and not trying to distract their audience 
away from what they were already doing. The above scenario wouldn’t 
have clicked with the audience at the same level if Tony’s Pizza had 
tweeted, “What’s your favorite pasta?” during the game. it’s not just 
about timing, but a combination of the timing and the message.

The value of rTm goes far beyond just pizza places and consumer-
packaged goods brands—plenty of media companies are reaping the 
rewards of real-time as well. news organizations are responding to 
trending topics to make sure their programming is relevant and in line 
with their audience’s attention. Television shows use real-time polling 
and commentary from the audience to capture the voice of everyone 
watching and assure the audience that they have a say in the conversa-
tion. By using these tactics, media companies are leveraging real-time 
to connect with their audiences in new and innovative ways.

We’re now seeing an explosion of rTm, mostly because social media 
is such a great medium for real-time messaging to reach the masses. But 
real-time marketing didn’t just appear out of the blue—it’s been hap-
pening in one form or another for years. Brands have recognized the 
value, but only recently acquired the tools and connectivity to execute 
rTm effectively.

TRendIng: Then and now

This new movement of brands engaging with the audience via social 
media channels isn’t the first time we’ve seen real-time marketing in 
action. Companies have always known that if you can get yourself in 
the mind-set of the consumer, good things will follow. one example of 
this is a well-known saying that has lasted for a generation.

For years, disney has paid the super Bowl mvP to endorse their 
theme parks directly after the win, while the confetti is still flying.

“you just won the super Bowl! What are you going to do now?”
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“i’m going to disneyland!”
over the years, the punch line to this annual campaign has become 

an iconic saying throughout america. But it’s not just smart marketing—
it’s also a great example of rTm. The commercials would air the next 
day in the early years, but by the time the ’90s came around, the com-
mercials were turned around so fast that they were televised that same 
night. disney made their brand relevant by association—packaging the 
super Bowl celebration and their brand together and sending it out to an 
already captive audience. and by jumping on a topical event in a timely 
fashion and tying their brand to that winning experience, disney became 
a pioneer in rTm.

onlIne: a beTTeR UndeRsTandIng of whaT’s Top of mInd

Forms of real-time marketing have been happening for years on more 
traditional internet properties, like google. google’s huge market for 
adWords, which brought in over $30B in revenue for them in 2013, 
capitalizes on knowing that searches show intent, such as intent to pur-
chase an item (“Converse shoes”) or understand more about a topic 
(“spinal Tap quotes”). google uses this search intent to optimize the 
advertisements put in front of the user while they are top of mind. For 
example, if i performed the “Converse shoes” search above, google 
would know that i have some level of interest in knowing more about 
shoes and even possibly buying shoes. not only does google know that, 
but it knows that i am particularly interested in the Converse brand. so 
google not only serves up the best natural search listings (Converse.
com, the Wikipedia page on Converse), it also displays paid search 
results for Zappos’s or Converse’s e-commerce site right at the top of 
the page. Because the search topic is top of mind for me, i’m much more 
likely to click on those ads to learn more about or buy the shoes right 
now versus look at a banner ad that doesn’t resonate with what’s on my 
mind right now (like a Hawaiian vacation). it’s no surprise that returns 
for both google and the brands buying these ads perform much bet-
ter than more traditional, noncontextual advertising. it’s an adaptive  
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form of advertising that wraps itself around the user’s current state of 
mind versus the other way around. it’s the right message in the right 
place at the right time.

more recently, the retargeting craze has repeated google’s success on 
other channels. By performing a search on “glasses,” i show my intent that 
i’m in the market to upgrade my frames or lenses. advertisers understand 
this, and now have the ability to follow me across multiple sites, prompt-
ing me with banner ads showing products that i’ve recently searched for 
or viewed. instead of getting a random ad for something that i’m not 
interested in, i get one redirecting me back to Warby Parker—reminding 
me about my past intent. Come check out these frames you just looked 
at. Bring your attention back where it was a few days, hours, minutes 
ago. retargeting, like adWords, results in better performance as com-
pared to traditional advertising, all because of its real-time nature and an 
understanding of the value that attention can bring. it allows advertisers 
to understand your current mind-set, and advertise accordingly.

soCIal: The Real-TIme desTInaTIon

so, yes, real-time marketing has seen success by innovative brands in 
the past few decades, but nothing like what we’re seeing today. as it 
turns out, social media is what brands needed for real-time marketing 
to really take off, and it’s no mistake that rTm efforts have exploded 
with the pervasive nature of social media in our modern lives. rTm 
gained huge momentum with our newest increase in real-time connec-
tions for a reason, but first let’s recall a moment that helped start this 
growing phenomenon.

let’s jump in our social media time machine and send ourselves back 
to super Bowl sunday, 2013. Back then you had probably hadn’t heard 
of real-time marketing, you had no idea the Pope was about to resign 
(or that he was even allowed to do that), and edward snowden still got 
along with the nsa just fine. it was a simpler time.

and, if you’re working for a brand or agency social media team, 
you’re actually at home enjoying the big game with friends and family. 
i call these “the good old days.”
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suddenly, right after the game starts back up post-halftime, the lights 
go out in the superdome. What on earth just happened? is everyone 
seeing this? you check Twitter, and then one of the most famous (and 
most retweeted) Tweets of the year  appears (Figure 1.2).

The next day, everyone’s talking about the blackout, but more impor-
tantly, everyone’s talking about oreo and a few other brands (audi, 
duracell) that had social media teams at the ready to jump on the trend. 
They get featured in Ad Age. They end up winning trophies at fancy 
advertising banquets with open bars. Clients and bosses are very, very 
happy.

For real-time marketing, this was a game changer. But this was just 
a one-time thing. it couldn’t be repeated. it didn’t have any value. The 
year 2013 would be the year of real-time marketing, and then agencies 
and their respective budgets would move along like nothing happened. 
it didn’t have any value, the pundits cried, so why would brands try to 
do it again?

Figure 1.2 The oreo Tweet, from the 2013 super Bowl, that opened eyes to the 
power of a good rTm program
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so what happens when we fast-forward one year to the 2014 super 
Bowl, and see what happened to this so-called social media “flash in 
the pan?” Well, if you worked on a social media team in the past few 
years, you’d probably know the answer to that already, and it involves 
working on sundays.

moRe bRands floCked To Real-TIme maRkeTIng

rTm adoption for brands listed in the interbrand 100 grew year over 
year by more than 260 percent (Figure 1.4)—from eight brands in 2013 
to twenty-nine brands in 2014.

Just to be clear, these aren’t little mom-and-pop startups we’re talk-
ing about here. The interbrand Top 100 is a group of the top 100 most 
valuable brands in the world. in 2014, some of the real-time mar-
keting newcomers were established corporations like Honda, visa, 
volkswagen, and kia. These are big players with big budgets—brands 
that could easily afford a super Bowl commercial. But many instead 
decided to invest in social, and specifically in real-time marketing.

When you step back, this shouldn’t be all that surprising. every arti-
cle we read these days seems to be about a new social network, or an 
innovative agency building out sophisticated social media teams across 

Figure 1.3 Charmin’s social media team tweeting during the 2014 super Bowl
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the globe. With more brands on social media, and more social channels 
to work with, the growth of rTm can probably just be explained by 
social media’s overall growth from 2013 to 2014. But as you can see in 
Figure 1.4, there’s no comparison.

looking at the interbrand 100 and their super Bowl social activity 
from 2013 to 2014, there was indeed growth in brands posting during the 
show itself. in 2013, 37 percent of the interbrand Top 100 posted some 
form of social media during the super Bowl across Twitter, Facebook, 
or instagram. in 2014, that number grew to 41 percent. so social media 
grew a bit, but nothing close to rTm’s year-over-year growth. or said 
another way—social media activity by top brands during the 2014 super 
Bowl grew by 11 percent. rTm grew by more than 260 percent.

one notable brand that decided to bow out of the rTm spotlight 
during the 2014 super Bowl was last year’s shining star. Just before the 
game kicked off, oreo tweeted, “Hey guys . . . enjoy the game tonight. 
We’re going dark. #oreoout.” rebecca lieb, an analyst for the altimeter 
group covering digital advertising and media, thinks it was the best way 
for oreo to handle the expectations facing them. “it was very interest-
ing to see the brand that has become the poster child for rTm politely 
bow out of the super Bowl, which i thought was a very good strategy 
on oreo’s behalf,” lieb said. “But it was also important to them to make 
a statement and not be entirely missing from the scenario and i think 
their approach was a very elegant one.”1

if 2013 was the year rTm showed up, 2014 was the year it became 
legit. real-time marketing, it seems, is making its way into boardrooms 
and budgets across the globe. lieb sees global technology clients that are 
changing the way they manage their channels based on rTm. “i know 

Super Bowl
2013

Social Media Activity 37 41 +11%

Real-Time Marketing  8 29 +263%

Super Bowl
2014

Figure 1.4 super Bowl rTm growth far outweighed overall super Bowl social 
media activity growth by brands from 2013 to 2014
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one major technology brand that has just created different Facebook 
pages for different regions in the world. one of the reasons they elected 
to do this is real-time marketing. They know they will get more reso-
nance from a real-time topic and they want to roll that out by geogra-
phy to capture that momentum and velocity. real-time is now being 
cited by marketers as a fundamental reason for segmenting.”2

last year, lieb says, brands were more interested in pouring their 
budgets and attention into social listening, a technology to monitor lev-
els of brand conversation on social networks. This year it has shifted 
into what she calls “scenario planning,” which emphasizes preparing 
for rapid response to multiple possible outcomes, both positive and 
negative. “Brands have always needed disaster scenarios and planning, 
but i’m now seeing all marketing strategy and content strategy begin 
to ladder up to rTm, and have rTm baked into what large enterprise 
organizations are planning for. i am seeing more and more brands try-
ing to build rTm into their social marketing and content marketing 
practices, strategy, and organizational structure.”3

why so soCIal? The advanTages of soCIal + RTm

so real-time marketing has been around awhile, but in the past few 
years it has really started gaining momentum with big brands and media 
companies. Why has rTm flourished on social media? What makes 
social the new go-to vehicle for engaging audiences in real-time?

The reasons are built into the very fabric of social platforms. social 
media is fundamentally different from all previous marketing channels. 
While social channels don’t necessarily fit with traditional advertising 
models, they have many dimensions that allow marketers to do things 
they’ve never done before. From its form factor to its measurability to 
the medium itself, social might seem like the perfect marriage for rTm. 
How so? let us count the ways.

IT’s shoRT foRm

To grab attention during a live event, you’re going to need to be quick 
and to the point. Writing a four-paragraph essay on why daft Punk 
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should have won that grammy isn’t going to cut it. People have a show 
to get back to. not only does the audience not have time for long-form 
takes on real-time events, your team doesn’t have time to create that 
much content and still keep up with the ever-changing conversation at 
hand. The short form of Twitter and Facebook works perfectly in this 
environment. and with embedded photos and videos, brands have lots 
of different ways they can engage with their audience. But remember—
social shouldn’t be a novel. Be quick, be engaging, be gone.

IT’s RelaTIvely Cheap

say what you will about agency costs and staffing an experienced social 
team—when you compare the cost of sending out a few Tweets to a 
super Bowl ad, you’re not even in the same ballpark. in fact, the low 
barrier to entry of social makes me wonder why every brand isn’t doing 
some form of rTm today. The low cost of engaging in the moment 
on social media makes the strategy accessible for not only established 
brands but also for emerging brands and smaller mom-and-pop shops 
(like Tony’s Pizza Place from our earlier example).

The seCond sCReen Is explodIng

social media usage in conjunction with major events is trending 
up every year. if customers are already on Twitter talking about the 
oscars, it makes sense to go meet them there. Combine that insight 
with the second screen demographic, a predominantly younger audi-
ence that advertisers fight to get in front of, and you’ve got a very attrac-
tive opportunity for marketers. if you bring your brand and message 
to the location where the audience already lives, it will take less energy 
than sending them to your owned properties.

IT’s measURable

impressions, engagement, clicks, shares. you know how well your social 
efforts are performing, and you get that information instantly. you 
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don’t have to wait for ratings to come out the next morning, or three 
months for the next quarterly focus group. not only are the interactions 
real-time, but the analytics are real-time as well. Try doing that with a 
billboard, old marketing guy who’s still selling billboards.

IT’s veRsaTIle

social is a platform that allows for many types of interactions—from 
posting of original messages to one-on-one conversations, including 
media such as images and short-form video, and including links to 
other content. social can not only provide a rich canvas for your creative 
team but also offers unique tactics that can be used to grab a consum-
er’s attention. as rTm has evolved over the past few years, we’ve seen 
a few interesting patterns emerge. not only are brands trying to get the 
attention of consumers by talking about the micro-events during a large 
event, they are also reaching out to other brands through rTm efforts 
to create new story lines within events.

Figure 1.5 The differences between Brand-to-Consumer and Brand-to-Brand 
rTm
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i know i probably lost you right there, so i’ll try to break this down 
with a bit more clarity. rTm has branched out into two forms: brand-to-
consumer and brand-to-brand. We can define these as the following:

Brand-to-consumer rTm is what you might expect from a brand, 
with messages that are meant to resonate with the entire audience. did 
something big just happen in an awards show? a brand can chime in 
on this trend and give their congratulations, express disappointment, or 
make fun of the acceptance speech. is #Usa trending today on Twitter? 
Brands can chime in to show their patriotism and stay on topic with a 
large audience.

Brand-to-brand rTm is a new form of communication that tends 
to happen mostly, but not exclusively, during big events. This is when 
brands decide to call each other out on a social network, and it can take 
many different forms. it can include one brand congratulating another 
on a funny or effective rTm piece of content during an event. it can 
be a brand surprising another with a message, hoping the other brand 
joins in and that both brands can benefit from the increased exposure. 
it becomes part of a larger sideshow: when Tide makes fun of JC Penney, 
it makes followers interested to see what might come next.

Brands that use brand-to-brand rTm are typically also doing brand-to-
consumer rTm at the same time. i haven’t seen any brands try for a strictly 
brand-to-brand rTm strategy, which could prove to be kind of awkward if 
the other brands aren’t responding. Ultimately, the goal of brand-to-brand 
communication is still about engaging consumers, but also getting them 
involved in the “back room” conversations between brands.

We’ll dive into the performance of brand-to-brand rTm conver-
sations, and whether the tactic has worked effectively to increase 
engagement—but for now, just know that it’s a thing.

Real-TIme maRkeTIng, Real-TIme Challenges

now, there are some that claim real-time marketing is a magic bullet. 
Just jump on a few trends and your social media performance will take 
off. There’s no other work to get done, and by the way you can manage 
the entire process from your pool. sorry, spicoli, it’s not quite that easy.
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i need to break the bad news and tell you that while rTm is a huge 
opportunity, there are still plenty of land mines you need to navigate. 
many of the same attributes that make social a great place for rTm can 
also make it a challenging strategy to undertake. i’ve seen many brands 
attempt to jump into the game and fail miserably, and it’s ugly when it 
happens. i’m not just talking about posts that i don’t find personally 
engaging or amusing—i’m talking about posts that do a downright piti-
ful job at engaging their audience.

Fear not, rTm newcomers. i have categorized these misses for your 
knowledge and protection so you can steer clear of these social blun-
ders. Here are a few missteps.

aCCepTIng The naRRaTIve veRsUs seTTIng The naRRaTIve

in traditional advertising, you’re creating a story about your brand and 
bringing your value proposition into that story. a brand defines a story 
to tell based on which aspects of the brand (quality, value, prestige, etc.) 
they want to drive home with consumers. When brands tell stories in 
advertising, they have control over where the story gets told, and which 
topics they believe will resonate with the audience.

With rTm, the story has already been set. People are talking about 
a certain topic that is top of mind, and it’s the brand’s responsibility 
to wrap their message around the existing context. if the brand wants 
to participate in the conversation, they’ll need to create a memorable 
take on that current event and not just try to start a separate dialogue. 
Brands can control their own handling of the topic and craft a funny, 
insightful, or supportive message depending on the circumstance, but 
they need to stay within the brand voice and on topic. in some respects, 
this is an easier job for the social media team, and in other ways it pres-
ents its own unique set of challenges.

The CloCk Is TICkIng

if you’re looking to gain the benefits of jumping on trends, you’ll need a 
team that has the ability to focus on the “real-time” aspect of rTm. do 
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you have something clever to say about matthew mcConaughey’s accep-
tance speech at the oscars? you’d better do it within a few minutes, or 
everyone will have moved on. you’ll need a team ready to create, post, 
and analyze your efforts in real-time. luckily, it’s a pretty easy problem 
to solve with the right technology, processes, data, and structure.

be pRepaRed

so you think you’re ready to get in there and play with the established 
rTm brands? Then you’d better leave your premade creative at home. 
you’re not going to win any rTm battles sitting in the sandbox with off-
the-shelf copy and creative. People can tell when you’re faking it.

While you’ll need flexibility and creativity to build content as new 
trends pop up, that doesn’t mean you don’t need to prepare. as a brand, 
you need to be ready when gearing up for real-time marketing. While 
some of the best rTm posts seem like they were created on the fly, 
there’s actually a good amount of planning and preparation going on 
behind the scenes to take full advantage of each micro-event. remember 
that old saying your mom used to drill into your head: “luck is what 
happens when preparation meets opportunity”? Turns out mom was 
right.

IdenTIfyIng The RIghT TRends

according to a 2014 Cmo Club / mass relevance study, 95 percent of 
chief marketing officers say that finding new, timely, and engaging con-
tent is one of their biggest hurdles. Brands engaging in rTm can cast a 
wider net for finding topics and content to associate with their brands, 
but with an understanding that there is risk surrounding certain sub-
jects. Today i’m seeing people talking about Justin Bieber on social net-
works. should we chime in? is that a subject we want to associate with 
our brand? do we have something relevant to say? Finding the balance, 
and having a good set of guardrails established for your team regarding 
when to engage and when to stay away, is essential to a successful rTm 
program.
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fIndIng The RIghT Channel

another way to misfire on real-time marketing is posting to the wrong 
social network, or the social equivalent of bringing a knife to a gun-
fight. marketers need to understand that all social channels are not cre-
ated equal when it comes to the real-time environment. Hardly anyone 
is going to be watching your brand page on Pinterest during the super 
Bowl, hoping you pin a new recipe. Pinterest does a lot of great things, 
but real-time isn’t their killer feature. make sure the social network you 
choose is right for the impact you’re looking to see, and fits with the 
audience you’re looking to target. and don’t be afraid to experiment 
with some of the new emerging channels that are popping up every day. 
audi did a great job using both Twitter and snapchat during the 2014 
super Bowl, and got a good amount of attention for their efforts.

RTm oveRload

i know, i know. When a big event comes up, you’ve been planning this 
day for a long time. you’ve got everyone working on a sunday, the creative 
juices are flowing, and there is an endless supply of hilarious, clever ban-
ter ready to unleash on every social network under the sun. But you may 
want to pump the brakes a bit. don’t make the mistake of posting every 
other minute—remember, people who follow you may have every piece 
of content appear in their feed, and you don’t want to assault them with 
an attack of death-by-social. Use restraint. sometimes, less is more.

The challenges facing brands and media companies that are hoping to 
utilize real-time conversations are very real, but not insurmountable. 
every strategy has its associated risks, and identifying them and build-
ing a risk management plan is the job of every manager out there. We’ve 
seen examples of brands that overcome these obstacles daily by build-
ing out strong teams with detailed planning. instead of just shooting 
from the hip, these brands can balance risk and reward to gauge control 
of their outcome.
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The peaCoCk and The woodpeCkeR

To get to know the ins and outs of real-time marketing, you can define 
and slice its use cases in many different ways. But the last thing i want 
to do is confuse you out of the gate, so let’s talk about something sim-
pler first. let’s talk about some of our friends from the animal king-
dom, with a concept known as the peacock and the woodpecker.

The peacock is a bit of a show-off. The peacock is all about flash. 
The peacock picks a few select times to shine and goes big—spreading 
his huge feathers and showing off his wild colors for a flash, and then 
retreats until the next big event. and yes, the peacock gets noticed dur-
ing his big reveal, but when those feathers go down, he kind of disap-
pears until the next big thing.

now, think about the woodpecker. The woodpecker doesn’t have big, 
colorful feathers to work with. The woodpecker is small and out of sight 
and pretty unnoticeable except for one fact—the woodpecker is work-
ing every day. Tap tap tap. He’s always out there, making some kind 
of progress, working toward a goal. Tap tap tap. He’s not making a big 
deal out of what he’s doing. He’s just constantly tap tap tapping away, 
every day.

To make the most of your marketing efforts, you’ll hopefully have 
a few peacock moments—big flashes of exposure and reach to make 
a big impact on your audience. But peacock moments are temporary 
and hard to achieve on a consistent basis. as a brand, you not only 
need large events to make your presence felt, you also need a constant 
rhythm of taps going on between big moments as well. you need to be 
a woodpecker (when you’re not being a peacock) to keep yourself, and 
your message, top of mind.

What this means for real-time marketing is that you’ll have your 
huge events—worldwide happenings like presidential elections, award 
nights—where you might look to make a big splash using real-time tac-
tics. But there are not that many of those events per year, and rTm can 
continue to add value throughout the year, just like our good friend the 
woodpecker.
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When we look at real-time marketing content over the years, it can 
be broken down into two main types of creative that stem from very 
different places. We’ll call these known and unknown.

RTm for known Topics

known rTm content is meant to be posted in real-time as a large event 
is taking place, but it can be planned ahead of time due to the predict-
ability around certain parts of the event. Brands know that the super 
Bowl will have an opening kickoff, so when that happens, premade cre-
ative can be posted at the time of the micro-event.

RTm for Unknown Topics

Unknown rTm content can’t be predicted, and therefore must be cre-
ated in a reactive manner after a topic has become a trend. The blackout 
during the 2013 super Bowl resulted in brands’ creating content that 
they couldn’t have predicted before the event. Creative teams quickly 
brainstormed, built, and posted in-the-moment social content.

if we combine both of these concepts—different types of events and 
known/unknown content, we get a model like we see in Figure 1.6.

The combination of topic predictability and event type give us a 
matrix with four quadrants. let’s walk through each.

PLANNED WATCHLIST

OPPORTUNISTIC EVERY-DAY

Micro Event
Small event, unknown

date.

Tent Pole Event
Big event, known date.

Unknown Topic
“Something’s going to happen,

I just don’t know what.”

Known Topic
“I know this is going to happen”

Figure 1.6 The real-Time marketing matrix
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planned RTm

The Planned rTm quadrant represents a combination of known topics 
and a known event. many facts about the oscars are known weeks or 
months in advance—the date, the host, the nominees, the location, the 
start time, and so forth. Brands can plan content around these topics, 
knowing that they can build something predictable but timely well in 
advance of the show, like a Tweet proclaiming, “Here we go, the #oscars 
just started!” just as the award show begins.

watchlist RTm

The top right quadrant is where known topics meet everyday life. i refer 
to this as “The Bieber Quadrant,” where we know that certain events 
will happen around a known topic, like a celebrity or political figure 
who is known to a large proportion of your audience, but we just don’t 
know all the details around the topic, including what it is (which celeb-
rities will get in trouble this week?) or when it will happen.

opportunistic RTm

The bottom left quadrant includes micro-trends that pop up within 
larger events or, said a different way, the stories and topics that people 
are talking about as they are all discussing the same tent-pole event. 
The super Bowl blackout of 2013 belongs in the opportunistic rTm 
quadrant—it revolved around a foreseeable event (the super Bowl) with 
lots of attention, but a topic (the blackout) that no one could have seen 
coming.

every day RTm

The bottom right quadrant is the Wild West of real-time marketing—
trends that occur that no one could have predicted. This includes 
Twitter Trending Topics that appear out of the blue, and everything 
else that surprises us each and every day. The high-speed ebb and flow 
of micro-trends in this quadrant leaves many marketers scratching 
their heads on how to identify, quickly triage, and act on breaking 
stories.
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TakIng a daTa-dRIven appRoaCh

There are lots of opinions about real-time marketing—about whether 
it’s worth a team’s time to engage in the practice, and whether the prac-
tice is a trend that’s here to stay. media pundits and industry influencers 
have all chimed in, claiming to know whether rTm will succeed or fail. 
But for the most part, their opinions are biased, knee-jerk reactions, or 
at best a collection of anecdotal examples of a brand benefiting (or not) 
from their real-time efforts.

This is nothing new. as michael lewis detailed in the excellent 
Moneyball, the oakland a’s brought the practice of deep statistical 
analysis (also known as sabermatrics) to baseball, and were the first 
team to break the cycle of relying on gut instinct and outdated mea-
surements to value available players. other industries, including politi-
cal analysts, venture capital firms, digital media companies, and even 
government agencies have all started taking data-driven approaches 
to understand more about every aspect of their business. They aren’t 
doing this just because it’s fashionable, or because they had a few extra 
data scientists sitting around; rather, they’re doing it to gain an edge. 
data can uncover hidden gems and unknown tactics that give compa-
nies an advantage. data can help companies disrupt.

But to date, i haven’t seen a data-driven analysis of rTm perfor-
mance. let’s fix that.

hey, maRkeTeR: yoU shoUld leaRn how To Code

you should learn how to code. yes, you. now, don’t throw the 
book (especially if you bought the e-book) across the room and 
grumble about having an mBa and that coding isn’t your job. i 
have an mBa, too. and i’ll write the code for you this time. This 
time. But next time, you should do it yourself.

i know what you’re saying: “i don’t have a computer science 
degree, dude, and i’ve seen the engineers that work here. i work 
on madison avenue, so i’m not going to start wearing sandals 
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and t-shirts to work. Coders can stick to the coding. i’ll stick to 
PowerPoint.”

all good points. But i’m not saying you need to code for a liv-
ing. you just need to know a little bit. Why? Because if you know 
how to write code, especially if you’re a marketer, all of a sudden 
you have a superpower.

That’s right, i said superpower. i’ve been working in ana-
lytics for a long time, and the off-the-shelf tools that are out 
there are getting better and better each year. They are great at 
answering the first question you have, and maybe the second 
question. But when you get deeper than that, the usefulness of 
the tools fall apart. They won’t tell you what you want to know, 
and if you don’t know how to work outside those tools, then 
you’re stuck.

But if you’re truly curious about your data, or if you want to 
combine multiple data sources to get a new view, your fancy tools 
will probably be of little to no help. and if you’re like most people, 
when the tool can’t give you the answer, you give up and just move 
on to one of the other 1,000 things on your plate. or you send 
the request over to your Business intelligence group, and maybe 
they’ll get back to you in a few weeks. or maybe they won’t get 
back at all, because they already have too much work to do. and 
voilà, you just missed out on an opportunity.

rewind a bit, and if you know the basics of coding, just a little 
bit of coding, you can answer those questions yourself, quickly, 
by building something to answer the question. and you don’t 
need to start from scratch or have a Phd from stanford to do it. 
These days, coding is different. Coding, dare i say, is much, much 
easier.

When i was a kid, i loved legos. my brother and i would 
dump out giant boxes of blocks every day and build whatever 
we wanted, anything our little brains could conjure up. legos 
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were much more basic back then. There were few if any spe-
cialized pieces that already look like a boat or spaceship, but 
we could build off prebuilt elements (solid blocks for walls, see-
through blocks for windshields or windows, f lat green pieces 
for grass, etc.) and make whatever we wanted—anything in the 
world.

Programming today is less about building things from a 
blank page, and more like putting legos together. The lan-
guage i code in, Python, is absolutely free, easy to learn, and 
has tons of free resources out there to help you. Thousands of 
people have gone through the process of learning Python from 
scratch, and many of them have written blogs about the easi-
est way for you to get from knowing nothing to getting things 
working. They’ve written how-to articles for every scenario you 
can think of.

not only that, but more importantly there are thousands of 
prebuilt packages out there, built by the Python community, that 
you can download for free and use within seconds. Want to grab 
data from Twitter? There are lots of packages to do that. do you 
want to build a web scraper to get information, programmatically, 
off of different sites from across the globe? There are many great 
ones already built, completely free, and completely documented. 
Want good frameworks for statistical analysis, graphing, social 
network analysis, text analysis, and pretty much anything else 
you can think of? you guessed it—they’re all available, completely 
free, completely awesome, and could all be installed on your lap-
top five minutes from now.

and if you’re a marketer, you have even more reason to learn. 
you can be the person who gets more out of your marketing data 
than anyone else on the team. The person who finally got a view 
of salesforce data merged with google analytics data without 
having to pay out $100k to a vendor to do it for you. The person 
who analyzed sales leads and found out, via data, where to double 
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down on ad spend. The person who isn’t a programmer as their 
primary function, but uses their skill 5 percent of the time to get 
10x the value out of marketing data. not bad for someone that just 
learned how to code on the weekend.

every piece of data analysis in this book was done with open-
source (read: free) tools and public data. That means that you 
could have written this book.

so take it from me—do yourself a favor and learn a new 
superpower. learn Python—and go play with legos again. 
When you can play with your data via code, you’ll start seeing 
it differently. you’ll get to know your company better. you’ll 
get to know your business better, and you’ll be better at your 
job. you’ll discover things that no one else knows. i guarantee 
it. go make yourself a more valuable marketer—go learn how 
to code.

data can change thinking that has existed for decades, and it can 
challenge theories that have relied on gut instinct. data is not a replace-
ment for creativity, but it’s a catalyst to understand performance and 
give creative teams all the information they need to build the best plan 
to meet their goals. data helps us set goals and track to those goals. and 
data helps us convince others—using more than just anecdotal exam-
ples—that our efforts are having a true impact and deserve resources 
and budget to support them.

wheRe do I sTaRT?

real-time marketing is taking off, but if you’re new to the practice, where 
do you begin? don’t worry. That’s why i wrote this book. When a new 
marketing trend emerges, brands all too often experiment by dipping 
their toes in the water without a plan in place. Brands and agencies do this 
without—and tears are welling up in my eyes as i type this—a data-driven 
approach for success. Well that’s crazy talk, and i’m here to help.
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don’t worry—i know that data analysis can be complicated and con-
fusing. setting goals and key performance indicators can be intimidat-
ing. Talking about the details of Python code and database structure 
and analysis isn’t what you’re here for, and, don’t worry, it’s not what i’ll 
be diving into. But to figure out what’s working, what’s not working, 
and to make your brand a smarter social entity, we need to bring data 
into our daily lives. data can help power your marketing efforts, and i 
promise i’ll try to approach it in a user-friendly manner.

There are ways to manage the risk and take advantage of the oppor-
tunity surrounding rTm by using data. data isn’t going to write the 
perfect copy or photoshop Joe Flacco’s head onto your brand mascot. 
data won’t guarantee your success with creating relevant content for 
your audience, but it will greatly increase your odds.

a data-driven approach to real-time marketing can help you to 
understand whether you succeeded or failed. a data-driven approach 
can help you understand what the competition does well (and does 
poorly, which is a lot more fun). data can help you understand the right 
time to post, the right trend to jump on, and when the numbers tell 
your brand to keep quiet.

The key to rTm is to have it seem spontaneous, but actually be well 
orchestrated behind the scenes for optimal customer engagement, risk 
management, and brand positioning. metrics can help with all of the 
above, and help you sleep a lot better not only the night of the big event, 
but the night before, too. and most importantly, it can help make every 
day a big event on social channels for your brand.

so what are we waiting for? let’s do this.



Chapter 2
Understanding  

Brands on twitter

In theIr Infancy, socIal networks were built around 
the value that exists in person-to-person communication. Depending 
on the channel, you saw content from friends, industry influencers, 
and celebrities that you chose to listen to and wanted to engage with. 
social channels offered the opportunity to build new networks, stay 
informed, and discover new content like nothing before. social net-
works changed the way you spoke to your friends and colleagues, and 
created an entirely new set of social rules for each new medium. the 
expectations for how your network was supposed to use Instagram 
were different from Pinterest and different from snapchat. Users fig-
ured out the norms on each channel and expected others to do the 
same. People became acutely aware of what worked best, and learned 
the hard way (via unfriending and unfollowing) when they were step-
ping over the line.

soon after, brands went through the same learning process as those 
first users, but now did so through the unique lens of a corporation. 
companies found themselves in the same shoes as individual users 
once did—learning the expectations for each social channel and what 
was in and out of bounds. could a brand talk about a subject that wasn’t 
directly related to a product they sold? was it ok for a brand to follow 
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another brand? was it ok for a brand to send twitter followers 20 posts 
a day with the same offer (probably not)? In the beginning, no one was 
there with the answers, and innovative brands with a thick skin and an 
appetite for experimentation learned by doing.

Brands not only had to find the right patterns of when to post and 
how often to reach out to customers but also which messages, media, 
and timing worked best for what they were trying to achieve. companies 
figured out their brand voice and tone—the right way to talk to an irate 
customer on facebook, and what type of content should be retweeted. 
Brands built their social strategies piece by piece, and not all ended up 
looking the same.

In today’s social world, social media teams create daily posts with 
brand messaging, campaign support, social-only offers, and other con-
tent using strategies that have been tested and refined over the years. It’s 
rare that you visit your news feed or open your social app and not see 
some sort of brand messaging, whether it’s organic brand content that 
you’ve opted to listen to or paid, promotional brand activity.

Brands have learned that social’s ability to be real-time has both 
benefits and drawbacks. It’s not uncommon these days to see someone 
on twitter complaining to an airline about missing a flight—and then 
tweeting again just ten minutes later with even more anger due to a lack 
of response from the company. expectations for real-time communica-
tion from brands and media companies are at an all-time high.

some brands just want to have a conversation with you—to remind 
you on a daily basis that they are, or would like to be, part of your life 
(and, of course, top of mind for your next purchase.) some brands, like 
amazon, take the offer-only approach. the amazon twitter account 
tweets out links to special offers on the site every day to over a million 
followers. other brands, like Discovery networks, send out interesting 
facts to curious social listeners. and DiGiorno’s twitter account really, 
really likes to talk smack. to each his own.

But even with all the diverse strategies, brand voices, and social tactics, 
patterns still emerge with how brands use social media. and if we use 
data in a smart way, we can find those patterns and learn from the best.
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Brands on twitter—the data

let’s stop talking anecdotes and start looking at some data. My end goal 
here is to see how real-time marketing stacks up against other social 
strategies that brands and media companies use every day.

But before we dive into an analysis of how brands are using rtM, 
let’s first look at how they’re using twitter. Do brands just retweet other 
brands all day long, or are they actually creating their own content? what 
tactics do brands use that get them the best results? we’ll aim to establish 
a baseline of performance that we can measure against different types of 
real-time marketing, and hopefully we’ll learn something on the way.

for this baseline, we’ll be looking at twitter data, and looking for 
insights in the following areas:

● Content types: what is the typical makeup of brand twitter con-
tent (original content, retweets and replies)?

● Engagement: which brands see the greatest engagement from 
their audience and why?

● Time of Day: what times during the day do brands usually tweet? 
Does the time of day have any impact on tweet performance?

Figure 2.1 DiGiorno’s social media team, tweeting during the 2014 super Bowl
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● Hashtags: how do brands use hashtags, and what can we learn 
from this practice?

● Text Analysis: what language and punctuation do the top per-
forming tweets include?

luckily, the twitter public application Programming Interface (aPI) 
is here to help. an aPI, said in civilian-friendly terms, is a way to get 
data out of a social network using a few lines of code versus having to 
look at every tweet and write down numbers. the latter option sucks, 
trust me. you’d much rather be using aPIs to get back structured, for-
matted data that makes it easier to slice, dice, and ultimately answer the 
questions you have.

In most books, this is the point where the author would start explain-
ing how to access the twitter aPI using a specific Python package, 
making sure to use your consumer key and access token, and how to 
parse through the Json response. Don’t worry—we’re not going to do 
that here. I’ll write the code and grab the data, and we’ll walk through 
the findings from a few different angles. It will all be as user-friendly 
and child-safe as possible. Did we just become best friends? yep.

the Companies

so what’s the best way to look at brands and media companies using 
twitter today? we could look at a random sample of companies that 
happen to be top of mind this week, but that’s not a very thoughtful or 
insightful way to approach the exercise. what we should be interested 
in is how some of the biggest, most innovative brands in the world are 
working with social media today.

to accomplish this, I started with the Interbrand 100 list from 
2013.1 this is a list of the most valuable brands in the world, brands 
that truly get marketing and how to build a brand that creates real, 
measurable value. the Interbrand 100 includes companies like 
Google, coca-cola, IBM, Microsoft, and Ge. these aren’t small little 
upstarts—these are giant companies that know how to make money 
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by building a strong, reliable, innovative brand in the marketplace. 
not only are they well-known brands, they are also social brands—98 
of them are active on twitter, making this list the perfect starting 
point for our study.

In addition to the Interbrand 100, I wanted to include enough 
data in our analysis to make sure we had a solid sample of real-time 
marketing content. I chose eight brands that have engaged in a good 
amount of real-time marketing during large events (like the oscars, 
the super Bowl, etc.) over the past few years to add to our study. those 
brands are:

● Arby’s—loves Pharrell’s hat
● Charmin—seems to have a social team at the ready for every big 

event
● Denny’s—never afraid to try new things with social
● DiGiorno Pizza—one of my favorite brands that was tweeting 

during the 2014 super Bowl
● Gain—experimenting with rtM effectiveness in the consumer 

packaged goods (cPG) vertical
● JCPenney—made waves with their 2014 super Bowl “tweeting 

with Mittens” micro campaign
● Oreo—this one should be obvious by now
● Tide—great social team doing a lot of rtM in 2014, including 

some quick-turnaround video experimentation

By combining these two different lists, we end up with a list of 106 
brands on twitter, as seen in figure 2.2, which is a great sample to 
understand how the world’s biggest and most innovative brands are 
using twitter. I should also mention that a few brands have multiple 
twitter accounts, so in each of those cases, I tried my best to choose the 
account that best represented the brand’s social presence.

I should also note that this list is used throughout the book to estab-
lish a baseline for how brands use twitter (this chapter), for known 
events (chapter 3), and Micro-events (chapter 4), but in chapter 4, I also 
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bring in data from additional brands to round out the data set. with 
micro-trends, that’s just what we have to do to get a good sample of 
brand content.

we’ve got a solid list, but now we need some data. let’s go get it.

the data set

how should we analyze all these different accounts? I suppose we could 
just check out the last few tweets from each brand, manually, and try 
to put together some insights around each. or we could just pick the 
top content that has made headlines and leave it at that. But we’re better 
than that, right?

Figure 2.2 twitter handles for the 100+ brands in our rtM data set
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there’s a ton of data out there for us to collect, segment, and ana-
lyze, so let’s build out a database full of social goodness. here’s how 
we’ll do it:

1) first, create a twitter list for these 106 brands (you can see the one 
I built at https://twitter.com/chriskerns/lists/trendology).

2) then write some code to ask twitter for the last 3,200 tweets (the 
limit that the twitter Public aPI will currently return) from each 
brand on this list. some of the brands had fewer than 3,200 tweets, 
and if that was the case, I just asked the aPI for every tweet cre-
ated by the brand since they started their social efforts.

3) for each tweet, we will store all the information that will help us 
learn about the social behavior of our brands in a local database. 
the data includes:

the full text of each tweet, including hashtags and links●

the brand screen name that wrote each tweet●

how many followers each brand has●

the date/time of when each tweet was created●

the number of retweets each tweet received●

the number of favorites each tweet received●

By walking through these steps, we end up with over 260,000 brand 
tweets from the past few years that received, in total, over 18,500,000 
retweets and about 5,000,000 favorites from twitter users.

remember, this entire data set was created using tools and data that 
are available to the general public. I didn’t use any proprietary access to 
social data, or a set of fancy analytics tools. I manually gathered a list 
of brands I was interested in and used Python code to ping the twitter 
public aPI. said a different way: you can do this at home.

we’ll use this data to look at what brands tweet, how they tweet, 
when they tweet, what they include in their tweets, and more. and 
most importantly, we’ll take a good look at how each of these tactics 
performs, and which social strategies are getting the biggest reaction 
from their social audience. But first, we need to understand how to 
measure success.

https://twitter.com/chriskerns/lists/trendolody
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real-time sUCCess definition

when you get a huge amount of data, the first instinct is to jump right 
in and start pulling numbers. But let’s step back for a minute and under-
stand what we’ll be measuring in this book, and more importantly why 
we’ll define success in certain ways. success measurement is no cake 
walk, especially in social media across 100+ brands, so we should make 
sure we’re on the same page before moving ahead.

what follows is a breakdown of some common key performance 
indicators (kPIs) used to measure the success of social media and, more 
specifically, real-time marketing. a few caveats before we continue:

this rtm dataset is twitter Based

Because our data set is built from twitter data, we’ll limit our measure-
ment discussion to twitter success metrics. also know that facebook 
is making a case for continuing to increase its share of real-time con-
versation, and other social networks, such as Pinterest and Instagram, 
could be used under certain circumstances for rtM. and new plat-
forms can always emerge as rtM candidates in the future, such as 
messaging upstarts snapchat and whatsapp, which don’t currently 
have a huge brand presence or infrastructure, but probably will at 
some point.

social media measurement is a Big topic

this is by no means a book that covers every aspect of social media 
measurement. this is more of a primer to get us started in how to mea-
sure success for social, but specifically for real-time marketing.

let’s start with a few high-level goals that we can frame our success 
measurement around, and we’ll begin with the biggest, most debated 
one on the list: engagement.

engagement

engagement, the measurement of audience interaction with a brand’s 
content, gets a bad rap from a lot of people. It’s not directly tied to 
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revenue, they say. It doesn’t mean anything, they cry. But I think those 
people are wrong.

Getting the audience to interact with something you’ve created as a 
brand is a pretty amazing thing. It shows that what you created actually 
interests an individual, and it indicates that the audience feels some sort 
of connection with your brand. It shows that the content you send out 
resonates with the audience and that they are on your side. It’s the new 
soft sell, and brands all over the world are engaging their audience every 
day via social media. In fact, I’d go as far to say that if a brand doesn’t 
believe that engaging their customers is an important part of business 
in today’s world, they probably don’t belong on social media in the first 
place.

It’s silly to think that revenue, and not engagement, is the only value 
measurement that matters to a brand in today’s social world. If you’re 
looking to increase revenue via social media, that’s great. In fact, that’s 
amazing. add that goal to your kPIs, and create campaigns and social 
media efforts to get that revenue. you can build targeted social efforts 
that play off the best parts of each channel, and entice your followers 
with a specific offer than be traced back to that social experience. I 
see clients do it every day—and it makes them a lot of money. But that 
doesn’t mean that increasing your touchpoints with your audience isn’t 
worth a lot to your brand as well.

Jim sterne, who wrote the book Social Media Metrics, knows all 
about the perception issues that engagement has received as a suc-
cess metric in social media. “It’s a perfectly wonderful measurement,” 
sterne argues, “but everyone wants it to be something absolutely spe-
cific, and it’s not. I always love to equate marketing with dating, and if 
you can get someone engaged in conversation that’s great, it’s a start. 
But at different points in the relationship, engagement means differ-
ent things. I’ve been married for thirty-seven years and engagement 
means something very different to me now than when I was trying to 
get someone to go to the prom with me.” the main problem with some 
marketers’ not trusting engagement is that it truly does mean differ-
ent things to different organizations, but that’s not necessarily a bad 
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thing. sterne continues, “so as long as we back off of engagement hav-
ing to be a specific formula or a specific number, then it’s a good thing 
for a brand to strive for. the measurement is different depending on 
where you are in the cycle and what you’re trying to accomplish.”2

engagement is a great way to begin the conversation with an audi-
ence, and many brands want to use social media to do exactly that. 
Many brands employ a social strategy that focuses on building their 
brand first and holding off on a sales pitch until later in the relation-
ship. In fact, many brands don’t want to sell you something with every 
facebook post or every Instagram photo. they want people that follow 
their brand to understand the ins and outs of the brand—their offer-
ings, their opinions, their voice. they want to blend into your social 
stream without sticking out too much—remember the weird guy at the 
party trying to sell you something? they want to avoid being that guy 
every day. By working their way into your daily routine, they can slip in 
offers now and then without coming on too strong. these are offers that 
you might even share with others with the click of a button, because 
now you trust that brand.

while it’s possible to monetize engagement, I’m not going to dive 
into details around that in this book. Many companies assign dol-
lar values to different levels of engagement, and while I support that 
practice, that belongs in a different book. assigning value is a very 
customized process, and coming up with a dollar value across 100+ 
brands will be misleading at best. trying to measure the exact dollar 
value of engagement, with any accuracy, is a bit like trying to figure 
out how this morning’s three-mile run impacted your life expectancy, 
in hours. you could come up with a number, but it would probably be 
wrong and just used as encouragement to keep you from hitting the 
snooze button. you don’t need a number. you know that running this 
morning has helped you be healthier and feel better about yourself, 
so you lace up your running shoes and get out there. each individual 
morning run doesn’t need to be quantified—and this is coming from 
an analytics guy.
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engagement—how do we measUre it?

Favorites—favorites are the equivalent of a “like” button on twitter, 
where the audience shows you their support for a tweet without shar-
ing it out to their network. to favorite something, users can click on the 
star icon that is visible in the twitter interface underneath every tweet. 
It’s easy to see how many favorites any tweet has by clicking through to 
the tweet detail view where the metrics are visible.

Replies—another measure of how audiences are engaging with your 
twitter content is through the number of replies you receive. Users can 
reply by hitting the “reply” button and sending you a note back to tell 
you what they think, how much they like you, or what an idiot you 
are. replies are tougher to measure, however, because twitter no lon-
ger returns the number of replies per tweet in its aPI. If you want to 
count these, you can do so with the help of an social analytics toolset. 
fortunately there are tons available on the market today.

sharing the love

Getting the audience to share a social media post is an amazing feel-
ing. It means the content not only connected with your customer but 
was funny/good/insightful enough for them to attach it to their own 
personal brand. when a brand does the hard work of crafting a unique 
voice with something interesting to say (read: not an ad), you’ll up your 
chances of getting that content passed around and shared. and shares 
don’t only count in the shares bucket, they also increase impressions 
and have a real impact on followers.

social audiences share brand content frequently, and this action gives 
brands the perfect opportunity to capitalize on the channel’s norms 
to get their message in front of more eyeballs. twitter’s design makes 
sharing easy and painless for users and has created an environment in 
which sharing is a common activity. these factors make social media 
channels pretty unique as far as marketing environments go. let me 
put it this way—how many times have you read an email from a brand 
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and immediately shared it with everyone on your contact list? yeah, 
exactly. My number is zero, too.

sharing—how do we measUre it?

Retweets (RTs)—the retweet is the primary metric for measuring 
sharing activity on twitter. with a simple click of the “retweet” icon, 
you send the tweet you’re reading into the twitter streams of all your 
followers.

Modified Tweets (MTs)—the Mt is my favorite off-the-books mea-
surement for twitter sharing. you see, there’s no true functionality in 
the platform to create a Mt, people have just done it on their own. you 
copy the tweet that someone sent, including their username, add some 
commentary of your own, and label it as a “modified tweet.” they get 
credit, and you continue the conversation. It’s a form of social sharing 
that’s off the books, but you should be counting it.

Campaign Hashtag Mentions—to spread the word, you don’t need to 
have followers retweet exactly what you said. If you’re using a unique 
hashtag or phrase in your campaign, you can track usage of that to 
show how far the word is spreading. In many cases, organic uses of 
your branded hashtag are even better than having someone simply hit 
“retweet”—it can be a huge boost to your brand to have an influencer 
support your campaign in their own words and social content.

aUdienCe

followers are the number of people actively receiving your social 
content on twitter. these are individual users who have chosen to 
receive your social posts in their news feed, and this number indicates 
that what a brand is talking about is resonating with the audience. 
traditionally, follower count has been a nice big vanity metric that lets a 
brand compare how it’s doing to the competition in an apples-to-apples 
manner, but smart social media teams have learned that this metric 
isn’t just about bragging rights anymore. Increasing a brand’s follower  
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count is about creating a valuable social asset that earns the company 
greater reach with future efforts. also, let’s not forget an important fact: 
people can also unfollow your brand. Building a follower base shows 
that you’re not only building new connections but also retaining your 
existing ones with every piece of content you post.

aUdienCe—how do we measUre it?

Followers—every time these users bring up twitter in a browser or in 
a mobile app, they have the chance of seeing your most recent tweet. 
twitter doesn’t currently throttle the views of organic posts—meaning 
that for every tweet a brand posts, their followers will see it if they are 
on the network around the same time period.

reaCh

reach is a metric that hasn’t been shared for organic tweets to date, but 
I’m hoping this changes in the near future. Understanding how many 
people actually saw your post or tweet will allow brands to understand 
not only raw counts of actions (engagement, shares, etc.) but also the 
rate at which that action is happening based on the number of views a 
piece of content received. for example, if 100 people share my tweet, 
that’s interesting to know, but doesn’t tell me the whole story. on the 
other hand, if I know that 100 people shared my tweet out of the 1,000 
people who actually saw it, that’s an amazing share rate of 10 percent. 
with access to impression data, I can then measure the success of dif-
ferent campaigns in an apples-to-apples method.

reaCh—how do we measUre it?

for now, what we have is a calculation of “potential impressions,” which 
is a bit of a ballpark number. It goes a little something like this:

Twitter Potential Impression Metric: Followers X Posts—for every 
post you make, each of your followers has the potential of seeing it at 
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least once. how many actually see it? only twitter knows that—for 
now.

other metriCs

Depending on the type of real-time marketing campaign you’re con-
sidering and what you’re looking to directly impact, there are a few 
more buckets of kPIs that you’ll want to consider. here are just a few 
of them:

revenUe

yes, I can hear you saying, everything a company does should lead to 
revenue. why aren’t we using that as a measurement for success here? 
well, we can measure return on investment (roI) for brands on social 
media, but it’s going to look different for every industry and every 
social strategy that each brand uses. that’s just the nature of social 
media. outside of this book I’ve built plenty of case studies for individ-
ual brands, showing how a revenue-based campaign has created great 
roI via social, but the plain truth is that it’s difficult to do across 100+ 
brands due to the diversity of tactics and lack of available public data.

In this book, we’ll focus on measuring success across a wide variety 
of the world’s top brands with data that is available across the entire set, 
and engagement and sharing metrics best fit that bill. Brands will want 
to take advantage of what they learn from this book to translate rtM 
success over to their revenue-generating campaigns, but to measure an 
industry-wide revenue impact is beyond the scope of what we’re going 
for in this study. engagement, sharing, and follower measurements are 
used to gauge social media success across the industry, and they’ll be 
our metrics for rtM success as well.

sign-Ups

If your campaign includes some kind of conversion event (offer redemp-
tion, sweepstakes, etc.) you’ll obviously want to include those metrics 
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in your kPIs. and with all conversion events, you don’t just want a raw 
number of people who signed up to win your new truck or registered 
for your white paper. you’ll want to know the funnel metrics for that 
event as well. how many people saw it -> how many people clicked 
-> how many people actually filled out the form -> how many people 
completed the process. again, this is a difficult thing to measure across 
100+ brands, so we won’t be using it as an industry-wide success mea-
surement in this study, but it’s absolutely relevant for measuring success 
of a single campaign.

Brand mentions

this is a simple mention of your @username in a tweet by someone 
other than your brand on twitter. Growth in this metric indicates that 
the conversation about your brand is growing, but you’ll want to sup-
port that metric with an understanding of sentiment as well. More 
mentions of your brand that are angry or negative shouldn’t be counted 
toward your measures of success.

press mentions

sometimes brands participate in rtM with one of the goals (not 
the only goal, but one of the goals) to be possibly mentioned in the 
trades the next day. and don’t lie. a mention of “winning the social 
super Bowl” in Ad Age isn’t exactly a sharp stick in the eye for any 
marketer. It’s worth at least a week’s worth of press mentions, and 
another cycle during the next big event covering what you’ll be up 
to in order to defend your real-time marketing crown. But I will 
say this, if the only reason you’re doing rtM is to try and get some 
press, you should rethink your strategy. It’s a nice side benefit, but 
if there’s one thing this book was designed to do, it’s to convince 
you that there’s real data to support why your social team should 
engage in real-time marketing beyond just betting on your own 
oreo moment.
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how do Brands Use twitter?

so we’ve got some success metrics and a whole bunch of data. now it’s 
time to put it to use. let’s analyze the data from a few different angles 
and take a couple of quick looks at how brands use twitter day to day. 
which brands are primarily using twitter as a one-on-one commu-
nication platform? which brands are getting the most out of their 
hashtags? how does overall twitter behavior break out across all of our 
100+ brands?

twitter CommUniCation taCtiCs

the first thing we’ll want to do is understand the different types of 
twitter content the network supports, and how brands are using each 
approach. there are many different tactics that a brand or media com-
pany can use on a social network—broadcasting messages to the masses, 
echoing the messages of others, and replying directly to users. how often 
are companies using each method to balance their social strategy?

here’s a breakdown of our content-type buckets on twitter.

1: original Content

original content created by brands and media companies on twitter 
includes all messages that are meant for the masses and are generated 

Figure 2.3 original twitter content from the @Pampers twitter account
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exclusively by the company. original content on twitter can include 
posts about product news, questions for followers to answer, or a call to 
action for the user to find out more about a topic.

2: replies

Many brands use twitter as a valuable customer service channel. Using 
the reply functionality, brands can talk one-on-one with customers to 
address concerns, to communicate back to a customer who has reached 
out with a question or comment, or sometimes just to reach out and say 
hi. all of those conversations can be seen if you visit the brand’s twitter 
page, but won’t show up in your feed unless you follow both the brand 
and the individual that is being replied to.

3: retweets

retweets by brands echo the remarks of other people or companies, and 
are sent out to their followers by simply clicking the “retweet” button 
instead of crafting original content. By sharing the content of others, 
the brand is associating itself with the original twitter user as well as 
the message being retweeted.

so now that we’ve defined our three buckets, let’s look at how often 
the world’s most valuable brands are using each tactic (figure 2.6).

Figure 2.4 a reply from the @Pizzahut twitter account
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the top brands in the world are using twitter for a mass-communi-
cation device (posting tweets to all followers) in roughly equal propor-
tion to one-to-one communication with customers and other twitter 
users. retweets make up a smaller portion (12%) of overall tweets. from 

Figure 2.5 a tweet from the @nascar twitter account, retweeted by 3M

Twitter Content Breakdown for Brands

45%

43%

12%

Original Content

Replies

Retweets

Figure 2.6 twitter content tactics by the 100+ brands in this study, based on their 
most recent 260,000+ tweets
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a high level, brands are mostly on twitter to share original content and 
reach out to their audience one-on-one.

when we dive into the real-time marketing performance study in 
the next chapter, we’re going to ignore retweets and replies and focus 
on the original brand content, but let’s explore this data while we’re here 
and see what we can learn.

we’ll start with replies—the twitter functionality that transforms 
your brand’s megaphone into a nice, hand-written thank-you note. Isn’t 
that nice, your Mom says.

Come @ me

with replies making up 43 percent of the twitter brand content in 
our data set, we’ll want to understand more about this popular prac-
tice. replies are a great way for brands to reach out to individual cus-
tomers and have a conversation without sending that message out to 
the company’s entire follower base. replies are used to communicate 
back to individuals who have mentioned your brand with many dif-
ferent use cases. If someone gives your brand a shout-out saying how 
much they love your burritos, your social media team can ping back 
a simple “thank you” and hopefully make that customer’s day. when 
customers ask about product details or experience service issues, 
replies can speedily provide answers or direct the user to the right 
channel to resolve their issue. It’s a great tactic to make a customer 
feel like the brand is hearing their message and acknowledging their 
presence.

replies aren’t designed to get a brand huge reach or engage a large 
audience. they are meant for a smaller set of eyes, and the engagement 
numbers in our data set shows tells that story. Brand replies from our 
data set received an average 1.12 retweets and 1.76 favorites from fol-
lowers, which is much, much lower than original content. how much 
lower? we’ll find out in a few pages, but it makes sense that if the tweets 
are only being seen by a few individuals, there will be less chance for 
engagement.
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figure 2.7 shows an example of a reply from my own twitter account 
and an exchange with a company’s social media team. while the Us 
airways social media team couldn’t fix my tray table, their response had an 
interesting impact on my journey. when I saw a duct-taped tray table as I 
sat down, two things immediately came to mind:

1) “Great, I can’t use my tray table” and
2) “oh my God where else is there duct tape on this plane?”

Figure 2.7 a twitter conversation between @Usairways and yours truly
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I was irritated, and tweeted out the picture to help release some of 
my frustration. Getting a reply back before the plane even took off (just 
five minutes later) actually did ease my mind, and while I knew the 
social media team couldn’t come in and fix the problem, the fact that 
they were acknowledging the issue and had processes in place to listen 
to social customer complaints was an indicator that maybe question #2 
wasn’t really a problem. Maybe the duct tape fix was just an anomaly 
and not a sign of chronic problems with the company. My tray table 
didn’t get fixed, but the twitter interaction did help improve my per-
ception of the Us airways brand.

so who are the brands leveraging replies to help their business? Is this 
persistent across all brands, or are there super-repliers that are skewing 
the numbers? as you would expect, there are brands at both extremes, 
both using replies as the majority of their twitter communication and 
hardly ever using the practice.

the most active brands from our data set that are using replies on 
twitter are

Pizza hut (99% of content)●

Visa (98% of content)●

oreo (98% of content)●

coca-cola (97% of content)●

nike (92% of content)●

arby’s (90% of content)●

feeling lonely? Don’t worry—Pizza hut is here to reach out and talk 
to you one-on-one. that’s right, Pizza hut is the main reply aficionado 
versus the other brands in this study, and they reach out to consumers a 
lot. from the last 3,000 Pizza hut tweets I looked at, 2,992 were replies 
directly at twitter users.

on the other side, some brands include hardly any replies in their 
social strategies. louis Vuitton, accenture, Zara, and Morgan stanley 
have hardly any (less than 1%) of their content being sent with replies. 
the absence of replies doesn’t mean their social media teams are lacking 
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in any level of sophistication. It just means that they have chosen not to 
use twitter for this type of communication.

so what’s the takeaway here? If your brand isn’t currently using 
replies as a tactic to give some one-on-one love to your audience, you 
should consider it as part of your social media plan. even if you don’t 
use the practice in your personal twitter use, you should know it’s a 
huge tool for some of the biggest brands in the world to reach out and 
make a personal connection with their followers.

now let’s move our lens to the smallest content group from our first 
analysis: retweets.

say “soCial sharing” ten times fast

the retweet is everyone’s favorite way to share on twitter: the retweet. 
In essence, it’s a tactic that takes content that someone else (or another 
brand) posted, and proclaims support for the message through shar-
ing, whether it’s a cause, a joke, or whatever else lies within that tweet. 
with a click of a “retweet” button, brands can support a message and 
tie themselves to another brand by doing so. so which brands are doing 
this with a high degree of frequency?

the most active brands using retweets on twitter are

siemens (60% of content)●

3Mnews (49% of content)●

hsBc (38% of content)●

sony (38% of content)●

IBM (36% of content)●

siemens is leading the brands in our data set in this category (60% of 
their twitter feeds are made up of retweets), followed by 3M and hsBc. 
It’s no mistake that this list is made up of a good number of brands that 
use their twitter channel to distribute news and other industry infor-
mation to their followers. retweeting is a good practice when there’s 
frequent news about an industry or vertical that a brand would like 
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to share, especially in a business-to-business environment. It would be 
tough to imagine swiss Miss retweeting a press release to its followers 
about chocolate futures due to an upcoming drought, but it might make 
sense for the parent brand, conagra, to do just that.

If that theory is correct, then our data should tell us that consumer 
brands aren’t retweeting that much, right? the data agrees. consumer-
facing brands like Pizza hut and Prada are tied for the lowest rt per-
cent with zero, zilch, nada rts in their last 3,200 tweets. they are 
joined by other consumer brands, like oreo, Visa, and Ikea, all of 
which leave retweeting mostly out of their social media playbooks, with 
under 1 percent of their content made up of retweets. these brands 
like to create their own original content and leave the sharing to other 
brands.

while we’re on the subject, who, exactly, are these brands shar-
ing content from? well, that’s going to differ by brand, but the most 
retweeted accounts by the top 100 brands are actually the brands them-
selves. yes, many brands have multiple twitter accounts for different 
subbrands or corporate functions, and the data shows that a majority 
of the retweet activity by brands is actually retweets of content from 
their sister accounts. so @avonInsider retweets @avonPrGals in high 
frequency, @hsBc_Uk_press retweets @hsBc_press, the @sony 
account retweets @sonyelectronics and @Playstation. and why not, 
right? followers won’t mind if the content is still relevant to them, and 
the brand gets a boost in the reach of its message.

let’s talk performanCe

It’s easy to talk about which brands are doing what, but what we care 
about as marketers isn’t just how often brands use certain practices. we 
care about how the audience responds to those practices. so we’ll take 
our data crunching to the next level and look at not only what brands 
are doing but how the followers are engaging with the content. for 
brand tweets, the best way for us to measure engagement and sharing 
is through favorites and retweets. as we dive through this brand study, 
those are the two main metrics we’ll look at to gauge how effective twitter 
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content has been. there are a few different ways to do this, and we’ll walk 
through each.

original Content performanCe

let’s start by looking at the original twitter content from our brands. 
when we remove all retweets and replies from our data set, we end 
up with just over 117,000 tweets that companies have created them-
selves and intended for their entire audience to see. we’ll start at a high 
level with an understanding that averages across big data sets can be 
dangerous if taken as gospel, as any good analyst knows that outliers 
can skew results and lead to false understanding. we won’t fall for that 
trap—we’ll start with a 30,000-foot view of brand content performance 
to simply set a baseline and then dive in deeper to learn what’s work-
ing and what’s not working. let’s start with the simplest measurement 
approach—overall engagement and sharing patterns.

diving into raw aCtion CoUnts

on average across our 106 brands, I’m seeing the average original tweet 
receive about 50 retweets and 40 favorites. the median values (retweet 
median: 7, favorites median: 7) show us that the averages are a bit mis-
leading. the variation of this data is pretty large, which makes sense for 
many reasons.

all of our brands have a different number of followers, some dra-●

matically different from others. If a brand gets their message in 
front of 50,000 followers versus a brand that has 7,000,000 fol-
lowers, they should see a dramatically different raw number of 
interactions by the audience
all tweets are not the same. some tweets are built with different ●

purposes in mind, and therefore receive different levels of engage-
ment and sharing
the averages are inflated by a few superstar tweets that have ●

received a huge amount of engagement and sharing
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again, averages can mislead our thinking about what the norm is in 
social, so let’s start digging into the story behind this data. to do this, 
we’ll first look at the distribution of tweets across our chosen success 
metrics.

let’s take a quick look at the distribution of our 117,000+ original 
content brand tweets by plotting each tweet’s retweet and favorite 
counts.

on the scatter plot in figure 2.8, each dot represents a tweet, and 
it’s positioned via the number of retweets and favorites each piece of 
brand content received. It gives us a high-level look at how tweets are 
distributed with raw counts of engagement. that dot you see in the 
far right corner is arby’s, waving at you as they try on Pharrell’s hat, 
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Figure 2.8 a distribution of brand tweet performance by raw retweet and favorite 
counts
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but there are plenty of other brands that have tweeted content that 
are receiving a huge amount of engagement and sharing activity from 
their follower base, including JcPenney, Budweiser, and starbucks. 
the majority of this content, however, is down in the bottom left cor-
ner with closer-to-earth levels of activity, and closer to our average and 
median levels.

the trend line tells us that the data points tend to stick to the middle 
between the two axes. our two success metrics (retweets and favorites) 
have a tendency toward the middle of the graph. that is to say, they are 
somewhat correlated, or when one occurs, the other occurs as well. In 
fact, when we run a measurement of this (called the correlation coef-
ficient) on these two sets of numbers, they have an 85 percent correla-
tion, which is considered pretty strong. so, for the most part, when a 
tweet has content that causes a user to retweet, it’s also causing users 
to favorite.

ratios rUle

what we’ve been talking about so far are raw counts—the exact num-
ber of success events each tweet has received. But as I mentioned, this 
is going to cause a wide variation in our data set due to many factors, 
most notably follower count. let’s fix that.

as a practice, brands shouldn’t be focusing on raw numbers when it 
comes to success metrics. success isn’t just getting the largest number 
of people to retweet your content; rather, you should be aiming for suc-
cess metrics based on the percent of followers that take some kind of 
action. If you have 5,000 followers and get 50 of them to favorite one of 
your tweets, you can be pretty happy with that level of engagement. on 
the other hand, if you get 50 favorites from 20M followers, you might 
want to rethink your strategy.

what do these success metrics look like if we normalize for the num-
ber of followers each brand has? to be completely accurate, we would 
want to measure the number of followers each brand had when each of 
their tweets was created, but that data is not possible to obtain from the 
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twitter public aPI. so instead, I grabbed the current level of followers 
for each of our 100+ brands, and turned each retweet and favorite count 
into a ratio based on each brand’s follower base. we’ll use this number 
as a proxy, knowing it won’t be 100 percent accurate.

If we divide each success metric by the number of followers each brand 
has, some of the top content now includes tweets from Butterfinger, 
Gain, arby’s, and DiGiorno. In addition, we’re now seeing an even 
larger tendency for retweets and favorites to co-occur, with a 91 percent 
correlation coefficient.

now let’s come back full circle and look at our averages. If you’ll 
remember, we said that the average original content brand tweet 
received 50 rts and 40 favorites. But what we should be looking at is 
the ratio of retweets per follower and favorites per follower. so what do 
those averages look like? the average company receives a retweet from 
.02 percent of followers and a favorite from .01 percent of every follower. 
But the average can be misleading, as it is here. when we look at the 
distribution of performance by brand in figure 2.9, we see a long tail of 
reduced performance.

this view differs from the scatter plot in that it only looks at retweets, 
but is also the average for each brand, instead of showing the perfor-
mance for each individual tweet. this view shows that some brands are 
clearly outperforming others. But what are the brands that are seeing 
high performance with their retweet and favorite metrics doing more 
than other brands? let’s keep going and see if we can find out.
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Figure 2.9 Distribution of average retweets per follower across our 100+ brands
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performanCe By Brand

things really start getting interesting when we begin segmenting and 
looking at different slices of our data set to answer specific questions. 
twitter data is great because there are tons of dimensions we can use to 
segment the data—everything from text to geolocation to time of day. 
But for now, let’s slice by brand (or, in the twitter world, a data dimen-
sion known as “screen name”) and see which brands are seeing top per-
formance from a handful of different tactics on twitter.

we’ll start with overall engagement. which of the top brands in 
the world are seeing the largest response from their social audience? 
who has their social campaigns creating huge levels of engagement 
and sharing? we’ll avoid the temptation of just looking at raw counts 
and look at our ratios of actions per follower instead. which brands are 
not just getting the largest raw number of responses on twitter but are 
also speaking to their audience to get the most effective return on their 
social asset (their follower base)?

we saw a few superstar tweets that registered high numbers, but 
figure 2.10 shows a quick look at which brands are doing the best across 
the whole of their content.

when we normalize the engagement and sharing by the pool of fol-
lowers for each brand, and again stack-rank the top brands, we see lead-
ers emerge. arby’s, Budweiser, Visa, and DiGiorno, among others, are 
getting the best performance out of their tweets based on the potential 
number of impressions.

Top Retweets per Follower Top Favorites per Follower

Arby’s
Budweiser
Butterfinger
Visa
DiGiorno
Johnnie Walker

.24%

.20%

.17%

.16%

.16%

.13%

Visa
Butterfinger
DiGiorno
Budweiser
Arby’s
Ferrari USA

.38%

.30%

.17%

.16%

.15%

.12%

Figure 2.10 top brands on twitter based on per follower performance ratios
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But we shouldn’t be satisfied with just knowing the top brands that 
are doing well on twitter—we should also probably figure out why they 
are doing well. let’s look at a few patterns that we can see from a few of 
our top brands:

visa

the top-performing content for Visa at the time of this analysis 
resulted from 2014 sochi olympics-related conversation. their use of 
the #everywhere and #teamVisa hashtags and mentions of their spon-
sor athletes (tracy Gold, Julia Mancuso, and Joannie rochette, to name 
a few) received a great response from their audience.

Budweiser

the king of Beers has some interesting tactics in their top 20 tweets 
from over the past few years. first and foremost, Budweiser is a big 
participant in real-time marketing, and sees a great response from 
their followers when they do so. In addition, Budweiser capitalizes 
on smaller events to get their follower base motivated. their cam-
paign to make Major league Baseball’s opening day a national holi-
day (by getting 100,000 signatures on a petition to the white house) 
received a great response from their followers. they also use hashtags 
in very smart ways—by jumping on national trends (getting a good 
response from big event hashtags like #superBowl and #worldseries) 
and making their own (#BestBuds, for a puppy that joins their iconic 
clydesdale team.)

digiorno

My goodness, what can I say about DiGiorno? If you want to talk 
about a brand that has certainly found its own unique voice on a 
social channel, you should look to DiGiorno as the poster boy for 
having fun and finding success while doing it. similar to Budweiser, 
six of DiGiorno’s top ten tweets when measured for level of audience 
response happened during the 2014 super Bowl. In addition, nine 
of their top ten included text in all caPs, a technique that has 
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become a recognizable hallmark of the brand in followers’ twitter 
feeds.

when do Brands tweet?

social media is a channel that’s open 24 hours a day, and keeping up the 
appearance of a constant presence can be a huge challenge for brands. 
with our data set, we can take a look at tweet patterns across our 100+ 
brands to see when the most twitter content is posted. overall it peaks 
with working hours, but isn’t limited to 9 to 5.

If we look at the schedules for our brands on twitter in figure 2.11, 
they generally start to wake up at around 8 to 9 a.m. est. Posts peak 
at noon and then degrade each hour, but are still happening (in small 
frequency) during nighttime hours. as you can see, the patterns for 
original posts and replies correlate very closely, so it looks like brands 
are posting original content and individual replies at roughly the same 
rate throughout the day. overall, social media for brands is a full-time 
job, but it mostly falls within normal working hours.

these views of our data show us when brands are active on twitter, 
but the question remains: when should brands be posting on twitter?
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Figure 2.11 Brand tweets, replies, and retweets by hour (est)
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when are aUdienCes responding?

now that we know some patterns around when brands are active on 
twitter, let’s look at the other side of the equation: when are followers 
engaging with the content? Do tweets posted at 9 a.m. get a greater 
response versus 9 p.m.? are followers cruising twitter at lunchtime 
and ready to favorite or retweet content in higher frequency? let’s 
look at average effectiveness of tweets by the hour across our 100+ 
brands.

If we look at raw counts of engagement, we’ll throw off what we’re 
really trying to achieve here. Brands with large follower bases, like 
samsung and its seven million plus twitter followers, will skew our 
numbers and not give us the true measure we’re going for: actions per 
follower. to combat this, we’ll once again want to normalize our data 
based on followers for each brand. let’s grab the average retweets per 
follower and favorites per follower by hour and throw those into a graph 
(figure 2.12). that should help get rid of these outliers.

Do you see that 6 p.m. spike?! of course you do. and if we dive into 
the data, the spike seems legit. the top 20 tweets in this time slot were 
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posted by ten different brands, all on different days, all with different 
types of messaging. and looking again at the graph, we can also see an 
overall trend that tweet performance steadily rises throughout the day 
until 1 a.m. est, and then resets itself at a lower level.

and if you’ll notice, I also juxtaposed the performance data with 
our first view of brand tweets by hour so we can fully appreciate the 
true takeaway from this data: while brands are mostly observing 
working hours for their social activity, audience engagement is highly 
correlated with brand tweets that are posted in the evening hours. 
the top right corner of figure 2.12 identifies a huge opportunity for 
brands, and it’s happening when most social media teams are asleep 
at the wheel.

time series are only one aspect of social data that we can examine 
to gain a better understanding of not only how brands are behaving on 
twitter but also what works best to drive engagement with their audi-
ence. let’s look at a few more.

hashtags—generating engagement and  
sharing, one # at a time

hashtags, the common way on twitter to add a trend or category label 
to your tweets, are commonly referred to as a best practice for both 
individual users and brands alike. hashtags help keep a common 
thread going in a conversation, and also allow brands to jump in on a 
trend that is happening in other circles. hashtags are frequently used by 
brands in original content—in fact, looking at our nice, big collection of 
brand tweets, I see hashtags used in 27 percent of @replies, 61 percent 
of retweets, and 63 percent of original tweet content.

But does our data show that hashtags actually work to move the nee-
dle on performance for original brand content?

when we look at the data for hashtags versus nonhashtag perfor-
mance in figure 2.13, and normalize for actions per follower, the case 
for hashtags in tweets holds up well. the correlations point to the effec-
tiveness of hashtags—a 46 percent higher retweet rate and 70 percent 
higher favorite rate with a hashtag versus no hashtag.
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But remember, averages can lead us down the wrong path. to make 
sure that none of our 100+ brands are skewing our results, I also ran 
individual results for each brand. It turns out that the majority of 
brands (64 out of 106) are seeing positive results from hashtags versus 
nonhashtags. arby’s, Butterfinger, and Visa are seeing the biggest per-
formance bumps for their hashtag content.

pUnCtUation

twitter famously gives users 140 characters to create a message, and 
even with such limited space, marketers still have a lot of choices to 
make as they craft their brand posts for the social world to see. let’s 
take a quick look at a few different tactics that companies use in tweets 
and check the effectiveness of each on twitter engagement and share 
rates.

QUestion marks

think that including a question in your brand tweet will spark a 
response from your audience? what better way to get a response than 
to pose a question to your followers? But does it actually work? are you 
noticing all the question marks in this paragraph?

as we can see in figure 2.14, brands use the practice a fair amount— 
17 percent of the original brand tweets, 10 percent of retweets, and 
12 percent of @replies I analyzed included a question mark. so how 
about the performance numbers?

a few brands have had luck with tweet content that includes ques-
tions, including Vw (as seen in figure 2.15), which saw a 7,400 percent+ 

#Hashtag in Tweet No #Hashtag in Tweet

Retweets per Follower 0.019% 0.013% +46%

Favorites per Follower 0.017% 0.010% +70%

Figure 2.13 high-level hashtag performance in brand tweets
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Figure 2.15 a tweet from @Vw that asked their followers a question and received 
great engagement in return
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bump in retweets per follower and 5,700 percent+ bump in favorites per 
follower by asking their followers, “what would you do to drive the 
Design Vision #VwGtI for a day?” But overall, the practice correlates 
with 29 percent fewer retweets per follower and 34 percent fewer favor-
ites per follower than tweets without question marks.

exClamation points!

while not appropriate for all brand voices, exclamation points can help 
bring a little spice and fun to the copy for the right brands. twenty-three 
percent of the original content brand tweets I looked at included an 
exclamation point, with 29 percent of retweets and 48 percent of @replies 
doing the same. which! seems! really! high! But do they perform?

not on average. the excitable tweets correlate with 38 percent 
lower retweets and 44 percent lower favorites than tweets without 
an exclamation point. this may be a practice that works for certain 
companies whose brand voice doesn’t mind showing some excitement, 
but if you’re considering adding some ! to your brand that otherwise 
stays away from the practice, the high-level data doesn’t support the 
argument.

little smiley faCes. serioUsly

while we’re on the subject of punctuation, let’s get to the good stuff. I’m 
talking, of course, about brands’ usage of smiley faces and wink faces 
in tweets.

so, regrettable as it may be, making :-) faces in messages is a thing, 
even for brands. the ability for brands to convey happiness, a whim-
sical nature, or whatever other reason a social media manager might 
have for including these expressions in tweets is still a relevant topic, 
mostly because the data supports that they are being used in somewhat 
mainstream volumes.

It would stand to reason that using these emoticons in replies might 
make the most sense. It’s a personal touch for a brand in a one-on-one 
communication and, let’s face it, a reply will reduce the number of peo-
ple who see you use these atrocious things, so you can show your face 
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at work the next day. the data backs this up: across our 100+ brands, 
I’m seeing that almost 9 percent of reply tweets include a smiley face or 
wink emoticon. But the brands doing this with the highest frequency 
might surprise you (figure 2.16).

the good news is that I’m pretty sure I’m the only human being in 
the history of social media who ever ran that analysis. But as silly as it 
sounds, even the strangest things can tell us a bit about the brands we’re 
looking at and how they work with social media.

when we look at the original tweet content for each brand, the smi-
ley face and the wink face usage numbers plummet. smiley faces were 
only used in 0.7 percent of original content tweets analyzed from our 
100+ brands, and about half that number were bold enough to send a 
wink face to their entire follower base. are they making the right call 
to keep their :-) to one-on-one interaction? turns out they are. as far 
as effectiveness goes, original content tweets with smiley faces receive 
46 percent fewer retweets and 36 percent fewer favorites than content 
without the emoticons. so if you’re keeping your emoticons in check, 
keep doing what you’re doing. :-)

the langUage of Brand tweets

Grabbing social data from over 100 brands not only gives us a lot of 
tweets, it also gives us a whole lot of text to look through. each tweet 
can contain up to 140 characters, and we can find interesting patterns 
in how brands communicate with their audience by looking at not only 
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Figure 2.16 Brands using emoticons in twitter replies
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individual brand patterns but also language patterns from our entire 
data set. Do brands creating original content for twitter use certain 
words in high frequency, more than you or I might use? Do brands use 
predictable patterns of language when communicating one-on-one via 
twitter replies with customers? and, most importantly, which of these 
tactics is proving to be the most effective for brands? with so much 
data, we’ll need to leverage some tools to help give us a 30,000-foot 
view.

luckily, help is here via a text analysis technology called natural lan-
guage processing (nlP), which is built specifically to find patterns in 
large amounts of language. nlP does a good job of getting a bunch of 
text together, removing the words you don’t care about (boring little 
words like “I,” “me,” “our,” “at,” etc.), and then looking for patterns in 
how language is used in aggregate.

By using nlP tactics, we can start to understand what brands are 
talking about with consumers in different situations. since we’ve got 
a boatload of tweets, we should be able to find some interesting and 
informative patterns in brand conversations on twitter.

most Common terms in Brand twitter replies

what are brands talking about when they use replies to ping individu-
als? well, it’s difficult to summarize over 115,000 conversations in a few 
sentences, but we can use some tricks of the trade to get a hint at what’s 
going on.

here’s a list of the most frequently used words that brands use when 
replying directly to followers in a one-on-one social situation:

● “thanks” (ex: “thanks for the love Beth!”)
● “get” (ex: “celebrate! you get a $5 @arbys gift card for joining the 

#cravewave”)
● “help” (ex: “Please call our customer service hotline, we have reps 

that can help”)
● “hear” (ex: “so sorry to hear that. If you can direct message me 

lets see if we can take care of that”)
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● “please” (ex: “I’m so sorry to hear this. can you please send us a 
DM with details?”)

● “like” (ex: “Glad you like it!”)
● “love” (ex: “thanks for the love!”)

as you could probably guess, our most frequent reply terms match 
language used heavily in customer service scenarios. “thanks” and 
“please” come up a lot, which makes perfect sense for a brand that is in 
customer service mode. “Get” is an indicator of a good number of offers 
that go out on a one-on-one basis, and is sometimes used by brands in 
response to a comment about a brand or a customer service issue the 
twitter user has been experiencing. “help” indicates that a lot of brands 
are either redirecting questions to other customer service avenues or 
closing the conversation with a “I’m glad we could help” send-off.

most Common terms in original tweets

let’s keep our focus on text analysis, but shift our spotlight to original 
brand content on twitter. this is one that should result in some fairly 
diverse results—mining frequently used language for one brand would 
be one thing, but mining it across 100+ should give us a big grab bag of 
terms and phrases used across different verticals and lines of business.

still, I bet we can learn something by checking out the most fre-
quently used language by our brands and media companies, and natu-
ral language processesing will help us do this without having to look 
through more than 100,000 tweets one at a time.

here’s a list of some of the most frequently used terms by brands in 
original twitter content:

● “new” (ex: “Introducing our new special menu. Build your own 
pancakes!”)

● “today” (ex: “Good luck to all the nominees today!”)
● “check” (ex: “check out videos of #laserlight technology”)
● “like” (ex: “now time for something more exciting . . . like a late 

night run to McDonald’s”)
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● “day” (ex: “edwin armstrong, the inventor of fM radio transmis-
sion, was born on this day in 1890”)

● “win” (ex: “we have our winners for #whatDidIfindInthewash 
#luckofthetide style. answer: shamrock headband. keep fol-
lowing for more fun games to come”)

so, when analyzed in aggregate, brand tweets commonly talk about 
new offerings and what followers can take advantage of “today,” ask 
people to check out something, offer up facts about the day, offer ways 
to win prizes, and address many, many more topics. on the subject of 
winning things, if we dive into multiterm phrases and frequency, we see 
that some of the most frequent occurrences have to do with winning. 
Phrases like “a chance to win ” and “to win a” are in the top ten. and 
multiterm phrases like “check out the” and “check out our” occur in 
many brand tweets as well.

word is Bond: aUdienCe response to langUage

we now know which terms are being used the most by brands in 
tweets, but, as you should be getting used to, we can do better than that. 
counting terms and phrases, even if it’s with super-cool natural lan-
guage processing software, doesn’t get us the answer we’re really look-
ing for. what we really care about is performance, right? so what are 
the most frequent words and phrases used in successful brand tweets?

to figure this out, we’ll just segment our data set to only include 
high-performing tweets. that is to say, tweets that received more than 
the average retweets per follower or favorites per follower. Doing this 
takes us from 117,000+ tweets to just about 50,000 tweets, but that’s 
still plenty of content.

In addition, we’ll push the functionality of our natural language pro-
cessing software a bit to find the most effective phrases instead of terms. 
Phrases (in this case, three-word phrases or “tri-grams”) can paint a 
much better picture of why certain words are resonating, and help all of 
us marketers learn from the effective tactics others are using.
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when we start looking at the multiword phrases, some interesting 
social tactics used by brands emerge. and because we’ve segmented our 
data set to only include high-performing content, we know these tactics 
are working.

here’s the list of the most effective phrases.
highly effective Phrases:

“photo of the day”●

“a chance to win”●

“check out the”●

“did you know”●

“we hope you”●

“retweet if you”●

after checking the top results here, I can see at least a few different 
tactics we can learn from here. “Photo of the day,” which is used mostly 
by harley Davidson and receives a great response from their audience, is 
a daily way to reach out to their follower base with media and align the 
images with campaigns that are currently top of mind for the brand. “a 
chance to win” should be obvious—people like to win stuff. But other 
social calls to action around learning something new, like “check out 
the” and “did you know” are also returning great engagement and shar-
ing results for brands. lastly, the phrase “retweet if you” is not only the 
clearest, simplest call to action on this list, but it turns out that outright 
asking your audience for retweets actually works.

Brands Using twitter trends

the speed at which information flows today brings with it trends and 
headlines that change faster than ever. the ability to access, digest, and 
share content results in patterns of trending topics that ebb and flow 
throughout the day and never seem to be the same as the day before.

there’s no better example of this than twitter’s trending topics feature. 
trending topics appeared on the twitter home page in 2010 as a way for 
users to understand the hottest topics across the entire user base and gain 
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visibility on what was being discussed in high frequency. today, trending 
topics are much more sophisticated than the original, simple list.

today, twitter’s trending topics are assigned in over 300 geogra-
phies across the globe, most of which are at the city level but also aggre-
gate up to country and “worldwide” trends. with this system, trending 
topics can make local topics visible as well as larger trends to give great 
visibility on real-time topics that will resonate for every location. here 
in austin, texas, I might see a few trending topics about BBQ, while 
a user at the same time in chicago is seeing topics that cover the cubs 
having another losing season, but we’ll both see a few of the same trends 
set at the United states and the worldwide level.

these trending topics don’t only change by geography. they are 
also updating every minute if a new trend has the velocity to overtake 
one of the current topics on the list.

for example, let’s look at the trending topics for a typical friday—
January 24, 2014.

top twitter trends, January 24, 2014:

#wewillalwayssupportyouJustin●

kobe●

Justin Bieber●

DUI●

#rejectedGrammycategories●

as twitter’s trending topics show us, there were a few things hap-
pening that day. Justin Bieber had been arrested for an alleged DUI, 
kobe Bryant was announced as a starter for the nBa’s all-star Game, 
and there was a twitter meme where users were chiming in with funny 
rejected categories for the Grammys. But there’s also a long tail of trends 
that occurred throughout the United states, 903 separate trends in total 
on that friday, most of which were not visible to the entire country.

If we dive into one of those trends, we can see that the audience 
across different geographies discussed the topic with different levels of 
interest. “yankee stadium” trended in new york, but nowhere else, for 
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a total of 35 minutes. “wendy Davis” trended in austin for 15 min-
utes, and “#couplestherapy” trended for a few minutes in arizona, 
louisiana, nebraska, and florida. I don’t even want to find out what’s 
going on with that last one, but if you’d like to investigate, please be my 
guest and shoot me an email.

so how many of our 100+ brands have used hashtags and phrases 
that are on the twitter trending topic list? we’re going to find out, but 
we’re also going to answer the question we really want to know: “Is this 
working for them?” we’re getting to that. I know, I know—I’m such a 
tease.

a high-level look at trending topiC performanCe

to analyze the performance of using trending topics in brand tweets, 
we’ll need to build out a dataset that allows us to see when brands are 
using these micro-trends. here’s how I did that:

1. starting with our collection of tweets from 100+ brands over the 
past few years, I removed all retweets and replies from the data set. 
we are only interested in tweets that are created by the brand and 
intended for a wide audience. Because the query that I’ll describe 
below is fairly complicated, I limited the data set to the past year’s 
worth of data.

2. I then cross-referenced the content of each tweet with a list of 
trending topics from twitter. I limited the matches to the same 
day (so for every trending topic that occurred on twitter in the 
past year in the United states, I checked each brand tweet to see 
if the trend was included in any brand content). so, in the end, 
I ended up with a list of brand tweets from the past year that 
included a twitter trending topic in the United states and a list 
of brand tweets that did not include one.

3. I took one more important step before checking the results. we’ve 
already seen a few anecdotal examples of a few brands doing real-
time marketing during large events with huge success, and I didn’t 
want those results skewing this data set. what I was interested 
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in seeing with this analysis was how including every day trends 
impacts performance, and not just any twitter trending topic. 
so, as one last step, I removed all data from days in which large 
tent-pole events occurred, the same events that we will analyze in 
the next chapter. this gets us to more of an everyday data view to 
gauge performance and will make sure those big outliers aren’t 
messing with our data. sound good? Good.

so for one year’s worth of tweets (april 1, 2013—april 1, 2014), with 
all content removed from days in which one of our large events took 
place, I ended up with about 77,000 tweets from brands that contained 
original content. the data shows that brands are using trending topics 
on twitter, but not as a routine practice. In fact, for the year’s worth of 
data I looked at, only 6 percent (about 4,900 tweets) of the content dur-
ing that time included a term that trended across the United states.

a few of the brands using everyday trending topics with the highest 
frequency include:

Visa: 29 percent of original content●

facebook: 29 percent of original content●

heineken: 20 percent of original content●

Duracell: 19 percent of original content●

Burberry: 14 percent of original content●

Budweiser: 13 percent of original content.●

while only 6 percent of the total content included a trending topic, 
a vast majority of the brands in our study had included at least one 
trending topics in their twitter content. out of the total of 106 brands, 
103 had at least one tweet using a hashtag or phrase that trended on 
the same day as they created their content. here’s a quick look at how 
brands use trending topics:

hashtags versus phrases

when we compare brands using trending hashtags versus trending words 
and phrases, we see that brands tend to gravitate slightly more toward 
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hashtags. while twitter’s trending topics for the United states broke 
down pretty evenly at 48 percent hashtags and 52 percent words/phrases 
during the time of this study, 55 percent of the trends that brands included 
in their twitter content used a hashtag, while 45 percent used a word or 
phrase that was trending at the time. so this is not that big of a difference. 
why, then, are we talking about it? you’ll find out in a minute.

Content patterns

Many brands are jumping on the same trending topics with similar 
patterns. some of the top trends used by brands during this year fall 
into some interesting groups:

● locations: “america,” “london,” “new york,” and other geographic 
names were used in high frequency by brands when trending

● breaking news: discussions and mentions of topical events all saw 
a good amount of content created by brands

● social media micro-trends: “#tbt” and “#throwbackthursday” 
were both used in high frequency, a trend in which users post 
information that recalls retro moments from years ago

trending topiC performanCe

so while most brands have included trending topics in their tweets 
during the time frame of this study, not all include this content as a 
regular practice. so should brands be doing this more?

our data set indicates that the practice is showing an very positive 
impact for brands (figure 2.17). when brands include a trending topic 
in their tweet, when not controlling for any other variables, they see a 
big boost in sharing and engagement. retweets per follower for tweets 
with trending topics see a 99 percent bump and favorites per follower 
see an 81 percent bump when compared to content that does not men-
tion a trend.

a few of the top brands that see performance bumps using this 
practice include amazon’s twitter content, which sees a 139 percent 
higher retweet per follower and a 122 percent higher favorite per 
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follower versus their other tweets. Burberry is seeing a 92 percent 
bump to retweets and a 105 percent bump in favorites when including 
a trending topic in their content. It seems that jumping on relevant 
topics provides a big boost for brands, and that the audience is along 
for the ride.

and remember when we looked at companies using trending topics 
and how they only slightly favor hashtags? well, brands that look at 
performance numbers might want to rethink that strategy. figure 2.17 
also shows that tweets with hashtag trending topics see close to a 
50 percent bump in both retweets per follower and favorites per fol-
lower. this pattern follows on the individual level as well—with both 
the brands mentioned above seeing great results from their hashtag 
trend usage. Budweiser, in fact, is enjoying a 100 percent+ bump in 
performance for both metrics when comparing hashtag trends versus 
nonhashtag trends.

0.000%
Tweet Containing

No Trend
Tweet Containing

Any Trend

Tweet Performance with Trending Topics

Tweet Containing
Hashtag Trend

0.010%

0.020%

0.030%

0.040%
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0.070%

Retweets per Follower Favorites per Follower

Figure 2.17 tweet performance with brands using trending topics with and 
without hashtags
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overall, the data leads us to believe this tactic is working, but let’s 
not just settle for top-level averages. we want to look at the distri-
bution of performance across brands to make sure a few rock stars 
that are doing really well aren’t obscuring our view of reality. to do 
that, let’s look at every individual brand and the performance each 
sees when using trending topics (specifically hashtag trends) in their 
tweets.

when we break the data down by performance per brand (figure 
2.18), we see that using trending topics is providing an overwhelmingly 
positive impact for the companies using the tactic. almost 70 percent 
of the 93 companies using the practice are seeing a bump in retweets 
per follower. In fact, two patterns emerge that we will continue seeing 
throughout multiple examples as we examine real-time marketing in 
this book:

1. real-time marketing is showing positive performance in a wide 
majority of the cases that we examine.

2. the gains the majority of brands see from real-time marketing 
are far greater than the losses a few brands are seeing.

–100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 200.0% 300.0%

Retweet Performance vs Average Tweet Peformance

Hashtag Trending Topic Performance Impact Across 90+ Brands

400.0% 500.0% 600.0% 700.0%

Figure 2.18 retweets per follower performance when using trending topics in 
tweets, per brand
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I call this shape the RTM Wave (because it looks a bit like a wave 
about to crest), and it’s something that we’ll see repeatedly in the next 
few chapters. across many different forms of rtM, there is a big upside 
and a small downside, and most brands are finding themselves on the 
positive side of the equation.

learn, plan, and experiment

so, we’ve had some fun with our data, and taken a good look at not only 
how brands are using twitter today but also what’s working for brands. 
you now know more than when you started reading this chapter about 
tactics that work for brands on twitter, and what might work for your 
brand as well. hashtags seem like a pretty good idea. trending topics 
seem even better. Question marks? not so much.

But remember, while you should use these findings as an indicator of 
what might bring success, it’s not a guarantee that it will work for your 
brand. all brands are different. what works for nike might not work for 
kia. what works for a financial brand like Visa might not resonate with 
the cPG audience that tide speaks to each and every day on social media. 
Use these examples as ideas that your social media team can pepper 
into your current strategy, measure the results, and then decide whether 
these tactics should be a permanent fixture in your social plan.

on to the real-time

we’ve established a good baseline for how brands use twitter, and 
how the audience responds to different tactics across a wide sample of 
brands. these are high-level findings across all of our brands, but we 
need to go another level deeper to make these insights actionable.

In the next few chapters we’ll do exactly that—we’ll dive in each of 
our rtM quadrants (Planned, watchlist, opportunistic, and every 
Day) to see what works and what doesn’t. we’ll learn how the audi-
ence reacts to trending topics in different scenarios and translate what 
we learn into tactics that marketers can use to boost their own perfor-
mance. who’s excited?

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3
RTM PeRfoRManCe foR 

Big, Known evenTs

As mArketers wonder whether they should invest in 
real-time marketing, there are plenty of anecdotes to base their decisions 
on—from oreo to Arby’s to samsung’s ellen selfie—but not much data 
to help them out. what about the success of brands that didn’t make the 
headlines from their social efforts during a big, tent-pole event? how 
are the social teams that didn’t “win” the event, even after spending 
long hours preparing for and executing social strategies, feeling about 
their success with rtm? Is the audience paying attention? what can 
brands and media companies do to improve their rtm results? with 
all the press that rtm has received to date, I’ve seen a lot of opinions, 
theories, and arguments from both sides, but there’s not a lot of data.

In the last chapter, we took a look at how brands are using twitter with 
different methods of communication, and looked at some success fac-
tors that are proving to be more effective for some brands. we built out 
a baseline for what success looks like on twitter for most brands, both 
with raw numbers and our much preferred “actions per follower” kPIs. 
we not only looked at how to measure success but also dove into what 
works for brands in aggregate to promote more sharing and engage-
ment from the audience. And hopefully we brought some data-driven 
thinking to tactics that have, in the past, been driven by gut instinct.
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we saw that brands are enjoying an overall lift in social performance 
by leveraging trends, but now let’s dive deeper into big tent-pole events 
(like the oscars, the super Bowl, the Grammys, etc.) that bring so much 
attention along with them.

In this chapter, we’ll look into the two event-based quadrants of the 
rtm matrix that we can see on the left-hand side of Figure 3.1 (Planned 
rtm and opportunistic rtm) and use twitter data to analyze the per-
formance of each. this is the first step in our journey to figure out if 
real-time marketing makes sense for brands to invest in—is it worth all 
the effort of building out a team, the planning, executing, and analyz-
ing? does rtm, when we look across a wide spectrum of brands in 
different verticals and with different brand voices, work with any con-
sistency across big events? does it work for preplanned content better 
than seat-of-the-pants responses?

we’re finally going to bring some data to real-time marketing for big 
events. Buckle up.

The TheoRy of TenT-Pole evenTs and soCial

let’s start with a theory. And that theory is that real-time marketing 
during large events makes sense for one main reason: attention. A few 
times a year, there are seismic ripples of attention in the marketing 

PLANNED WATCHLIST

OPPORTUNISTIC EVERY-DAY

Micro Event
Small event, unknown

date.

Tent Pole Event
Big event, known date.

Unknown Topic
“Something’s going to happen,

I just don’t know what.”

Known Topic
“I know this is going to happen”

Figure 3.1 the real-time marketing matrix
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universe. these are big pop culture events that each bring such enor-
mous reach that marketers line up for the chance to get their message 
across to the audience. In 2014, nielsen numbers estimated that 111 mil-
lion viewers watched the super Bowl, or approximately 35 percent of the 
entire population of the united states.

when you step back and think about it, this is a really big deal. 
when’s the last time you could get your group of five coworkers 
together for a drink after work without someone having to skip out for 
yoga or day-care pickup or whatever else they do? I can’t remember the 
last time I could get both of my kids to listen to a recap about my day 
at work for more than ten seconds, but big events like these capture 
the thoughts of more than one-third of the united states over a few 
hours time. that’s a huge number of households tuned in to the same 
second-by-second action, talking about that crazy thing that just hap-
pened, asking the same questions, or laughing at the same jokes in uni-
son. It’s been a huge opportunity for marketers, and even more so now 
that social media has given brands the ability to communicate in real-
time. social has given marketers a new avenue and new opportunity 
to engage the audience, and a real-time platform truly adds something 
special to the equation.

Brand
content

Social brand
content

Traditional
advertising

Audience-driven
conversation

Tent Pole
RTM

Epic amounts
of attention

Real-time
platform

Figure 3.2 the theory of tent-pole rtm, visualized
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historically, advertising and sponsorships have been the obvious way 
for marketers to take advantage of these huge tent-pole events and the 
attention they bring. As viewership has risen over the years, the price 
for the privilege of getting that attention has gone through the roof. A 
30-second spot during the 2014 super Bowl reportedly went for north 
of $4 million dollars. But, like we discussed earlier, social is a differ-
ent animal. social media’s conversation-based medium gives it certain 
advantages that make it a great channel during these large events (and 
as we’ll see later, smaller micro-events as well).

The oPPoRTuniTy

If the theory of real-time marketing is correct, there is a huge opportu-
nity for marketers to increase the performance of their social content by 
increasing their relevance to the audience. By jumping in on the atten-
tion that is already directed at a certain topic, brands can capture some 
of that value by simply joining the conversation. If the theory is correct, 
smart marketers should be able to blend art and science to make the 
most of the opportunity.

let’s look at real-time marketing content from big events over the 
past few years and see how it stacks up to other content. we’ll cut the 
data in a few different ways to try and understand what works and what 
doesn’t. we’ll build off of our new understanding from the last chapter 
on how brands use twitter and the level of performance they receive to 
see if rtm is working for them. this chapter details some rtm analy-
sis to investigate the following aspects:

does rtm social content outperform non-rtm social con-●

tent?
does rtm work for more than a few brands at big, tent-pole ●

events?
how effective is Brand-to-Consumer rtm versus Brand-to-●

Brand rtm?
how does truly in-the-moment content (opportunistic rtm) ●

during big events stack up against Planned rtm content?
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or said another way: does bringing your social team in on sunday to 
live-tweet the Grammys actually do anything for your brand’s social 
performance? Good question. let’s find out.

MeasuReMenT

we’ll measure rtm performance using metrics that should be starting 
to look familiar. All brands in our data set created twitter content that 
allows us to measure engagement (via favorites) and social sharing (via 
retweets). In a similar fashion to the analysis we’ve been doing in this 
book, we will also normalize the success metrics to make this a fair fight 
between brands—we certainly don’t want brands with unusually large 
or small follower sets skewing the data in any direction. Basically, we’ll 
be using the same methodology as we did for our brands in the twitter 
baseline study. we’ll go one step further here—in this chapter we’ll also 
look at follower growth as a measure of performance. Follower growth 
is a valuable goal for companies—every additional follower for a brand 
on twitter helps a brand increase reach with every future tweet. this 
equates to real value for companies, so we’ll add it to our list.

The daTa

From the data side, we’ll start with our database of brand tweets, but 
we’ll need to identify real-time marketing tweets versus other brand 
content. some of this will have to be done by hand—this takes some 
legwork, but isn’t all that difficult. we’re not exactly splitting the atom 
here, and I’ll walk you through the simple way I went about doing this.

First, I identified the “major events” we are interested in for this study. 
I selected major tent-pole events that receive a huge amount of media 
attention and television ratings, and events that had a good amount 
brands creating rtm content during the event. the event list ended 
up as follows: the super Bowl, the oscars, the Golden Globes, and the 
Grammys. our data set includes content for these events across both 
2013 and 2014.

next, I identified the rtm tweets that our 100+ brands created dur-
ing these tent-pole events. If you’ll remember from chapter 1, there are 
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two main buckets of rtm for big events: Planned and opportunistic. 
we grab the data for those two categories of content in very different 
ways.

Planned RTM

As a large event approaches, marketers know a few things about what’s 
going to happen. Generally they know the major story lines going into 
the event (a big game where two players from opposing teams dislike 
each other, a famous actor has been snubbed for an oscar consistently 
over the past few years, etc.); they know when the event will start; they 
know certain micro-events might happen during the event (one of five 
different singers will win Best new Artist this year); and many other 
“known” topics. social media teams can, and do, build content around 
many of these known themes to post during the event as it happens, in 
addition to any other rtm that’s being created on the fly. this is the 
content we’re calling Planned rtm.

to identify this rtm content, I relied on a combination of date 
stamps and hashtags for each tent-pole event. For example, for the 
2014 super Bowl, I included every brand tweet from our 100+ brands 
that tweeted on the day of the super Bowl with a related hashtag 
or trending topic (“#sB28,” “#superBowl,” “super Bowl,” etc.) I 
excluded the opportunistic rtm content in this data set to avoid 
cross-contamination of our data, which will allow us to compare the 
two tactics. After pulling all the data across big events, I identified 
around 700 tweets from our brands that qualify as Planned rtm 
brand content.

oPPoRTunisTiC RTM

during a big event, there are smaller events that happen and couldn’t 
be predicted. during the opening coin flip for the 2014 super Bowl, 
for example, Joe namath came out onto the field wearing a huge, 
crazy-looking fur coat. no one saw that coming (except, I’m guess-
ing, mr. namath), and that’s an example of a micro-event happening 
within the larger event. Any content based off of these types of micro-
trends is what we’re calling opportunistic rtm.
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Identifying this type of content is, unfortunately, a manual process. 
here are the steps I took to identify and classify opportunistic rtm 
tweets:

1. starting with our 300,000+ plus brand tweets, I removed all 
retweets and replies. these are interesting for certain forms of 
social media analysis, but not relevant for real-time market-
ing efforts that are generally original content created by a brand 
and intended for the entire audience to see. now we’re looking at 
117,000+ tweets from 106 brands.

2. I identified the tweets that were posted by our brands on the days 
of our target events.

3. I manually reviewed each brand tweet containing original content 
from the day of each event. If a tweet was about a real-time micro-
event (“touchdown!”=yes) and not just a generic brand message 
(“enjoying the oscars? try our cereal.”=no), it was marked as 
rtm. yes, this was tedious work, but it’s what I’m here for.

4. I merged this data back into the database. we now have all rtm 
content for big events from 2013 and 2014 labeled as such, and we 
can segment and query the data as needed.

Pretty straightforward. After applying this criteria and scoring the 
tweets, I see that 56 of our 108 brands, or 52 percent, have tweeted 
at least one opportunistic real-time marketing message during a large 
event over the past few years, creating a total of over 850 opportunistic 
rtm tweets from our brands.

so between our Planned rtm and opportunistic rtm data sets, 
we have around 1,500 brand tweets with which to measure the per-
formance of rtm. not a huge data set, but real-time marketing is a 
relatively new practice, so that’s to be expected. let’s break this down a 
few different ways to see what this data can tell us.

Big evenTs: Planned RTM PeRfoRManCe

First, we’ll look at how our Planned rtm performed over the eight 
tent-pole events our data set covers. Is the audience responding to 
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prebuilt content around big events? turns out that on average they 
are.

Figure 3.3 shows that Planned rtm content, like brands using the 
“#superBowl” hashtag during the game, shows an average 399 percent 
bump in retweets per follower and a 413 percent bump in favorites per 
follower versus non-rtm social content from brands. But when we 
look at the distribution of performance across our brands, we find out 
that Planned rtm doesn’t work in every case. of the 40 brands that 
created Planned rtm content for the tent-pole events in this study, 23 
(or 58%) of them saw positive performance bumps. some of the brands 
seeing the largest known rtm performance bumps were duracell, 
disney, and Budweiser. the gains are far outweighing the losses for 
brands, but the split is just slightly in favor of brands seeing increases 
in performance.

so just creating content with a mention of a big event doesn’t neces-
sarily guarantee success with social performance, but the majority of 
brands are seeing an overall increase to average retweet and favorite 
numbers. But just wait until we look at the opportunistic rtm perfor-
mance numbers.

Big evenTs: oPPoRTunisTiC RTM PeRfoRManCe

when it comes to brands truly creating, building and posting on-the-
fly tweets around micro-events within tent-pole events, the data shows 
that the performance impact is positive on a very consistent basis.

opportunistic rtm content shows even more impressive results, 
with more than an average 1,200 percent lift for retweets per follower 
and a 1,100 percent lift for favorites per follower when compared with 

Brand Average Planned RTM

+400%Retweets per Follower 0.017% 0.085% 

Favorites per Follower 0.014% 0.073% +421%

Figure 3.3 the performance of Planned rtm vs. average tweet performance for 
brands
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Retweets per Follower

Tweet Performance vs Brand Average

Opportunistic RTM: Performance by Brand

2400% 2900% 3400%

Figure 3.4 opportunistic rtm performance, by individual brand vs. average 
tweet

its normal brand social equivalent. when we look at the distribution 
of performance brand by brand across 56 brands doing opportunistic 
rtm in Figure 3.4, the rtm wave shape returns.

the data tells us that the success of opportunistic real-time mar-
keting isn’t just concentrated in the shining stars that you read about 
the next day. eighty-two percent, or 46 of the 56 brands engaging in 
rtm with unknown content, see a higher average retweet per follower 
and favorites per follower versus their normal social content. this even 
includes some of the brands in the study that only created one piece of 
rtm content during a large event in our sample time frame (includ-
ing Allianz, discovery, and Intel.) the data shows that rtm can work 
across a diverse set of brands, not just a few within certain industries or 
brands with a particular kind of voice.

remember what we’ve heard—real-time marketing is just a flash 
in the pan. It can’t be repeated. It won’t work for every brand. It’s not 
worth the effort. your brand will just look silly trying to be relevant in a 
sea of other brands, all just vying for the attention of a an audience that 
doesn’t care. the data we’re seeing across many brands and 1,500 rtm 
tweets (summarized in Figure 3.5) now tells us, maybe not.
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so now that we’ve confirmed that real-time marketing is performing 
pretty consistently across the majority of brands we’re looking at, let’s 
analyze another myth that gets discussed frequently by rtm critics—
that only one brand can “win” each event.

TenT-Pole RTM PeRfoRManCe: one winneR PeR evenT?

For the past few years after each large, tent-pole event, we’ve consis-
tently heard the same few things the next morning from the press—the 
media’s take on which brand “won” social the night before. real-time 
marketing has become an undercard to the main event, and everyone 
rushes to declare a single victor who had the best tweets, posts, and 
real-time responses as the event played out. while it’s fun to keep up 
with the marketing subculture of winners and losers, it also unfortu-
nately underscores the feeling that each event can only have one brand 
that benefits from real-time marketing. so, is this really the case?

well, let’s begin with the definition of a “social winner.” For the sake 
of this book, I’ll frame this concept as any brand that receives a huge 
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amount of social response for one or more tweets that they send out 
during the event, as compared to their normal tweet performance. we’ll 
actually set the bar pretty high here and say that we’ll declare a superstar 
tweet as any rtm content (Planned or opportunistic) with more than 
1,000 retweets or favorites. to give you an idea of how rare this feat is, 
after looking through our brand tweet data set, only 1,410 tweets out 
of our 117,000 in the study achieved this level of response. the 1,000 
interaction count level represents the top 1 percent of all original brand 
tweets for engagement and sharing—those sounds like winners to me.

now let’s look at each event in our timeline and see how many super-
star tweets appeared during each event from rtm. Is the oreo moment 
a one-time thing, or is there room for more than one brand to hit a 
grand slam during big worldwide events?

As you can see in Figure 3.6, real-time marketing during large events 
isn’t just limited to one champion per match. the majority of events are 
showing multiple brands with stellar success in getting their rtm content 
shared. As it turns out, real-time marketing isn’t a winner-take-all effort. 
It can, and usually does, create multiple “one-in-a-million” moments for 
brands during the same event.
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gReaT, so i should JusT PosT soCial  
ConTenT duRing Big evenTs?

don’t worry. I can already hear the gears turning in your head:

Tweets during large events get a better response than other social media 
that brands create during the year . . . okay. You know, that’s not really 
that surprising. I bet that the audience is responding to social media in 
higher numbers during the Super Bowl because there are just more people 
paying attention to Twitter during the Super Bowl.

None of this increased performance is actually about RTM. It’s 
just about putting a message, any kind of message, out there during a 
large tent-pole event, and I’ ll get the same return. It’s the social media 
equivalent of shooting fish in a barrel, and I can schedule this social 
content three weeks before the event and give my social media team 
the day off.

these are all good points, you. let’s check the data to see if this is indeed 
the case.

so how do we look at the data to show that real-time marketing is 
the big winner here, and not just any social posted during a big event? 
we’ll take a look at all social content posted by our 100 brands during 
large events, and check the performance of rtm content (Planned and 
opportunistic) versus any other social content during the events. that is 
to say, if you tweet a generic, off-topic brand message during the super 
Bowl—something that is precanned and doesn’t even acknowledge the 
tent-pole event—will it get the same lift as something that’s being gener-
ated from micro-events from within the larger event? does just the fact 
that the oscars, the Grammys, or the super Bowl is happening at the 
same time lift the performance of brand content? well, if you’re looking 
to get the performance from rtm without all the work . . . I’ve got good 
news and bad news.

The Good News: the good news for you, lazy marketer, is that sched-
uled, non-real-time social posts during large events do in fact perform 
better than other branded social content. the numbers are actually pretty 
good. social content that is not about a big event, and just happens to be 
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posted during the event, receives 2 the retweets and favorites on average 
versus normal levels. that’s pretty great performance and a great stat to 
know. But there’s bad news as well.

The Bad News: the bad news is that even if you get a performance 
bump from creating and posting scheduled social posts during large 
events, you’re still missing out. In fact, you’re missing out on a ton of 
performance gains that could be found by using real-time marketing 
during these events.

Across the eight events I analyzed, all but one (the 2013 Grammys) 
showed brands seeing a higher average retweet rate for real-time mar-
keting content versus other branded content posted during the event 
(Figure 3.7). And rtm didn’t just edge out the other brand content—it 
crushed it. on average, real-time marketing content received 630 per-
cent more retweets per follower versus other branded content during 
the same event, and favorites per follower was closely behind with 
400 percent higher engagement.

so what happened during the Grammys in 2013? well, first of all, 
we had a very small sample—only 14 total tweets in our sample, which 
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were split down the middle, resulting in just seven rtm tweets and 
seven non-rtm tweets. But it was more about the content—not as 
many brands jumped on in-the-moment events, our opportunistic 
quadrant that performs so well, during the awards show.

If you’re looking to repeat the success that many brands have 
seen with real-time marketing, simply posting premade social con-
tent during big events might give you a bump, but it won’t take full 
advantage of the true rtm opportunity. It’s not enough to tweet out 
a link to your latest commercial or ask the audience a few generic 
questions during the oscars—if you’re looking to capture the atten-
tion of your followers, you need to be on point and creating content 
on the f ly.

TenT-Pole RTM PeRfoRManCe: followeR gRowTh

Building a strong follower base is a goal for many brands, so let’s take a 
look at how real-time marketing during tent-pole events impacts attract-
ing new followers for brands. After we pull the data for brands creating 
rtm content (either Planned or opportunistic), the outliers show phe-
nomenal results in this category. oreo’s tweet during the 2013 super 
Bowl increased their follower count by 21 percent over just a few days. 
or said another way, because of their rtm efforts, oreo’s super Bowl 
tweet was able to grow their twitter audience by the same number of 
followers as their previous six months of work. diGiorno was able to grow 
their twitter audience by 14 percent (or about 8,000 followers) over a few 
days by utilizing real-time marketing tactics during the 2014 super Bowl. 
these two examples are impressive, and similar to the “shining star” type 
of analysis we see in the media about all the social media winners after 
each big event.

But these are outliers—what we want to know is what is the overall 
performance of rtm follower growth. do all brands see a lift in twitter 
followers after a big event, just due to more people being on twitter? 
does rtm success with follower growth stop with the superstars?

If we look at a sample of ten brands doing real-time marketing and 
not doing real-time marketing during a few large events, the overall 
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pattern still favors rtm. Figure 3.8 shows a view covering multiple 
events:

As you can see, brands using rtm (either Planned or opportunistic) 
during these large events did far better in follower growth over every 
single event in the past two years. the average brand doing rtm dur-
ing one of these events earned 359 percent more followers on average 
than brands not doing rtm during those events. And while sharing 
and engagement are great short-term spikes of social success, follower 
growth can benefit a brand or media company for years to come, open-
ing up a wider channel of communication for all its future tweets.

so overall engagement and sharing metrics are higher, and follower 
numbers are impressive as well. we’re making a pretty good case for 
brands to engage in tent-pole real-time marketing. But let’s slice this 
data a few more ways to try and poke a few holes in it.

BRands TalKing To BRands—does iT woRK?

so as we discussed in chapter 1, real-time marketing has evolved into 
not only messages that contain original content about a trend but also 
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include content reaching out to other brands. during large events, 
brands will tweet at other brands—usually ones that are also involved 
in real-time marketing during the same time period—to try to elicit 
some sort of social reaction. when it works, multiple brands chiming 
in on the same joke can be amusing and sharable content for the audi-
ence. when it falls flat, it can be a little embarrassing—the social media 
equivalent of a high five that is never returned. this cross-pollination 
of content normally manifests itself in a few ways:

mentioning or calling out another brand as part of the content, ●

such as John deere’s mentioning Pepsi for whatever reason
making fun of another brand’s real-time activities, but usually in ●

a lighthearted manner
recognizing other brands during the tent-pole event for good real-●

time marketing content

how can we use a data-driven approach to understand and even 
predict which brands might reach out and connect with others during 
a large tent-pole event? we’ll take a quick look with a set of concepts 
known as social network analysis (snA). snA looks at the relation-
ships between individuals to see if they are connected to each other (in 
the case of twitter, we’ll check to see which brands are following each 
other). once we collect data to map out all these different relationships 

Figure 3.9 kia engaging in Brand-to-Brand real-time marketing by calling out 
JCPenney, which was tweeting incoherent messages as part of their “tweeting with 
mittens” micro-campaign during the 2014 super Bowl
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between the brands, we can analyze connection patterns to gain insights 
from the number of links between brands, identify groups and sub-
groups, and measure influence.

I grabbed data about our 100+ brands to find out which brands 
each brand is following and ended up with what looks like a spider’s 
web of connections. what this data set gives us is an understanding 
of brands that are monitoring each other’s social media activity, what 
patterns those connections make at a high level, and what we can 
infer about relationships from the connections. Figure 3.10 shows a 
quick look at how our 100+ brands are connected on twitter.

to go beyond just viewing the overall map of connections, we can 
run a few snA measurements to understand which brands would be 
most likely to talk with each other during a big event.

Figure 3.10 A social network analysis (snA) mapping of brands following other 
brands on twitter
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MosT followed BRands (By oTheR BRands)

Brands often follow other brands on twitter to keep track of their post-
ing behavior and themes. we can see the most popular brands through a 
measure called “in-degree centrality,” or more simply put, the brands with 
the most other brands following them on twitter.

the top brands being followed by other brands on twitter are:

Facebook: followed by 13 brands●

starbucks: followed by 13 brands●

mtV: followed by 11 brands●

oreo: followed by 9 brands●

Coca-Cola: followed by 9 brands●

well, you can go ahead and say it—that’s kind of weird. From the 
group of brands in this study, Facebook is one of the most-followed 
brands . . . on twitter. Bet you didn’t see that coming. the other names 
on the top-five list are extremely well-known brands who have histori-
cally been very active on social media. so these are the cool kids—the 
brands that others are following the most.

BRands following oTheR BRands

what about a look at the other direction—a look to find the most social 
brands with other brands? or, said another way, which brands follow 
the most other brands on our list?

the top brands following other brands on twitter are

Charmin: following 20 other brands●

eBay: following 16 other brands●

hP: following 15 other brands●

Vw: following 13 other brands●

Butterfinger: following 13 other brands●

these are the brands most interested in the social activity of other 
brands, which is a better indicator of brands that will potentially reach 
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out to other brands with rtm. In fact, four of these top five have indeed 
engaged in Brand-to-Brand rtm over the past few years.

so if you’re a brand that is looking to include this tactic in your future 
efforts, you can use a similar strategy to identify brands that are most 
likely to respond back to your efforts. It’s easy to track down brands that 
traditionally engage in Brand-to-Brand rtm, but you can take it one step 
further to make sure your content has a better chance of sparking a con-
versation. you should be targeting not only brands that are connected to 
your own brand on twitter but also companies that are more connected 
with other brands that might make a good conversation partner.

so now that we know which brands are the most active in following 
other brands, let’s get to the important question: should brands being 
doing this at all?

BRand-To-BRand RTM: aRe audienCes along foR The Ride?

these real-time marketing brand-to-brand sideshows have created 
a very strange environment for anyone paying attention during large 
events. It’s unknown how many people in the audience are actually in 
on the joke, and whether they truly understand that brands are try-
ing to position themselves as part of the show. It turns out that almost 
10 percent of all the rtm content in this study is made up of brand-to-
brand communication (which is meant to be consumed by the masses), 
which represents a material amount of chatter. Is this just some inside-
baseball-type content, for which it’s only purpose is to amuse the social 
media teams working on super Bowl sunday? or are audiences on 
board, engaging and sharing the content that is created through these 
brand-level conversations?

the data tells us that all that brand chatter, at least with our limited 
data set, isn’t paying off. rtm tweets that included brand-to-brand 
communication performed worse than other opportunistic rtm con-
tent, showing 59 percent fewer retweets per follower and 56 percent 
fewer favorites per follower. while brands might consider their inter-
brand banter amusing within our little industry, on average the audience 
is tuning out.
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CeleBRiTy Messages and CallouTs

Another tactic that brands use while engaging in real-time market-
ing during tent-pole events is attempting to use celebrity mentions to 
increase their content effectiveness. Brands frequently mention famous 
personalities in different contexts. Brands commonly mention the celeb-
rity’s social media handle when he or she wins an award or performs well 
during a big event. Alternatively, some brands mention a A-listers with 
the off-chance that he or she might respond during the event. Alas, a 
response rarely materializes, but still celebrity mentions make up almost 
25 percent of the tent-pole rtm content in this study.

so, yes, it’s happening. But is this tactic working to achieve good per-
formance in sharing and engagement? Again, not so much.

rtm content in which brands mention celebrity twitter handles 
or names performs worse than the average real-time marketing con-
tent. the content showed performance lagging far behind other 
opportunistic rtm, with 47 percent fewer retweets per follower and 
35 percent fewer favorites per follower. so while mentioning celebrities 
might be fun for the social media teams running these efforts, the fans 
and followers prefer it when brands leave out the A-listers altogether.

hashTags in TenT-Pole RTM ConTenT

hashtags were used in 88 percent of our tent-pole rtm tweets, making 
it a widely-used tool for brands during events. many brands use event-
driven hashtags to identify themselves as being in on the conversation 
(such as “#oscars,” “#superBowl,” and “#GoldenGlobes”), but others use 
personalized hashtags that they’d like to see their audience echo. A few 
examples:

digiorno used the #diGiornoyoudIdnt hashtag with its 2014 ●

super Bowl tweets to add a recurring punch line to their all-caps 
one-liners.
kFC hosted their own sideshow during the 2014 oscars with a ●

#BucketAwards hashtag that was designed to go viral.
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microsoft’s Bing search engine tweeted with the #Bingoscars ●

hashtag during the 2014 show.

so, do hashtags help move the performance needle? As we look 
through our data set, the findings point to yes. rtm tweets with 
hashtags received, on average, 42 percent more retweets per follower 
and 60 percent more favorites per follower versus non-hashtagged real-
time content across both Planned and opportunistic rtm. hashtag 
away, my friends.

oPPoRTunisTiC RTM: The 2014 woRld CuP

In the summer of 2014, the world’s attention turned to football (or soc-
cer, as we call it in the united states) as teams and fans from across the 
globe traveled to Brazil for the world Cup. television networks carry-
ing the event reported record ratings as fans cheered on their favorite 
teams in their living rooms as well as on social media. when Germany 
finally won the tournament, twitter revealed that conversation on the 
social network had reached a peak of more than 618,000 tweets per 
minute, the highest levels ever seen during an event.

Brands also showed up for the world Cup, especially around a 
strange event that happened during the match between uruguay and 
Italy. uruguay’s luis suarez, while guarding Italy’s Giorgio Chiellini, 
appeared to bite him on the shoulder, sending Chiellini to the ground.

As disbelief around the event circled the globe, brands jumped on 
the opportunity (as seen in Figure 3.11) to chime in on a trending topic. 
I measured the performance of ten brands—ranging from trident to 
whataburger to major league Baseball—that created opportunistic 
rtm around “the bite felt ‘round the world’” to see if their creative exe-
cutions were not only clever but also effective. the results were down-
right ridiculous.

All ten of the brands saw a huge bump in retweets versus their nor-
mal levels, with the outliers (mcdonald’s of uruguay and snickers) 
both skewing the results highly positive, to result in an average bump 
of over 339,000 percent. you read that right.
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Figure 3.11 the snickers tweet jumping on the 2014 world Cup bite incident

But outliers can skew our understanding of normalcy, so we’ll look 
at the distribution of all ten brands’ performance (seen in Figure 3.12) 
to demonstrate the power of rtm. the median increase in perfor-
mance for these ten brands was over 4,300 percent—not too shabby. 
As you can see, all brands saw huge performance bumps. these brands 
served up some great, relevant content and the audience . . . apologies in 
advance . . . ate it up.

Planned RTM: holidays

since the dawn of advertising, brands have coordinated market-
ing activities around events that their audience could see coming 
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Performance vs. Average 2014 Performance

World Cup 2014 - The Bite Heard Round the World

Retweet performance
vs. 2014 Avg

100% 1000% 10000% 100000% 1000000% 10000000%

Figure 3.12 retweet per follower performance across ten brands for rtm content 
about the world Cup bite

from miles away. these are events that not only happen every year 
but that usually include some type of commerce-based activity for 
brands to take advantage of. Christmas is the obvious big event for 
many companies, with retailers and brands competing for attention 
to make sure consumers consider their locations or products when 
buying gifts and anything else for the season. other holidays, like 
thanksgiving, the Fourth of July, and mother’s day, also follow sim-
ilar patterns, and huge campaigns revolve around getting in front of 
consumers with a pitch. Consumers understand these patterns and 
expect brands to compete for their attention with messaging, offers, 
and events (like Black Friday and Cyber monday) each year.

Brands have jumped on these planned events via social media to stay 
relevant and take advantage of the attention these moments drive. In 
the era of overcommercialization and an ever-growing holiday season, 
it’s natural for brands to be involved in conversations around major 
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holidays. Consumers, it would seem, would be used to seeing brand 
messaging and offers in social channels around holidays—it’s happen-
ing everywhere else, why not there as well? But as brands engage in a 
real-time manner around holiday topics, how does the audience react? 
Are followers coming along for the ride, or are these brands getting in 
the way of everyone’s holiday celebrations? From the 100+ brands in our 
data set, I looked at twitter trending topics holiday patterns in brand 
tweets from April 2013 to April 2014. more specifically, I looked at 
brands that included hashtags or phrases that became trending topics 
in their content from the following set of holidays that are celebrated in 
the united states:

● Valentine’s Day  (“Valentine’s day,” “Valentines,” “#Valentines- 
day,” “ValentineCards”)

● St. Patrick’s Day(“st. Patrick’s day,” “Patricks,” “#stPatricksday,” 
“happystPatricksday”)

● Mother’s Day (“mother’s day,” “#mothersday,” “happy mother’s 
day”)

● The Fourth of July (“4th of July,” “#4thofJuly,” “July4th”)
● Halloween (“halloween,” “#halloween,” “happy halloween,” 

“#happyhalloween”)
● Christmas (“Christmas,” “#Christmas,” “merry Christmas”)
● New Year’s Eve/Day (“new year’s eve,” “new year,” “new years,” 

“happy new year”)

I then compared the performance of brands using the above twitter 
trending topics in their tweets versus their normal tweet performance 
over the same time range. does including a nice #mothersday message 
in a tweet boost sharing (retweets) and engagement (favorites) by the 
audience? you might be surprised.

The holiday Road looKs BuMPy

If we look at the average performance of brand tweets that include a 
holiday-themed trending topic, the numbers are encouraging at first 
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glance. on average, brands see a 24 percent bump in retweets per fol-
lower and a 27 percent bump in favorites per follower when including 
holiday trends in their content. But, as we’ve talked about previously, 
high-level averages can skew what’s actually going on inside the data 
set. If we take a closer look, we see a different story.

when comparing brand-by-brand performance (Figure 3.13), more 
brands see a decrease in tweet performance when using a holiday 
trending topic in their tweets. In fact, there wasn’t one holiday in 
this study for which the brands seeing an increase in performance out-
numbered the brands seeing a performance decrease. real-time mar-
keting, it seems, isn’t as easy as that.

why is this happening? well, after looking through the social content, 
a lot of the tweets that brands are posting for holidays are pretty unin-
spired. the content includes basic mentions of the holiday or themes, 
links to recipes that have been on their sites for years, and other ways to 
sneak a hashtag or topic into the audience’s twitter feed without putting 
much effort forward. It’s the social media equivalent of just throwing a 
“Christmas!” banner across a regular print ad and expecting consumers 

Brands & Holiday Trends: Performance Impact
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Figure 3.13 holiday rtm performance by brands seeing a performance increase 
vs. decrease
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to run to the store to check out their latest sales. when specialized cre-
ative is replaced with simple mentions of the holiday, the audience isn’t 
impressed (and the numbers back that up.) when it comes to Planned 
rtm, holidays may very well be just too . . . planned.

that’s not to say that some brands aren’t seeing a performance bump. 
here are a few brands with solid holiday performance and a few things 
we can learn from each:

Nintendo’s Valentine’s day tweet (Figure 3.14) saw a 732 percent 
increase in rts and 1,154 percent increase in favorites versus its other 
social content during the year. It included prebuilt creative showing 
mario and the Princess over the years, and, given nintendo’s primarily 
young audience, may have appealed to those who are most excited and 
tuned in during the V-day season.

Harley Davidson tweeted a great st. Patrick’s day photo of a hog-
riding, full-sized leprechaun, and their audience loved it. It saw a 

Figure 3.14 nintendo of America’s Valentine’s day tweet from 2014
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275 percent increase in retweets and 264 percent increase in favorites 
over their normal twitter performance.

Pampers, by simply asking for retweets around baby’s first Christmas 
(Figure 3.15), received a 451 percent bump in retweets per follower over 
their normal levels. Asking for the right gift during the holiday season 
seems to work.

Tide created a custom Vine with a “Paranormal Activity” theme 
for halloween (that was actually kind of scary), and the result was a 
465 percent bump in retweets and 318 percent increase in favorites ver-
sus their normal level of performance.

so brands can make holidays work, but simply including the trending 
topic for a holiday in your content probably isn’t going to get you where 
you want to go. taking advantage of the benefits of real-time doesn’t 
just include being somewhat on topic and timing the communication 
for the right day. there’s more that needs to be done in order for audi-
ences to respond in a positive manner. Brands need both to understand 
the topic that is top of mind and create compelling content around the 
subject. real-time marketing is a combination of art and science—and 
knowing the right time to engage is just one piece of the puzzle if you’re 
looking to boost your social media performance.

Planned RTM: oTheR Known evenTs

holidays are great and all, but savvy marketers know that there are 
far more opportunities each year to make a brand’s voice heard. these 

Figure 3.15 A holiday tweet from @Pampers that received a big bump in shares
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smaller events are visible for months in advance, and while not fully 
commercialized, still create compelling and unique marketing oppor-
tunities. these are events that might not be on the radar for the major-
ity of a brand’s audience, but can resonate with a core group of followers 
that are die-hard fans of a certain subculture.

the opening day for a sports league, the conclusion to a popular tele-
vision series, and other pop culture moments are just a few examples 
of topics that capture the attention of many for a short period of time, 
and will surely be the center of a huge amount of social conversation. 
If brands can see these events coming, and plan out a good real-time 
strategy to stay relevant with the audience, it can be a huge opportunity 
to boost social performance.

BReaKing Bad finale, 2013

In september 2013, worldwide audiences were excited and mourning 
at the same time. the time had come for one of the most talked-about 
shows on television, Breaking Bad, to come to an end after five seasons. 
Fans had loved watching walter white turn more and more evil every 
week, and flocked to social media to express their joy, surprise, and 
excitement after every episode.

As the finale approached, brands were ready to stay relevant for 
their audience as well. while they are not a well-known, annual event 
like an awards show, series finales can give a huge ratings boost to a 
network. In this case, according to Variety, over ten million people 
watched the series play out in its final episode. this created a huge 
opportunity for brands to jump into the conversation, and they didn’t 
disappoint.

of the eight brands I saw comment on the Breaking Bad finale on 
twitter (including Clorox, CoverGirl, denny’s, and urban outfitters), 
six of them saw a bump in their twitter performance metrics versus 
their normal levels of activity. the average bump was significant, at 
1,000 percent+ in retweets and 740 percent+ in favorites, but there was 
one brand that outweighed the rest in performance. truvia, an artificial 
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sweetener brand, jumped on a plot point in the finale to tweet a mes-
sage to fans. I won’t give it away for anyone who hasn’t seen the end of 
the series, but it was on point and very relevant to the conversation hap-
pening the next morning. the performance was ridiculous—with an 
almost 7,500 percent bump in retweet performance and 5,000 percent 
bump in favorites.

this was a case of not only understanding that a large pop culture 
moment is happening but also jumping on a micro-event within the 
larger moment. truvia didn’t tweet about any of the regular subjects 
in the show, or give a goodbye kiss to the show via the #BreakingBad 
hashtag like a few other brands did. By being specific with their reference,  

Figure 3.16 tweet by the @Clorox team during the Breaking Bad finale in 
september 2013
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they saw a huge bump in engagement and made the most of their real-
time marketing moment.

sTaR waRs day, 2014

there’s a funky little day that has grown in popularity over the past 
few years among a somewhat geeky circle. It’s may 4, or as is known 
in groups of people (like myself) who celebrate everything about Star 
Wars, “may the 4th Be with you day.” the event built its first official 
organized celebration in toronto in 2011, and has been a popular topic 
for fans of the science fiction staple every year since, especially on social 
media. Star Wars, of course, has always been a popular subject for die-
hard fans who can’t wait to get their hands on the next film, video 
game, or novel that paints an exciting view of good versus evil using 
archetypal figures while transporting the audience into an entirely dif-
ferent universe. Plus, light sabers.

while Star Wars has been a phenomenon for decades, Star Wars day 
is relatively new to the pop culture landscape and therefore tends to 
sneak up on some people until the day itself. many fans only finally 
realize it’s may 4 when they see friends post about it on social networks. 
In 2014, it seemed, brands were ready.

In that year, brands were all over Star Wars day on twitter, and posted 
messages and media that they hoped would resonate with the day’s 
micro-trend. Brands that ranged from nAsA to nissan to delta Airlines 
(Figure 3.17) chimed in with funny and clearly Photoshopped media, using 
hashtags like “#maythe4thBewithyou” and “#happystarwarsday” to 
keep the conversation going and gain more visibility with fans following 
the trend. It was amusing to watch from the sidelines, but did it provide 
a performance impact for these brands?

I pulled data for 20 brands that posted any manner of Star Wars day 
real-time marketing on that sunday, and compared the performance 
(retweets per follower and favorites per follower) to each brand’s 2014 
twitter performance averages. the results were, shall we say, out of this 
world? (Boo, stop it.)
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of the 20 brands I ran the numbers for, 18 saw a performance bump 
(Figure 3.18). And that bump was pretty impressive. on average, the 
brands that I looked at saw a 360 percent+ increase in retweets and a 
300 percent+ increase in favorites for their Star Wars day-related content. 
Brands had created good creative that resonated with a real-time topic, 
and the audience responded accordingly. It’s the same pattern we saw 
across all trending topic usage—far more brands seeing performance 
gains versus not, and the gains showing much more amplification versus 
any losses.

some of the best examples, performance-wise, showcased solid cre-
ative that resonated with their audience:

Mountain Dew UK saw the biggest performance bump, with 
1,600 percent+ more retweets and 1,000 percent+ more favorites versus 

Figure 3.17 delta’s tweet about Star Wars day saw almost 100 percent more 
retweets and 75 percent+ more favorites than the brand’s 2014 average tweet 
performance
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their 2014 averages. the creative (Figure 3.19)—showing two different-
sized bottles with Jedi capes on, was something the audience found to 
be extremely sharable and engaging.

Maker’s Mark built out some clever copywriting skills and light 
saber-themed bourbon bottles (Figure 3.20) to see a huge bump in 
performance (800 percent+ increase in retweets and 500 percent+ 
bump in favorites versus the brand’s 2014 average.) And as a side note, 
anytime I can include an example in a book about the combination 
of Star Wars and bourbon, well, let’s just say that’s going to happen 
every time.

Star Wars day gave brands a unique opportunity—a known event 
that, to this point, had not been overcommercialized, and a topic that 
is highly relevant to a core group of fans who love anything to do with 
the subject matter. And as the numbers show, brands were rewarded 
for their work with increased engagement and sharing performance on 
twitter.

100.00% 300.00% 500.00% 700.00%

Tweet Performance vs Average 2014 Tweet Performance

Star Wars Day: Tweet Peformance by Brand

900.00% 1100.00% 1300.00% 1500.00% 1700.00%

Retweets per
Follower

–100.00%

Figure 3.18 retweet per follower performance, by brand, for rtm created about 
Star Wars day 2014
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gaMe of ThRones PReMieRe, season 4

over the past few years, Game of Thrones has become a pop culture 
phenomenon across the world. during each season, fans tune in to 
must-see appointment viewing and hang on every plot point as the 
story unfolds, one decapitated actor at a time. In April 2014, viewers 

Figure 3.19 mountain dew uk’s Star Wars day tweet from may 4, 2014
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had been waiting months for the show’s return, and on the day of the 
season premiere, brands of all sizes and shields knew there would be a 
concentration of attention around the subject of the show. numerous 
brands and media companies jumped at the opportunity to make 
their messages and brand more relevant by joining the conversation 
that was already happening.

I tracked data from 15 different brands and media companies that 
posted Game of Thrones-related content on that sunday, brands that 
included the ny Jets football franchise, tim horton’s restaurant 
chain, Bud light, and Pringles. I measured the sharing and engage-
ment metrics that resulted from their rtm efforts, and compared it 
to each brand’s normal levels of twitter performance during 2014.

Figure 3.20 maker’s mark’s Star Wars day tweet, may 4, 2014
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the marriage of timely content and a real-time medium produced 
great results. Brands, on average, saw close to a 600 percent bump in 
retweets and a 650 percent bump in favorites when compared to their 
normal social engagement levels from the same year (Figure 3.21). 
there were a few outliers that helped skew the average numbers higher, 
but 80 percent of brands saw an increase in their tweet performance 
numbers by creating content around this trend. And as you can see 
from the distribution of performance, once again the positive results 
far outweighed the negative results realized by a few brands whose mes-
sages did not resonate with the audience.

some of the positive stories from this campaign saw huge impacts to 
their social metrics. the netflix series House of Cards smartly created 
content around the Game of Thrones premiere (Figure 3.22), keeping itself 
top of mind between seasons, and was rewarded with a 2,800 percent+ 
bump in retweets versus what they normally see. In addition, Clorox and 
Pringles saw 1,000 percent bumps from their Game of Thrones creative 
efforts.

400.00%

Performance vs. Average 2014 Performance

Game of Thrones Season 4 Premiere Real-Time Performance
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Figure 3.21 retweet per follower performance, by brand, for rtm created around 
the Game of Thrones premiere, 2014
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foR MosT Big evenTs, RTM woRKs

why did we just do this? why did we just run about a thousand differ-
ent analyses on real-time marketing data and its performance? well, 
there’s been an ongoing debate in social that real-time marketing is 
a f lash in the pan and brings no real value. And I’m not necessarily 
against those types of arguments, but I’d rather that people backed 
it up with data. If you don’t want to work during big events, I under-
stand. If you think it’s a bit odd to have a consumer packaged goods 
brand tweeting during the oscars about every little funny event that 
happens, I get that it seems a bit weird and out of place at first. But in 
a lot of scenarios, it really actually starts to make sense when you run 
the numbers, and that’s what I set out to investigate here.

we looked at the data to show that there are real impacts, across mul-
tiple brands and verticals, to engagement and social sharing on twitter 

Figure 3.22 rtm tweet from @houseofCards about the 2014 Game of Thrones 
premiere
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for real-time marketing efforts over the past few years. opportunistic 
rtm outperforms other social activities on twitter pretty consistently— 
not just for one brand during one event, but for a high majority of 
brands over almost every event that we reviewed. we looked at the per-
formance of social content that is prebaked but posted during tent-pole 
events, and while it outperforms the average social performance met-
rics, it comes nowhere close to the performance that rtm is seeing. 
And remember, you should use this as a guide for testing different tac-
tics with your brand, not as gospel. Practices that work for one brand 
might not work for another, but these data points should help send you 
in the right direction for which types of tactics you can work into your 
social strategy to increase engagement.

we also saw, in the case of Planned rtm for big events and holidays, 
that simply including a trending topic around a known event doesn’t 
guarantee success. It seems the audience is telling us that there are no 
free rides here. your audience is smart, and the data is telling us that 
you need to work a bit harder for your performance. the audience, it 
seems, likes to be surprised.

But what we’ve been looking at here is big events. what about rtm 
for smaller events that pop up, and everyday trends that we can’t see 
coming? that’s what we’ll tackle next.



Chapter 4
RTM PeRfoRManCe foR 
Unknown evenTs and 

daily TRends

We’ve seen hoW some of the largest brands in the world 
are using twitter, and we’ve seen how real-time marketing can deliver 
a measurable, consistent performance bump during tent-pole events. 
this is great to know when preparing for the oscars or grammys, but 
what do you do the other 360-odd days of the year? Before we answer 
that question, let’s step back for a minute and talk about something 
completely different: that glorious sport known as baseball.

I’ve been a seattle mariners fan for over 20 years, and while the years 
have brought a space needle-sized portion of grief and losing seasons, 
they’ve also brought a few great players and moments along the way. my 
favorite player over the years, without a doubt, was number 51, Ichiro 
suzuki, known in the baseball world as simply “Ichiro.”

Ichiro is a unique breed of superstar. You see, in a sport where big 
moments dominate the headlines, Ichiro doesn’t hit a lot of home runs. 
he doesn’t swing for the fences each time he’s up at the plate, trying to 
make a huge splash with every at bat. What Ichiro has done amazingly 
well over his career is just get hits. everyday hits—singles that get him 
on base, time and time again. he has collected so many hits that in 2004 
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he set a single-season record when he recorded 262 of them. he takes 
this approach consistently, year over year, and is the only player in the 
history of baseball to get 200 hits in ten consecutive seasons. he’s the 
personification of how lots of small successes can build and build and 
build into a giant advantage.

In today’s social world, people are not just talking about big events 
that are planned out months in advance but also micro-trends that hap-
pen each and every day. With social media powering our new chan-
nels of communication, these short-lived but popular trends come and 
go faster than ever before. topics are top of mind for hours instead of 
weeks, as the audience moves on to the next big thing.

so can a brand take advantage of these everyday trends to bring some 
of that attention back to them? Can they consistently show up every day 
to grab value, without necessarily having to make a big splash every time? 
Can they play the social game like Ichiro plays baseball, and if they do, 
will they see benefits in social media performance for their efforts?

In this chapter, we’ll take a look at some everyday trends that appear 
on the right hand side of our rtm matrix (figure 4.1)—Watchlist 
trends that brands can kind of see coming, and everyday trends that 
brands couldn’t have planned for if they had tried—and see if joining in 
smaller trending topics results in social performance gains.

PLANNED WATCHLIST

OPPORTUNISTIC EVERY-DAY

Micro Event
Small event, unknown

date.

Tent Pole Event
Big event, known date.

Unknown Topic
“Something’s going to happen,

I just don’t know what.”

Known Topic
“I know this is going to happen”

Figure 4.1  the rtm matrix—Watchlist and everyday Quadrants
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waTChlisT RTM

Uncertainty is part of the social media world, and with rtm it’s no 
different. When you know an event is coming, but can’t be sure of all 
the details, it takes a unique approach and a large dose of patience. 
sometimes it can make you nervous, sometimes excited, and some-
times just downright frustrated. But in the world of real-time market-
ing, it’s a feeling that brands should start getting used to.

In the upper right quadrant of our matrix lies Watchlist rtm, which 
I affectionately referred to earlier in this book as “the Bieber Quadrant.” 
You know something’s going to happen around a certain topic, but you 
don’t know exactly when or exactly what. and not only that, you also know 
that when something does happen, the world (or at least your audience) 
will take notice, and the conversation of the day should turn to that sub-
ject. If a brand can do careful planning and foresee Watchlist rtm topics, 
they can be ready with solid creative when something finally happens.

But knowing that the world will be talking about a certain subject 
does a brand no good if the audience doesn’t care that the brand is along 
for the ride. so when it comes to Watchlist rtm content, how does the 
audience respond?

I found a number of examples from the past year of multiple brands 
creating rtm around Watchlist events to capitalize on relevant top-
ics for their audience. some of these examples might surprise you, and 
others might seem out of bounds for a brand, but we’ll see how each 
performed with engagement and sharing metrics on twitter. let’s start 
in jolly old england.

The Royal BaBy

on December 3, 2012, it was announced that the Duchess of Cambridge 
was expecting her first child. for the next seven months, the entire globe 
was abuzz with excitement and speculation about all things royal Baby. 
on July 22, 2013, the Duchess gave birth to a boy weighing 8 pounds, 
6  ounces at st. mary’s hospital in Paddington, and his royal highness 
Prince george of Cambridge joined the royal family as its newest mem-
ber. twitter, in analytics terms, went nutso.
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In the next 48 hours, the #royalBaby hashtag would be included in 
over 600,000 tweets, in addition to large amounts of chatter about the 
parents and Prince george himself. as celebrities and commoners alike 
shared their excitement via social media, brands saw a chance to jump 
in on the conversation now that the event had finally arrived.

I pulled twitter data for 13 brands that posted #royalBaby-themed 
content that week, and saw some impressive performance. on aver-
age, brands saw a 1,200 percent+ bump in retweets per follower, and 
a 940 percent+ bump in favorites per follower by using relevant royal 
Baby content in their tweets that week. But as you could probably guess 
by now, it didn’t just work for one brand. It worked for a whole lot of 
them. as you can see in figure 4.3, twelve of the thirteen brands I looked 
at saw a higher-than-normal retweets per follower performance bump 
with their royal Baby rtm.

Figure 4.2 rtm tweet from @hostess_snacks about the birth of the royal Baby, 
July 2013
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alongside the royal Baby rtm were a good number of articles and 
tweets poking fun at brands for creating this content. much of the con-
tent was labeled as dull and irrelevant by critics, who called the overall 
brand response to the birth a failure. I can agree that a few of the cre-
ative efforts didn’t strike me as clever or revolutionary, but the timing 
of the content created amazing gains for the majority of brands that 
participated. What looks silly to some might make more sense when 
they see the performance numbers.

in MeMoRiaM

from time to time, our society loses someone who has had such a wide-
reaching impact on our daily lives that it makes the entire world stop to 
take a breath. a few of those moments happened in 2013 and 2014.

on December 5, 2013, nelson mandela passed away at his home in 
Johannesburg, south africa. he had spent decades sharing his message 
of peace and justice, and the world mourned his passing in print, on 
television, and on social networks. news outlets tweeted breaking news 

900%

Tweet Performance vs. Average Brand Performance

Royal Baby 2013 RTM Performance
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Follower
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Figure 4.3 retweet per follower performance, by brand, for rtm created around 
the birth of the royal Baby, July 2013
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about his death and past reminders about the breadth of his legacy. 
Politicians and other influential individuals took to social networks 
to share their grief and celebrate mandela’s life with their followers. 
Celebrities tweeted brief stories and told of the impact mandela had 
made on their lives.

on the morning of may 28, 2014, maya angelou passed away. she 
had led a long life as a creative visionary, as a world-renowned author 
and a poet. she, too, was honored by influential people from all dif-
ferent backgrounds that day as artifacts from her poetry, essays, and 
interviews flooded the Internet in tribute to her great life and impact 
on society. tweets containing text quotes or images with her wise words 
flooded newsfeeds around the world.

In both cases, individuals weren’t the only ones showing their respect 
to the late great visionaries. Brands joined the conversation and cel-
ebrated the lives of both with their followers.

Figure 4.4 rtm tweet by @Bananarepublic memorializing maya angelou, may 
2014
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for nelson mandela’s passing, I saw ten different brands create 
tweets that memorialized the great leader. these weren’t news organi-
zations just posting breaking news alerts; rather, brands like starbucks, 
Cisco, ralph lauren, and eBay created polished, respectful content 
around the topic. for maya angelou’s passing, I also found ten brands 
that posted twitter content spreading her message and wishing for 
her to rest in peace. Brands like nordstrom, Banana republic, Benefit 
Beauty, and audible.com took the day off from sending out offers and 
tweeted their own tributes to her.

the audience responded extremely favorably, with an average 600 
percent+ retweets per follower rate and almost a 500 percent+ favorites 
per follower rate versus each brand’s normal levels. and the distribu-
tion of success over the 20 brands in the combined list (figure 4.5) fol-
lows our same familiar pattern that we’ve seen before—95 percent of 
brands saw an increase over normal levels of engagement and sharing.

400%

Tweet Performance vs. Average Brand Performance
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Figure 4.5 Combined data sets for retweet-per-follower performance, by brand, for 
rtm created about the passing of nelson mandela and maya angelou
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now this category is one that makes it a bit difficult to celebrate a 
performance bump in social metrics. It’s a delicate subject, and one that 
brands will all take a different stance on. I’m certainly not one to preach 
and dictate what a brand should or shouldn’t do with its own voice and 
messaging. that being said, it’s difficult to recommend that a brand 
create in-memoriam social content due to social media performance 
bumps. that’s a bit much for my pay grade.

What I will say is this: if your brand wants to create a genuine in-me-
moriam message when a popular figure passes away, but are concerned 
that the audience won’t be there with you, this data should encourage 
you to do so, and there’s a good chance the audience will respond favor-
ably. on the other hand, if you’re looking to create social content around 
the passing of a well-recognized figure just to get a social performance 
bump, you may want to reconsider.

RTM and oTheR BReaking news

We’ve walked through a number of examples in which brands have 
managed to work their way into a diverse set of trending conversa-
tions. some of the trends make perfect sense for a brand to have an 
opinion on—for example, when the topic matches the goods and ser-
vices a particular brand sells, or echoes the message from a brand’s 
current ad campaign. But some brands have started to become more 
vocal on other subjects—more controversial ones—and are seeing a big 
response from the audience for stepping into the spotlight on one side 
of an issue.

no matter where you stand on whether a brand should chime in on 
a political issue, it’s happening. and my big question is, of course, how 
does the audience respond? Is the message ignored as an unwelcome 
visitor to a personal conversation, or as brands become more personi-
fied and approachable, are these tactics engaging their audiences with 
relevant content? let’s look at a few examples.

Brands Chime in on Marriage equality

the virgin brand has never been a quiet one, and twitter seems like a 
perfect medium for the brand to connect with its hip, sophisticated target 
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demographic. the brand’s keeper, sir richard Branson, has always been 
an outspoken advocate of many political issues, and in fact announced 
in 2006 that all virgin holiday profits in the foreseeable future would be 
donated to research for developing sustainable sources of energy.

after Parliament passed a major milestone for a same-sex marriage 
bill in february 2013, virgin decided to voice its opinion on the matter 
via twitter (figure 4.6), and give a subtle hint at its own product offer-
ings at the same time. the response was impressive.

follower responses led to a huge increase in levels of engagement and 
sharing compared to what virgin holiday’s twitter content normally 
experiences. the tweet received a 5,000 percent bump in retweets per 

Figure 4.6 rtm tweet from @virginholidays on the subject of a same sex 
marriage bill passing in Parliament
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follower and a 1,200 percent+ bump in favorites per follower versus the 
brand’s average levels.

In the United states, a few brands did the same when the Us supreme 
Court struck down the Defense of marriage act as unconstitutional 
in June 2013. one of those was marc Jacobs International, a clothing 
brand and retailer that decided to voice an opinion via social media.

the tweet from @marcJacobsIntl (figure 4.7) received a 710 per-
cent+ bump in retweets per follower and a 312 percent+ increase in 
favorites per follower versus the brand’s other twitter content.

Both brands, among many others, decided to voice an opinion on a 
controversial subject, and by jumping on a relevant topic and providing 
a genuine message of support, that move turned into a social marketing 
win.

Figure 4.7 rtm tweet from @marcJacobsIntl celebrating the supreme Court 
Doma ruling, June 2013
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Ben & Jerry’s Meets Colorado

oh, Ben & Jerry’s. Who doesn’t love a company that not only creates 
wonderful super-premium ice cream flavors that taste delightful but 
also delights you with their unique naming conventions? for years 
we’ve enjoyed “Cherry garcia,” “Chubby hubby,” stephen Colbert’s 
“americone Dream,” and now even the new “that’s my Jam” Jam-
infused ice cream. Is anyone else getting hungry?

anyway, when the state of Colorado passed amendment 64, a refer-
endum supporting the legalization of marijuana, Ben & Jerry’s jumped 
on the still-controversial subject to chime in with a clever and effec-
tive tweet. Can you guess which side the maker of an ice cream flavor 
called “hazed and Confused” came down on the legalization vote?

Ben and Jerry’s tweet (figure 4.8), which included an image of an 
empty ice cream store shelf, received results better than any other 
social content they created in the first half of 2014, garnering an almost 
6,000 percent boost in retweets per follower and an almost 3,000 percent 

Figure 4.8 rtm tweet from @benandjerrys on the topic of Colorado’s passing of 
amendment 64
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bump in favorites per follower. Ben & Jerry’s, by jumping on a breaking 
news story in the moment and building out a funny take on the subject, 
created content that resonated with what was top of mind for the audi-
ence in the moment.

eveRyday RTM

every hour new trends appear on twitter—and disappear hours later. 
But during the brief period that they are popular, these micro-trends can 
still bring large amounts of attention that brands can take advantage of. 
It’s the new reality for each brand’s audience—attention is increasingly 
scattered, and the topics that will be important and trending tomorrow 
are even more unpredictable than the day before. It’s up to brands to 
quickly identify, execute on, and analyze their performance for these 
unknown daily trends. the results can be impressive.

how fast are these trends moving? let’s take an average day, in this 
case march 1, 2014, and see what happened across twitter.

In the United states, there were 400+ distinct twitter trending ●

topics.
In new York City, there were 130+ distinct twitter trending ●

topics.
at the worldwide level, there were 1,500+ distinct twitter trending ●

topics.
the term with the widest trending reach, #Camandnashnew ●

video, trended in 65 locations across the globe.
It also happened to be Justin Bieber’s birthday (I had no idea when ●

I picked this date, I swear), spawning multiple hashtags across the 
globe about his big day.

and “mardi gras.” and #hannibal. and IhoP, #scandal, “march 
madness,” “allen Iverson,” #nasCar, and tons more.

Wow, that’s a lot going on. and given that social media teams have 
day jobs, keeping an eye on these fast-moving trends seems almost 
impossible. as a brand, how do you even choose the right one? and 
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once you identify the right one, jump on, and post content about a 
trending topic, who’s to say it will still be a thing? Why would brands 
want to go to all this trouble in the first place? If these trends come and 
go so fast, can it even be worth the effort of jumping on an everyday 
trending topic to capture some of the audience’s attention?

so, first of all, you’re starting to sound like an old person. that’s 
ok—I’m an old person, too (at least in the start-up world), and when 
I first saw brands jumping on everyday trending topics, I assumed it 
was a fad that would quickly die out, and we could all go back to busi-
ness as it’s always been, with business casual attire and everyone always 
filling out their tPs reports on time. But then I started to look at the 
numbers.

let’s look at this practice from a performance perspective and see if 
we can learn what some of these brands might already know. as we saw 
earlier when we look across our 100+ brands, we see an average 99 per-
cent bump in retweets per follower and an 81 percent bump in favor-
ites per follower when brands use an everyday trending topic in their 
twitter content. We also saw the distribution of performance, showing 
that this practice, on average, works for almost 70 percent of the brands 
that use it. But let’s see if we can get even more specific than that and 
walk through some trending topic hashtags to see how brands chime 
in, and what the performance looks like per topic.

We’ll use some of the brands from our 100+ data set for this next set 
of analyses, but we’ll need to grab data for a few more brands for each 
trending topic that we’re interested in. We’ll look at the performance 
of four everyday trending topics that saw brand participation during 
the month of may 2014, and see what the data tells us. the next time 
you see a clever hashtag trending, should you get your brand involved? 
let’s see.

TRending ToPiC 1: #RUinaRaPTRaCk

on may 5, 2014, a Comedy Central show created a hashtag that got 
their viewers, and brands, talking on twitter. the game show, named 
Midnight and hosted by Chris hardwick, asked the contestants and the 
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audience to try their hand at creating terrible music during a segment 
called “#hashtagWars.” the prompt was to make a hip-hop song worse 
by changing a few of the lyrics, with the hashtag of the night being 
“#ruinaraptrack.”

the contestants gave their answers, many of which I can’t repeat 
in this book, and the show rolled on. But through the power of social 
media, the segment’s impact on pop culture didn’t stop there. the audi-
ence at home kept rolling with their answers on twitter throughout the 
night and into the next day. and as the hashtag began to trend across 
the United states, brands began jumping on board.

now, sure, if you’re new to social media you might wonder why on 
earth a brand like Crest, as we see in figure 4.9, would be changing rap 
lyrics and tweeting them out to their fans. Crest is a toothpaste brand, 
after all, and the last time I checked, there’s not a big crossover between 
hip-hop and fluoride. I hear you loud and clear. What we are seeing here 
is that even if it seems weird to see a brand chiming in on a micro-trend, 
it works with today’s social audience to boost engagement and virality. 
and it doesn’t just work for a few brands. It turns out it works for most 
of them. In fact, of the ten brands that jumped on the #ruinaraptrack 
trend (figure 4.10), only two received lower than average engagement 
and share rates with their followers versus each brand’s other twitter 
content in 2014.

Figure 4.9 Crest’s #runaraptrack tweet earned the brand a 2,000 percent+ higher 
retweets and 3,000 percent+ higher favorites versus their other twitter content in 2014
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not only did these tweets perform better but they performed a lot 
better—the average tweet showed a 380 percent bump in retweets and 
a 350 percent+ bump in favorites versus their average performance over 
the past few months. We’re seeing the same pattern here that we’ve 
seen many times before in this book—relevant content drives a huge 
amount of upside and a small amount of downside for participating 
brands.

TRending ToPiC 2: #UndaTeaBleBeCaUse

on may 21, 2014, the hashtag “#UndateableBecause” began trending 
across the United states, with twitter users chiming in with amus-
ing reasons why their potential mates might be out of their personal 
consideration, including not liking video games, refusing to eat their 
favorite food, and even some more serious responses. In the span of 
only a few hours, the hashtag saw tens of thousands of mentions, and 
then a few smart brands that noticed the trend started to chime in as 
well.

400%

Tweet Performance vs Average 2014 Tweet Performance

#RuinARapTrack Tweet Performance by Brand

900% 1400% 1900%

Retweets per
Follower

–100%

Figure 4.10 retweet-per-follower performance, by brand, for rtm created around 
the #ruinaraptrack twitter trending topic
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Panera Bread

When Panera crafted a quick tweet (figure 4.11) combining the 
trending topic and plugging their Cheddar Broccoli soup, the audi-
ence reacted with tremendous enthusiasm. the tweet saw a 200 per-
cent+ bump in retweets per follower and a 50 percent bump in favorites 
per follower compared to their 2014 averages.

nissanUsa

nissan also took a simple approach to plugging their newest 370Z vehi-
cle and received a big performance bump, thanks to the trend. their 
tweet (figure 4.12) received a 40 percent+ increase in retweets per fol-
lower and a 100 percent bump in favorites per follower versus averages 
for the year.

this trend was not planned in advance or visible on any editorial 
calendar, but brands that had built a system to quickly identify, cre-
ate ideas, and post social content received a bump in their social met-
rics for their efforts. What may seem strange to someone first seeing 
this practice—what does nissan have to do with dating advice?—has 
become the norm for many brands across the globe. Brands are chim-
ing in on conversations that are already happening and seeing perfor-
mance bumps from hyperrelevant content created in the moment.

degrassi

the twitter account for Degrassi, a Canadian show that airs on mtv 
and teennick, also jumped on the #UndateableBecause hashtag and 

Figure 4.11 rtm tweet from @panerabread including the #UndateableBecause 
twitter trending topic
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found that the topic resonated with their audience. not surprisingly, 
dating seems to be top of mind for Degrassi’s younger demographic, 
and the tweet (figure 4.13) received a 65 percent bump in retweets per 
follower and a 110 percent+ increase to favorites per follower versus 
their average 2014 twitter performance.

Figure 4.12 rtm tweet from @nissanUsa including the #UndateableBecause 
twitter trending topic

Figure 4.13 rtm tweet from @Degrassi
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TRending ToPiC 3: #CaPsloCkday

on may 23, 2014, it was proclaimed “all CaPs DaY” to celebrate the 
practice of “Internet shouting” across twitter. the topic trended across 
the United states, and brands began to jump in to offer funny and 
sometimes insightful commentary on the micro-event.

of the eight brands I saw jump in on the trend, five saw a perfor-
mance bump in their tweet performance when compared to each 
brand’s historical numbers. here are a few examples of good content 
that not only entertained but also performed:

verizon fios

verizon’s fios account jumped in on the trend (figure 4.14) with an 
Anchorman quote (which a few other brands used as well), and saw 
enormous amounts of engagement and sharing from their followers. 
verizon enjoyed a 1,800 percent+ bump in retweets per follower and a 
700 percent+ favorites per follower.

Usa Today

the news hub’s #CaPsloCKDaY tweet, seen in figure 4.15, was not 
only informative as to the origins of the term “upper case” but it was 
also shared and favorited heavily by the audience. the tweet received 
250 percent+ more retweets per follower and almost 300 percent more 

Figure 4.14 tweet from @verizonfIos including the #CaPsloCKDaY twitter 
trending topic
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favorites per follower than their historical average for original social 
content. nicely done.

micro-trends come and go, and their connection to a brand might be 
small to none, but that doesn’t mean brands can’t jump in on the right 
trend that resonates with the crowd, especially if that communication is 
happening in the very channel where the trend is taking place. Because 
these smart marketers jumped on an everyday trending topic in the 
moment and responded on the right channel, they were able to make 
their brand relevant to the moment and followers responded with big 
numbers.

TRending ToPiC 4: #yoUweReCUTeUnTil

on may 27, 2014, the hashtag “#YouWereCuteUntil” began trending on 
twitter across the United states. It’s an example of how an unknown 
trend that didn’t exist 48 hours before, thanks to the power and pace of 
social media, can quickly become a worldwide trending topic. twitter 
users jumped on the trend to share their turnoffs (over 110,000 tweets 
within the two-day time period), and brands quickly joined the every-
day trending topic to tell their own story.

Figure 4.15 tweet from @UsatoDaY including the #CaPsloCKDaY twitter 
trending topic
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I tracked the performance of ten brands that used the hashtag in a 
tweet that day, and saw impressive performance gains from the group. 
eight of the ten brands using the hashtag saw a performance bump 
versus their tweet performance from the rest of 2014, with an average 
428 percent increase in retweets per follower. nine of the ten brands 
saw a bump in favorites per follower versus their 2014 levels of engage-
ment, with the average brand seeing a 280 percent increase in favorites 
per follower.

Brands like the montreal Canadiens hockey team (1,300 percent+ 
increase to retweets per follower), Cmt (1,200 percent+ bump to retweets 
per follower) and Waffle house (650 percent increase in retweets per 
follower) all saw impressive social sharing thanks to their understand-
ing of the importance in creating relevant content in the moment.

as we look at the distribution of performance (figure 4.16), we see a 
shape that should be looking familiar by now.

once again, the reward is worth the risk for brands jumping in on 
a trending topic hashtag. more brands are seeing increases versus 
decreases in performance, and the positives far outweigh any negative 
impact that brands experience. the rtm Wave continues to roll.

100% 300% 500%

Performance vs Average 2014 Performance

#YouWereCuteUntil RTM Performance

700% 900% 1100% 1300% 1500%

Retweets per
Follower
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Figure 4.16 retweet-per-follower performance, by brand, for brand tweets 
including the #YouWereCuteUntil hashtag
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and again, all four of these trending topics had nothing to do with 
the brands that chimed in. these weren’t auto companies jumping on 
a #roadtrip hashtag, or the nBa commenting on a #nBaDraft topic. 
these were generic, nondenominational conversations happening on 
twitter that brands had to identify, brainstorm, and create content for 
on the fly. Critics might still say this practice is odd and doesn’t make 
any sense for a brand, but it works.

TheRe’s Real valUe in The eveRyday

so what can we take away from all of this? It seems that the pattern that 
we saw around big, known events is carrying over into the smaller ones 
as well. even if it’s strange to see a brand chiming in on a breaking news 
subject that has nothing to do with its business model, or watching a 
brand flex its rap muscles for the audience as part of its daily routine, 
the practice works. It works really, really well.

Why does it work? Well, as brands become more connected with 
their consumers, this shift just makes sense. today’s consumer seems 
to find it easier to connect to a brand that has a voice, and isn’t afraid 
to use it. You can’t have a conversation with someone who never takes a 
chance or has no core set of beliefs that he or she wants to express. You 
can’t have a conversation with someone who isn’t talking about what 
you’re interested in, and is always changing the subject to his or her 
own agenda. or, I guess I should say—you can have a conversation with 
that person, but it won’t be a long conversation.

What we’ve learned about rtm over the past two chapters is 
pretty clear—when brands engage in most forms of rtm, followers 
respond with enthusiasm. If you’re in charge of your brand’s social 
media efforts and driving these types of social KPIs are important to 
you, then building out an rtm program should have just made your 
short list for the next few months. and if your boss is reading this 
book, you should already have a plan in place when he or she asks you 
tomorrow morning what your plans are for jumping on daily trends. 
Don’t have a plan in place? that’s ok—that’s where we are heading 
next.
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now that we have some data in our back pocket, we’ll dive into build-
ing out a real-time marketing program. and not just any rtm pro-
gram. no, no, my friend. We’re talking about a data-driven real-time 
marketing program. You see, not only can we use data to demonstrate 
that rtm outperforms other social efforts on twitter, we can also use 
data in every step of the process. Because without data, rtm can be 
chaos. and nobody likes chaos, at least no one who’s employable. We’ll 
use data to figure out the best tactics to use, how to staff our rtm team, 
how to measure performance, and how to learn from the competition. 
With data on your side, you’ll be more confident and better looking. or 
at least more confident.



Chapter 5
Laying a Data-Driven 

FounDation For  
reaL-time

WE’VE LOOKED AT THE DATA AROUND real-time, and keep see-
ing that brands acting in the moment are enjoying a huge response 
from the audience. Real-time marketing efforts, as we’ve measured on 
Twitter, receive a great response from followers across multiple success 
metrics. This stuff isn’t only an interesting way for a brand to stand 
out and become more human, more fun, more interesting—it actually 
works to promote higher levels of engagement and social sharing with 
the fan base. We don’t need to rely just on the opinions of marketers to 
hear their thoughts on RTM—if it’s silly or important or ridiculous—
now that we’ve got data that shows its effectiveness.

These new findings answer some questions but create many new 
ones. What’s the best way for a brand to approach RTM? Should my 
brand get involved, and if so, what’s the best way to begin? How can I 
build a real-time marketing process that performs?

While data shows that RTM can make sense for brands, it doesn’t 
remove the need for a strong framework to do real-time effectively. 
We shouldn’t just be using data to look at past efforts and see how 
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they performed. We should be using it at every step to make our 
real-time tactics smarter. Over the next few chapters, we’re going to 
walk through a data-driven methodology and approach to RTM that 
helps turn what could be the craziest thing you do all year into some-
thing that’s goal oriented, well researched, and positioned for social 
success.

Wait a minute, I can hear you saying, putting structure and process 
around RTM will make it boring. It will destroy the very shoot-from-
the-hip mind-set that makes real-time effective. I didn’t get into the 
social media business to have a predictable job. I got into this because I 
never know what’s coming the next day. There’s no data, no plan, and 
that’s what makes it fun. What are you doing? This is boring. You’re 
ruining everything.

Believe it or not, adding process to your real-time efforts will actu-
ally increase your ability to generate good ideas, to communicate with 
your fans on the fly, to be funnier or more insightful or whatever it is 
your brand is aiming for. A predictable framework can boost creativity. 
A solid methodology behind the scenes can help you to be proclaimed 
“the social media winner” the next day due to your genius, at least what 
will appear to be genius to the outside world. How did they think of that 
so fast? How did they know that would work so well? What they don’t 
see is the planning, research, and execution that rely on solid data and 
insights to build up to that moment.

And still, even if we tried to make RTM a boring exercise by using 
a framework, it would be impossible to remove all the adrenaline from 
the process. Luckily for you thrill-seekers out there, I’ll give you some 
great news: data isn’t going to solve all your problems when it comes 
to RTM. With all of the variability in any live event, I can assure you 
that if you’re engaged in real-time marketing, you’re still going to get 
your share of curve balls. No doubt. A good methodology isn’t going to 
keep Miley Cyrus’s clothes on or prevent Matthew McConaughey from 
speaking his mind when he accepts an award. Guaranteed.

What a good data-driven methodology can do is get you prepared. 
It’s going to give you guardrails. It’s going to give you a good, go-to 
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process to rely on when something crazy happens. You’ll be able to con-
trol the chaos and take full advantage of the opportunity. You’ll see 
opportunities that your competition doesn’t see, and avoid land mines 
that they might not see coming. Your team will know what’s in bounds 
and out of bounds, and won’t waste cycles on ideas that would never 
make it to execution.

You see, RTM without a good methodology behind it is crazytown. 
And RTM with a good, data-driven approach is a controlled slide.

There are still a lot of thrills in the moment, and you can still make 
some big waves. But you’ll be able to sleep the night before, knowing 
you’re ready. And what’s more comforting than nice, warm data? So 
in this chapter, we’ll set the stage with a solid foundation to help you 
insure that you’re ready to go, and have metrics and business intelli-
gence on your side for all your RTM efforts.

methoDoLogies aren’t BaD things

I can hear you: “Oh no—let’s not build a methodology. That sounds 
painful. Please don’t do this . . . you seemed so nice.”

Yes, a methodology. We’re going to be building out a process that 
your team can walk through to prepare for every big event, every 
upcoming campaign, and building out everyday real-time marketing 
as well. Once you learn the steps, and how to bring data into your 
social efforts, it will become second nature. You’ll wonder how you 
ever got along without it. It will be a good friend—telling you things 
you need to know, keeping you in check when you step out of line, 
and giving you all the information your team needs to make the right 
decisions.

Methodologies and process get a bad rap, and I get it. I hate being 
forced into a process more than anyone else, especially one that makes 
no sense and includes a bunch of steps you have to take because it’s 
always been done that way. Well, luckily we can think of this meth-
odology a little differently. It’s not something that you’re being forced 
to do—it’s something you’ll want to do. You’ll get better returns if 
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you do your homework up front, have a solid RTM team in place, 
set goals, and execute with confidence. These steps will help you do 
your job better or learn how others do their social jobs well. You’ll 
make it look easy, while still doing the hard work behind the scenes. 
You’ll learn that if brands are doing social well, they are displaying the 
trait of the mighty duck—the duck that, while looking peaceful and 
serene and happy floating gracefully on the water’s surface, is actually 
pedaling like hell underneath the water to get where he needs to go. 
You’re going to be that duck—with a lot of work going on in the back-
ground to produce a great, well-polished real-time marketing effort. 
I don’t want to be a duck, you say. Well, too bad—because ducks get 
promoted.

Ok, enough with the metaphors. Let’s keep this train chugging along. 
Damn, there I go again.

Data anD Creative, Working together

Over the past few years, teams have realized that the combination of 
data and creative can bring great results if they are used in the right 
way. But the key is to keep the following in mind: data is not a replace-
ment for creativity, and vice versa. You can optimize and A/B test and 
measure all day long—but if you don’t have good, strong creative con-
cepts out of the gate, you’re never going to get anywhere. I’ve never seen 
a clever and effective ad campaign created completely via algorithm, 
and I’m pretty sure the only person who would like to see one is another 
algorithm. And on the other side, creative efforts need to be grounded 
in reality. Campaigns need goals and measurements to figure out what 
worked and didn’t work, and hopefully gain insight into why things 
turned out the way they did.

So let’s be clear—by laying out a data-driven approach to real-time 
marketing, I’m not saying that data rules over all. What’s important to 
know is that each practice has its place and its own yard and its own 
ownership. We can make creative decisions that aren’t supported by 
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data, but it’s best to do that when we have all the information that we 
can get. Then we say, “We’re going in this direction, even though the 
data points to something else, and we’re making this trade-off because 
of X and Y and Z.” That’s a fine approach, and a reasonable approach. 
It’s not a creative lead storming out of a meeting because the quants 
have taken over, and it’s not an analyst thinking they are better than an 
art director because they know how to build a pivot table. Everybody 
calm down. We’re all going to work together on this one, and we’ll get 
better results because of it.

Great, so where do we start?
We’re going to start by looking at real-time marketing from an 

objective position. We’re in the trust tree now—we can be honest and 
open with each other. We’re going to talk about how to lay down a solid 
foundation for RTM. This stuff doesn’t just show up on a Twitter feed 
via magic; rather, it takes a lot of work not only on your social team but 
throughout the organization.

BeComing a reaL-time BranD

To become a brand that functions in real-time and become relevant to 
your audience, you need more than just a social media staffer with a 
quick wit and access to your Twitter account’s password—you need an 
entire system built out around you. Your social team needs to be able to 
act, know how to act, and know they are free to be creative and respon-
sive. To build this capability out from an organizational standpoint, 
that means resources, executive support, budget, and authority.

You’ll get the most out of real-time marketing when you have the 
support of every key area of your organization. If you have a CEO who 
reads an article on this week’s latest RTM victory and proclaims that 
your brand must do the same, but demands to personally approve every 
Facebook post that goes on your brand’s page, well, that’s not going to 
work out so well (and if you happen to be that CEO and you’re read-
ing this book now, please stop doing that). So I want us not only to be 
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realistic about the ability to change an entire organization overnight 
but also to understand that companies can change and that you can 
help be that change agent. And we’ll talk about how to use the best 
change agent out there: data. First, let’s get started by assessing your 
current organization.

exeCutive support

An RTM team with support from the C-Level is a successful team.
This may be the most important trait of a brand that’s ready to step 

into the real-time world, due to the fact that many of the other success 
factors follow this one critical step. Getting an executive sponsor on 
board to support your RTM efforts helps pave the way for success, from 
resources to PR support to having a long-term view for success from the 
top down (and not pulling the plug after one event.)

resourCes

A well-stocked RTM team is a successful team.
Do you have a great, cross-functional social team? Do you have a 

dedicated real-time marketing group that has time to plan, educate 
themselves, execute, and analyze after a big event? Have you carved 
out a dedicated RTM budget? If social has been made a priority in your 
company, then you’re probably off to a good start in this department. 
I recommend you expand the scope of your RTM team to include a 
cross-functional group that not only creates content but also empowers 
the team to act. You don’t want everyone in your company and their 
mother trying to do real-time marketing. Instead, you need a set of 
solid performers who know what they’re doing.

authority

An RTM team that has been given the authority to act is a successful 
team.

Nothing, and I mean nothing, is worse than having a great, timely 
idea to post on social media, and then running into a two-day approval 
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cycle. Sorry, we can’t post that because of the wording. Give me a few 
hours, because I need to run this through legal. Meanwhile, all the 
other RTM brands are running around social networks like free spir-
its, dancing to a sweet Grateful Dead bootleg from 1976, tweeting at 
will, and getting great performance bumps for their efforts. If you’re an 
RTM brand and you’re going to participate in the moment, you need the 
authority to act and turn on a dime. Unfortunately, we live in a world 
where trends have a short shelf life, and if you have a long approval 
process from creative, legal, executives, or whoever, you’ll miss out on 
chiming in as the world turns its attention to the next big thing. In fact, 
you could actually do harm to your brand by chiming in on day-old 
trends, showing off the fact that you can’t be nimble in a nimble world. 
But there are ways around this, and we’ll address this with our meth-
odology and team structure.

risk meets reWarD

Well, I can hear you saying—those are three great things to have but, 
unfortunately, I don’t have any of them. Looks like I won’t be jump-
ing on this real-time boat after all. Do you guys validate or should I 
just . . . 

Nothing is set in stone. Your brand might not turn on a dime today, 
or have the right processes or team in place at the current moment, 
but let’s not give up quite yet. Think about it from the perspective of 
your leadership team—their brand is a valuable thing, and they want 
to protect it.

When I was in business school, the program did a great job of build-
ing our understanding of how a business works from multiple angles 
and viewpoints. From accounting to strategy to economics to market-
ing, we were taught about every in and out of modern-day business 
and how to use each to our advantage in our careers. But there was a 
moment about halfway through the program that taught me a lot about 
not only businesses but also how people running some of the biggest 
businesses in the world think.
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One day at the start of class, one of my favorite professors kicked 
off his lecture by asking a very simple question: “Why are we doing 
this? What is the biggest thing we are here to teach you as you get your 
MBA?”

The answers came, with topics that you could probably predict. “To 
maximize shareholder value.” That wasn’t the answer he was looking 
for. “To create a greater good for humanity and give something back.” 
Wrong. “To make the most money possible.” Nice try.

And so on and so on. Nobody got it right. And after a few minutes, 
he finally revealed the simple truth that no one had guessed. What was 
his answer?

“To manage risk. We are here to teach you how to manage risk and 
balance it with reward.”

Not only were we all wrong but it was an eye-opener for the class as 
to why businesses, especially older and more established businesses, do 
what they do. It’s not all just about getting as much revenue as possi-
ble. It’s about keeping the unknowns in check. It’s about protecting the 
market share you already have. There are plenty of companies that earn 
the headlines of the New York Times and Wired magazine for making 
huge bets with unproven strategies, but there are also plenty of compa-
nies that just don’t do that at all.

Now, add social media to that equation. For an older, established 
company, social media can look like a hornet’s nest of risk. It’s what 
lawyers see when they look up “risk” in their corporate dictionaries. 
In many executives’ minds, it’s an unpredictable, wild, bucking stal-
lion and it will not be invited back to the holiday party next year if 
it keeps behaving like that. And then add real-time marketing to the 
mix—social media performed with split-second response times—and 
woo-boy, you’re really just asking for it at that point.

We’re not going to change how business leaders think overnight, so 
we might as well play by the same set of rules. And knowing what we 
now know about many leaders’ adversity to risk, there are two ways we 
can help change hearts and minds.
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The first is to reduce the risk. The second is to show the reward that 
comes along with the risk. And when we do that, then we’ll be speaking 
the same language as your executive team.

reDuCing the risk

For brands, risk is about the unknown. With any venture that a brand 
decides to take on, there will be the upside and the possible downsides—
lost revenue, damaging the public’s perception of a brand, opening the 
door for competition, legal issues, and much, much more. Risk can take 
down a big brand if not managed properly, or avoided altogether. Risk 
is what keeps the CEO up at night.

And, let’s be honest, social media is full of these types of situations. 
Giving your audience a public forum to air their grievances, essentially 
handing the keys to your brand over to a few social media people at 
your company or agency, chiming in on the wrong subject and getting 
raked over the coals for it in the press. We’ve all seen it, and none of us 
wants to be that guy.

So how do we reduce the risk around real-time marketing? Here are 
two good starting points:

1) Data. Data helps get everyone on the same page. Using scorecards, 
metrics, projected impact, competitive performance, and so forth will 
turn your conversation filled with anecdotes and “we’ll just see what 
happens” mind-set into quantitative research, performance goals, and 
projections. If you hadn’t noticed, what I’ve been trying to do in this 
book is arm you with data to make the real-time marketing decision 
easier by showing that it drives performance improvements instead of 
just headlines. I’ve been trying to show the enormous growth of real-
time marketing that is occurring not just with a few smaller brands 
but also with the most valuable brands in the world. Data can provide 
transparency, build trust, and set expectations that can not only guide 
your team but most importantly, reduce risk.

2) A Solid, Data-Driven Process. One of the biggest ways to reduce 
the risk is to have a strong process in place. With the right infrastructure, 
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people, process, technology, and analysis in place, real-time social mes-
sages can appear to be shot from the hip, when they’ve actually been 
through a planned, cross-functional process that makes sure the brand 
is reducing the potential pitfalls throughout the event or everyday 
trend. A good plan and process are your best argument to gain execu-
tive support when they tell you that it’s too risky, or that there are too 
many things that can go wrong. It’s your life raft and your best friend. 
It will help you get the executive support, resources, and authority you 
need to get the most out of real-time marketing.

shoWing the reWarD

The other side of this equation is showing your executive leadership 
that there’s real reward in real-time marketing. Hopefully, the first few 
chapters of this book drilled into your head the amazing performance 
that many brands are realizing from real-time social marketing. We’ll 
want to use performance metrics to evangelize the benefits of RTM.

1) Show the success that other brands have had. Yes, we’ve 
reviewed overall industry averages and showed a lot of different ways 
to slice the data in this book, and you should absolutely use them to 
project ranges for what performance your brand can expect from in-
the-moment efforts. Anecdotal examples, as long as they support the 
larger trend of RTM performance, can also be very powerful. Picking 
a brand that supports your overall story line (Is your brand not known 
for social? Show one of those. Is your vertical not one that necessarily 
fits with the traditional “social brand” label? Show one of those). can 
be a powerful way to get your point across and make the concept more 
real.

2) Show the adoption rate of your competition. In some corpo-
rate cultures, nothing gets people’s attention faster than watching the 
competition do well. If that’s what gets your executive team motivated, 
then use it to your advantage. Odds are there’s at least one brand in 
your industry that you can use as an example of real-time success. 
Pull their RTM performance numbers, show anecdotal examples, and 
show that it makes sense for your vertical. There’s plenty of room in 
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real-time  marketing for many brands from the same vertical. Once a 
successful brand has planted their flag, you can easily plant your own 
alongside it.

3) Build your plan, share your plan. Don’t put your plans together 
and file them away in a subfolder somewhere where no one can find 
them. Be proud of them. Post them on the wall, on obnoxiously large 
poster board, and include estimates for the performance of RTM social 
content over normal social content. Send them to your executive spon-
sor, get them on board with the effort, and socialize the numbers inter-
nally. Share your plan and your planned success.

So, yes, building out a convincing plan to justify RTM is going to 
take some work. If you have nonbelievers at the executive level, or at any 
level, you’ll need to put a plan together that demonstrates how to reduce 
risk and show the reward of your efforts. But, the truth is, anyone who 
is planning on building out a real-time marketing program should walk 
through these steps anyway, even if there isn’t resistance from within 
the organization. You’re going to build out a better program, achieve 
better results, and bring less risk to your organization if you take the 
steps outlined as we build out a data-driven methodology. Don’t make 
someone else force you to do your due diligence and planning. Take 
the lead yourself. Planning through all scenarios and making sure you 
have the right resources, processes, technology, and data at every step 
of your RTM process is going to take you from randomly tweeting a few 
funny blurbs on a Sunday night to having a team with goals, a library 
of social assets, rapid analysis procedures, and competitive intelligence. 
Yeah, that sounds like more fun to me.

reguLators, mount up

Now that we’re ready to convince the organization that real-time mar-
keting can add value without too much risk, it’s time to get started 
building. We’re going to start our methodology not by building out the 
actual plan itself . . . at least at first. First, we need to create an infra-
structure to insure success—to bring together the best pieces from 
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every discipline and set the stage for world domination. That’s right. 
We’re going to start by building out our team.

The process of designing and staffing your RTM team is one of the 
most important ones to perform correctly, and won’t be a one-time 
exercise in the realities of today’s world. Team building has become 
an ongoing process as people drift more frequently between projects, 
teams, and even companies. Having a group ready for large tent-pole 
events will happen multiple times per year, and the ability to quickly 
assemble a quality team each time can give you a big advantage. Because 
many brands are also interested in using real-time on a daily basis, it 
becomes more and more important to understand roles and responsi-
bilities for RTM year-round.

So let’s break out the different roles and traits of each that will help 
build out a great real-time marketing team.

program LeaD

That first word in the job title is very important: program. When you’re 
building out real-time marketing capabilities for your company, you 
shouldn’t just be planning a few projects that have no resemblance to 
each other. You’re not doing short sprints that redesign the wheel each 
time, you’re setting up a program—something that can be repeated over 
and over again, with the same processes, goals and KPIs, and execution. 
You want a process that learns from each prior engagement instead of 
having the past successes and failures sitting in a PPT document in 
someone’s archive folder. It’s ideal to have the Program Lead be a com-
mon thread in every real-time marketing effort the brand is engaging 
in over time. They aren’t just leading the project, they are owning RTM 
within your organization.

Traits: Solid history of bringing teams together and leading the pro-
cess for rapid discovery, planning, execution, and analysis. Can effec-
tively lead teams of individuals who don’t report to him/her. Has a 
lifeline to the executive sponsor, and enough trust and authority from 
the organization to execute without permission and micromanagement. 
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Communicates across silos and levels of seniority with ease. We’re look-
ing for a leader who can push a cross-functional group to successfully 
deliver results, and can learn from what’s worked and not worked in 
the past.

Responsibilities: Forming and communicating responsibilities to 
the team. Setting goals and communicating status, results, and learn-
ing to the organization. If there’s a war room for a big event, he or 
she is point on everything from scheduling the team to making sure 
there’s pizza there on Sunday. Building out assets, processes, and 
technology to give the team the best chance to succeed at real-time 
marketing.

Creative LeaD

The Creative Lead defines the vision for all social posts and media con-
tent around your RTM efforts. They know the brand inside and out 
and not only the technical side of the creative—voice, tone, style guide, 
brand guidelines—but also the goals for the quarter, any other cam-
paigns going on, and the main value proposition the brand is looking 
to drive home. If your brand or agency is large enough to have mul-
tiple creatives on the RTM team, the Lead is organizing their workload, 
schedules, and responsibilities alongside the Program Lead.

Traits: Deep knowledge of the brand’s creative efforts, those of the 
competition, and the brand’s positioning. Ability to rapidly brainstorm 
and build out multiple responses to real-time events within a minute’s 
time. Not set on all social efforts being perfectly polished, but under-
standing that posting a quick response is a crucial factor in RTM’s being 
done right. Uses data as a critical input into creative process. Can excel 
in a brainstorming environment, where every good solution doesn’t 
need to come from him or her.

Responsibilities: Leads research and preparation. Builds out scenar-
ios and coordinates responses (from copy to media) with the team. In 
the war room, coordinates creative team around quick generation of 
creative assets.
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Copy LeaD

Everybody in the room thinks they can write a great line or social 
response. Actually, everyone in your company probably thinks they 
can pull this off. But to be able to write copy that is true to the norms 
and restraints of the given social channel, that is smart and on-point, 
that adheres to the brand’s voice and tone and is grammatically sound 
is a job for the professionals. Add to the list that all of that has to happen 
within a few minutes’ time over and over again, and the list of people 
who can pull this off gets pretty small.

Traits: Ability to rapidly brainstorm and iterate on ideas. Ability to 
quickly copy edit and check creative for grammatical errors and typos. 
Deep knowledge and experience writing in the brand’s voice and tone, 
especially on the social networks chosen for real-time marketing.

Responsibilities: Prepare brand responses across multiple social chan-
nels for anticipated scenarios. Quickly brainstorm responses in the war 
room with other team members for rapid response.

soCiaL LeaD

Beyond creating the right creative and copy for RTM, the tactics and 
channels your team chooses to employ while executing a message 
can have a large impact on your performance. The Social Lead is the 
go-to member of the team for making sure you are using best prac-
tices while posting. That includes both the elements that go into the 
message (Should we include a hashtag, and if so should it be a widely 
used hashtag or one the brand can own? Should we pose a question to 
the audience? Include mentions of other brands or celebrities?) and the 
social channels the message should be posted to (Is this best for Twitter 
or Instagram?)

Traits: Knows not only best practices for general social network 
usage but also what works for the brand (our audience loves mentions 
of Bill Nye the Science Guy.) Has access to and experience with the 
brand’s social media management platform to post messages. Knows 
social posting patterns of the competition and RTM brands in general 
to anticipate timing of response and other brands that might chime 
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in on certain micro-trends. In other words: a data-driven social media 
juggernaut.

Responsibilities: Key member of the core brainstorming group for all 
preplanned and rapid response content. Prepares hashtag strategies and 
individual @replies strategies. Can prepare multiple variations of social 
media response across social networks and post rapidly.

anaLyst

I obviously think that Analysts are awesome. Analysts can show you 
things and help guide your strategy by giving you a view into action-
able insights that you might not have thought about otherwise. Many 
people I talk to have a bad opinion of Analysts—they think of them as 
someone who takes weeks to ingest all inputs into their analysis and 
will only report back on Tuesdays, because we agreed on Tuesdays, 
so why on earth would you ask for it at the end of day on a Monday? 
Well, apparently those people have had bad luck and worked with ter-
rible Analysts. That kind of personality is the last person you need 
on an RTM team. But the good news is that not all data people are 
like that—there’s a new breed that loves doing quick-turn analysis 
and monitoring the competition to find a nugget of insight that can 
quickly be turned around for additional value. And that’s the kind 
of Analyst you need on your team to fuel a data-driven approach to 
RTM.

Traits: Has deep knowledge within the social media space, and knows 
the brand’s goals and associated KPIs inside and out. Can lead teams 
to define success and create a supporting measurement program. Can 
quickly digest large amounts of data and create insights on a micro-
level, but also step back and see the 30,000-foot view during an RTM 
campaign. And obviously, good with math, statistics, number crunch-
ing, and digital measurement toolsets (social media monitoring, web 
analytics, etc.)

Responsibilities: A key part of goal definition, goal measurement, 
and dashboard design. Point on competitive analysis during an RTM 
campaign, monitoring the performance of a brand’s RTM efforts, and 
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communicating rapid analysis back to the team in real time. Does the 
same for overall trends and competitive RTM content to identify oppor-
tunities and avoid possible land mines.

LegaL representation

Oh boy, who let this guy in the room? If you thought that the RTM team 
was going to get boring once you added an Analyst, then you’re going to 
hate the Legal Lead. But, really, having a representative from Legal isn’t 
going to hold you back—it’s actually going to give you more opportuni-
ties. You’re going to have the official ok, in real time, that what you’re 
posting in an RTM environment is not going to get you fired. It’s the 
social media equivalent of a “Get Out of Jail Free” card, and that’s a 
good thing. Having a team member who can provide this guidance will 
reduce any approval cycles that can destroy the timeliness of any real-
time effort, and make sure your messaging is not only relevant to your 
audience but also reduced in risk and child safe.

Traits: Brings full authority for a go/no-go on brand messaging and 
content questions, and fully understands the unique position an RTM 
team is in as far as required timeline for approvals. Understands the 
brand’s regular social tone and voice, and can quickly brainstorm alter-
nate suggestions when a message is deemed to be out of bounds. A sense 
of humor would also be nice.

Responsibilities: Sets up initial framework for what is permissible and 
what is out of bounds for a brand’s social media messaging. Has avail-
ability during peak RTM times to quickly approve or offer guidance on 
quick-turnaround social media efforts.

Now, I’m already hearing what you’re saying in your head: “That’s great, 
Mr. Moneybags, but I don’t have budget for that. If I had the dollars to 
put together a team like the one you’re describing here, I wouldn’t have 
needed to buy this book, because I’d already be a king of real-time mar-
keting.” Well, yes and no.

Part of the reason I’m detailing these roles is to give you ammunition 
to go and get that budget if you don’t have it today. Instead of getting you 
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and a guy named Gary in a room together for the Oscars and thinking, 
“We’ll just figure this out as we go along, because Gary is a pretty funny 
guy on Twitter,” you’ll need a solid team in place to take full advantage 
of the opportunity in front of you. This breakdown is designed to help 
you design a team, but these roles can also overlap. The Creative Lead 
and the Copy Lead could be the same person if that person has the right 
background and skill set and you don’t have the resources for a full 
build-out team. The Project Lead could serve as Lead Analyst as well, 
but I’d rather you make the case to get dedicated resources for each of 
these roles. They all have different experiences, their brains typically 
work in different ways, and the diversity will help you build a better 
product for your audience.

So, yes, this is an RTM Fantasy Team, but either way, these roles need 
to be represented in some manner in your cross-functional group.

assemBLing the team

When it comes to large events where you want your brand involved in 
RTM, one of the challenges is realizing that you’ll need to build a team 
that isn’t fully dedicated to real-time efforts all year round. The Super 
Bowl, the Oscars, and the Grammys don’t happen every day. Your team 
for these events won’t be dedicated head count that will just sit around 
the rest of the year, waiting for the next big thing. These people have 
day jobs, and are already embedded somewhere in the organization. 
You’ll need to find and recruit them for a temporary assignment, and 
then have them blend back into their daily lives as civilians. You’ll need 
to do all this while still placing yourself in the best possible position for 
real-time success.

If you’re planning to participate in everyday RTM, the following 
factors are important as well. You won’t deal as much with the on/
off nature of tent-pole events, but you’ll still need to be careful in 
how you bring the team together. And, if feasible, you’d like for your 
daily team to include as many people from your big event teams as 
possible.
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Here are a few things to look for as you’re going through this 
process.

Recruit Those Who Love RTM: Do you have a Creative Director who 
brought up a recent RTM effort in the kitchen over coffee? Talk to him/
her. Do you an Analyst who sends out an RTM summary after every 
big event, even if she isn’t assigned to the war room? Talk to her. Bring 
in people who understand the power of real-time marketing and have 
already seen it work. Their learning curve will be less dramatic, and 
they’ll come in with some great ideas out of the gate.

Recruit Those Who Have Seniority: The more senior people you can 
get on the team, odds say that you’ll get stronger work. Plus, your RTM 
efforts will be more visible to the organization as a whole, and experi-
enced team members who bring along a good degree of authority with 
them will attract other great people as well.

Don’t Just Recruit the Youngest People You Can Find: I’ve seen the 
mistake where a brand or agency just hands all things social media over 
to their youngest employees, because “they must understand social bet-
ter than I do.” I probably don’t have to tell you that this idea makes no 
sense. I’ll always encourage diversity on any team, but don’t forget tal-
ent and skill sets. Don’t put people on the RTM team just because they 
are young, but if they happen to be young, then great for them.

Find People Who Work Well with Data, Even If It’s Not Their Job: 
There’s going to be a lot of data flying around at high speeds, so find 
people who are used to working with data and know when to embrace 
it and when to ignore it. Find people who believe that data is a criti-
cal piece of putting together a good strategy, but not people who will 
never go against what the numbers say. We use analytics as a tool to 
measure and predict, but creativity shouldn’t always be dictated by past 
performance.

BeWare the proCess trap

Alright, now we’ve got our approval to do real-time marketing. We’ve 
got a crack team in place. We’re all set to go. Well, almost. We should 
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probably build out a plan, right? Of course, we should. But that will 
involve creating a process, which is both an art and a science.

Processes can be wonderful, helpful, amazing things. They can give 
team members guidance on the best next steps, lead teams to success 
with a goals-driven approach, and offer known, repeatable steps to do 
it all over again the next time. Strong processes got a man on the moon 
and got House of Cards approved for a third season. Processes can be 
good things.

Processes can also be arduous, terrible scapegoats that drag organiza-
tions into a sea of gray cubicle walls that create flocks of button-pushing 
employees watching the clock for 5:00 p.m. to finally come. Processes 
can be the worst thing about someone’s job. They smell terrible, and the 
dogs are always bothering with them. They can be soul crushing and 
humiliating. I’ve worked at plenty of companies where process drags 
down morale, performance, and creativity. You probably have, too. 
Everyone seems to know the process is not working, but it’s the way that 
things have always been done, so let’s keep going wasting our time and 
brains doing things that don’t matter. Processes can be horrible things. 
But don’t worry, we won’t build our RTM process like that.

Let’s build a process that gives us the good results but avoids the 
dogmatic stuff, and that can help us make the most of our real-time 
marketing opportunity. Let’s build a process that’s as modern and flex-
ible as the social media channels we are looking to optimize. Let’s build 
a process that your team members love.

So what does a good process look like? A lot like a bad process, but 
with a few key differences.

1) a gooD proCess sets guarDraiLs, not manDates

There’s a big difference between providing some leeway with how things 
should work and telling people exactly how to talk, walk, and when to 
wake up in the morning. We’ll build a process that offers guidance on 
how to best take advantage of the RTM environment, but won’t break if 
a few things change. Processes should change as you learn—your team 
is different from another brand in another vertical, so things won’t be 
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exactly the same for both of you. Sorry to tell you, but your team will 
be different next year than it is this year—different personalities, roles, 
experience, and ideas. A good process morphs around people to get the 
most out of their talents. Bad processes work the other way around.

2) a gooD proCess oFFers a FamiLiar environment

The advantage a process gives us is that it’s repeatable. It’s known by 
the group—they don’t have to relearn how to work together each time 
you start, execute, and wrap up a project. It’s like going home at the end 
of the day—you know where to put your keys, you (hopefully) know 
the people in your house, and you know exactly where the bourbon is. 
Setting up a known environment—with timelines, roles, and responsi-
bilities—is a freeing exercise. It gives team members a sense of comfort 
in not having to worry about those details and being able to concentrate 
on the other work they are so good at. Real-time marketing can be a 
chaotic environment if you let it be one, but process can help make it 
feel much more controlled.

3) a gooD proCess is FLexiBLe

This is the one that most companies miss out on. A good process can 
be changed by the team at any time if something isn’t working or some-
thing could be better. The focus should be on the end goal—in the case 
of RTM, getting increased engagement from the audience—and not 
on how you get there. One caveat here—you need to make sure there 
isn’t one person on the team who thinks he or she gets to dictate how 
the process flexes. This is a team decision. If you have a team member 
who just does whatever he or she wants, kick that person off your RTM 
team. Yes, just like that.

Let’s BuiLD a Data-Driven rtm proCess

So what are the key steps to creating a real-time marketing process in 
your organization? And even more importantly, to creating a data-
driven RTM process, one that learns and uses data to optimize the 
channel and opportunity? Let’s take a look.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 6
Aiming for reAl-Time 

SuCCeSS

Picture this scenario: you’ve just comPleted your first 
big real-time marketing event. you’ve gone out and done the hard work 
of securing budget for real-time marketing efforts. you’ve set up a team, 
monitored trends during the show, and posted some amazing content, 
stuff that you can really be proud of. the next day you wake up in a “i 
just Worked all day sunday” hangover and roll into work. as you take 
your first sip of expensive coffee, you sit down to write a summary of 
your rtm efforts to the executive team. But as the cursor blinks at the 
top of the blank page, you suddenly realize that you don’t know where 
to start. how do you translate the impact of your work into something 
that will resonate across the organization? and more importantly, how 
do you know whether you really succeeded? Good questions.

as it turns out, you forgot to set goals. you forgot to set up targets for 
what your rtm efforts should achieve, and how to measure the results. 
you forgot the first step, one of the most important steps. you had an 
idea of what success should look like, but everything was moving so 
fast, there was no time to sit down and write everything down.

Well, if you’ve been working in digital for a while, you’ve probably 
heard the same types of excuses as i have in the past. We don’t have 
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time to set goals. We’ll measure this the same way we measure every-
thing else. no one around here sets goals for each campaign, and we 
never have. We’ve been around the block a few times, so we know what 
it’s going to look like when we knock one out of the park.

have you heard any of these excuses before?
measurement may not be the most exciting thing on the planet, but 

you know what is exciting? Beating the competition. making a huge 
splash in the industry. exceeding your goals so you don’t just look good, 
but your boss looks good as well. and you’re not going to get to any of 
those places without goal setting and measurement.

A goAl-driven ApproACh

We’re going to talk about measurement in this chapter, but first i’m 
going to take you back to a more innocent time. a time before social 
media—when mobile phones were as big as suitcases, and before any-
one knew that gluten was a thing. We’re going to go on a journey back 
to my college experience in the late ’90s. ancient history, sure, but trust 
me, there’s a point here.

you see, back in college, t-shirts were a surprisingly important ele-
ment of our wardrobe. Where i went to school, hardly anyone really 
got dressed up for class (and based on some of the guest lectures i’ve 
done recently for undergrads, not all that much has changed). you’d 
just roll out of bed, rub your eyes, throw on a t-shirt and whatever, 
and get moving to class before the top of the hour. it was, now that 
i think about it, not that much different than working at an austin 
start-up.

the reason i bring this up is that because regular old t-shirts were 
the main fashion accessory for me and my friends, the task of finding 
interesting, clever, and awesome t-shirts occupied way too much of our 
working memory, time, and attention. We created t-shirts for every 
party we threw, t-shirts that proudly proclaimed our allegiance to our 
freshman hall, and t-shirts for every cause or club or intramural sport 
you could think of. But one t-shirt that i saw all across campus stuck 
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with me over the years. it was generally on the back of a tie-dye, short-
sleeved shirt and proudly read:

“I’m not lost if I don’t care where I’m going.”

it was a simple, slacker-y saying that was both kind of profound and 
kind of antiestablishment, which was the perfect encapsulation of being 
a college sophomore in the ’90s. it was kind of grunge, kind of “i went 
to a Grateful dead show but just hung out in the parking lot,” and a bit 
like something ethan hawke might say.

the reason this saying has stuck with me over the years is because 
it continues to pop into my head time and time again, but for a differ-
ent reason than in college. today, i think of the phrase as i talk digital 
and social strategy with huge, sophisticated brands all over the world. 
these are companies that manage multibillion-dollar advertising bud-
gets alongside huge digital and social efforts. many marketers still don’t 
have goal setting and measurement baked into every campaign that 
they do. marketers aren’t wearing that t-shirt to work, but they might 
as well be. i can’t get away from it, no matter how hard i try. it’s not 
that marketers are lazy—it’s just that many have never worked within 
a goals-driven environment and have never experienced the benefits of 
doing so firsthand.

i’m reminded of it every time i see an email about a brand running 
a campaign without setting goals first, which is to say: every day. i’m 
reminded of it every time someone asks how we should measure social 
media after a campaign has already been completed. it’s like i’m back in 
my dorm room, playing three-man and trying to figure out corporate 
finance all over again.

Well, the industry is getting smarter, and if you’re looking to stay 
ahead of your competition in real-time marketing, you’ll need a goals-
driven approach to get there. it used to be that social media was pri-
marily used as an experimental platform. you fought for a slice of 
budget, without much data to back up your arguments, to try out tac-
tics to engage your audience and see what the response would be. you 
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didn’t even necessarily need a target you were shooting for. you just 
wanted to try a few different messages, a few different approaches 
and see what would happen. Well, thankfully, social media has grown 
more sophisticated than that in recent years, and as any maturing plat-
form . . . matures . . . teams also grow in how they measure success. But 
just using any old metrics to measure success isn’t enough. Good social 
teams need to know what they are shooting for. Painting a picture of 
success allows you to share what you expect to achieve and helps guide 
every decision the team makes on the way. Without goals around your 
social efforts, you’re still just feeling lucky for any engagement or shar-
ing or brand mentions you receive out there. But you’re not just lucky—
you’re part of a business, and you have enough data already at your 
fingertips to set a solid, realistic goal for your team to achieve.

unfortunately, most people skip the goal-setting step altogether. 
they jump right to increasing page views or clicks, and never ask why. 
that’s bush—bush league. Why? Because once you get a metric in your 
head, you fall in love with that metric. you report on a metric because 
it’s easy to measure, and it’s right there in your social analytics tools 
dashboard. What could be easier? But you never ask yourself why you 
care about that metric, or even what that metric represents. you’re 
not sure why you’re using that metric to gauge success, just that it’s an 
industry-standard one that you’re boss didn’t push back on.

so let’s do our best to fix that problem.
any good data-driven approach starts with goal setting. it will serve 

as the compass to help direct our rtm efforts and make crucial deci-
sions. Goals can not only help guide what content to create and how to 
measure success, they can also show us how to build the right team and 
secure budget for our efforts. social is no longer a fad, and now more 
than ever you need to demonstrate that there’s true, predictable value in 
the processes around social media (and now real-time marketing) that 
you’ve put in place.

Goals will make you legit. With goals in place, you’ll no longer fear 
data. you’ll crave it. Goals will get you more budget and will align your 
team on how to best execute. Goals force you to learn what works and 
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what doesn’t, and how to set better goals next time around. and goals 
don’t just stand on their own. they require corresponding metrics. a 
retweet isn’t a goal but a metric on how to measure the goal of getting 
your audience to share your content. a brand mention on Facebook 
isn’t a goal but an indicator that your audience is talking about your 
new product in a social channel. Goals set the framework, and metrics 
measure the performance. But i’m getting ahead of myself.

SeTTing your SighTS

so what’s the value of a Facebook like? if you get four favorites on a 
tweet, what’s that worth? how about a retweet—that’s certainly worth 
more, right? if i get a like on instagram, is it worth more than a men-
tion on twitter?

i get it. it’s confusing. and not helping the cause are the one hun-
dred people out there telling you two hundred different things on how 
to measure social media success, that they’ve figured out the true path 
to roi if you use their tool. Based on their math, a follower posting a 
certain type of picture at a certain time of day is worth $2.45 for your 
brand. it’s guaranteed. Put it in your spreadsheet. it came out of our 
computer, so i promise it’s right.

stop it.
i’m sorry, but i’m not going to tell you the value of every individual 

follower. there are plenty of ways to get there, but that’s not what we’re 
here for. honestly, a follower is worth different things to brands in 
different verticals. Followers from different demographic groups are 
worth different amounts, as are followers that are on a social channel 
ten times a day versus one time a month. and most importantly, fol-
lowers are worth different amounts based on what a company does 
with its social strategy, how they speak to their audience and monetize 
the channel. What we’ll do here is not throw out any numbers around 
the value of a behavior, but instead concentrate on the big picture.

social KPis have always been a source of debate, and depending on 
who you ask, sometimes poorly defined. terms like “engagement” and 
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“social followers” appear instead of dollar signs. that’s ok but it’s not 
exactly hard science for those that come from a conversion-driven, 
e-commerce background. the good news is that despite what you may 
have read, there are good goals and measurements to track the success 
of real-time marketing efforts. most people just miss them because they 
don’t think through the process in the right way. We’ll do that now.

ASk The Big QueSTion firST

many people start a measurement conversation with a list of all the 
metrics they could possibly track. others start with a tool, and see what 
the default metrics are on the main dashboard. this is why analytics get 
such a bad wrap. it’s so much easier than that.

let’s just start with the easiest question in the world, and the hardest 
question in the world. let’s start with

What are you trying to achieve?

What are you trying to do with real-time marketing? Why even start? 
do you want to increase the reach of your message? right on. do you 
want more engagement with your audience? Great. do you want to cre-
ate an e-commerce-focused social campaign? Perfect.

many marketers have a problem with this question when they first 
hear it, and i completely understand why. the first few times you hear 
this, it can be intimidating. out of the mouth of the wrong person, it can 
actually be downright offensive and insulting. But if used in the right 
way, it can help make the rest of your decisions so, so much easier.

starting with the big question helps to frame the conversation and 
the entire campaign. it helps communicate to the team and the com-
pany what you’re really trying to achieve. and while taking a step back 
and starting with a higher-level goal doesn’t tell you exactly what to 
measure out of the gate, it will help other groups be able to help out 
with the effort as well. if the head of a social team tells me she’s trying 
to get more followers on twitter, it comes off as a tactical approach that 
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her team is the best fit to execute on. if she tells me that she is looking 
to increase the size of her follower base so that campaign messages will 
have a larger reach, other teams (like email, direct-mail, events, etc.) 
could also have strategies to help impact this goal. Goals are a great 
starting point because your efforts are bigger than single metrics, and 
your team needs to know the root of why you’re doing what you’re 
doing.

Want to know the reason that people don’t set goals as the first step? 
Because it’s difficult. Because it’s more boring than figuring out what 
the creative will look like. Because sometimes people don’t meet your 
goals, and people hate getting in trouble when that happens. But it’s the 
one step that successful businesses take that leaves their competition 
in the dust. Because even if you don’t hit your goal with your cam-
paign, at least you know you failed. and you can figure out what you 
should change for the next effort. Without goals, you can’t even try to 
fix something that’s broken—or celebrate when you crush your goal 
and leave your fiercest rivals in the dust.

so we’ll ask ourselves that question, but first, let’s think of one more 
thing that will make this process even easier.

your goAl proBABly AlreAdy exiSTS

the problem people have with setting real-time marketing goals is that 
the first instinct is to come up with a whole new set of things to accom-
plish. i understand, because i’ve been there as well. But the truth is that 
your company already has a set of goals for the campaign, the quarter, 
the year. they are great goals and efforts that the company has already 
assigned very smart people and budgets to help solve. Wouldn’t it be 
great if our real-time marketing efforts just worked to help support 
those existing goals?

do you have “social” as a goal for your company? i hope not, but i 
wouldn’t be surprised. Whenever a new channel pops up, it’s normal 
to place it in its own silo. it’s different. it’s weird. it’s experimental. it’s 
easier to keep it in its own little area. But the downside is that social 
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doesn’t look like an integrated part of your business, and with this 
model, it probably isn’t as integrated as it could be. you’re not getting 
the most out of social because your brand isn’t thinking about it in the 
right way.

how should real-time marketing work? rtm should support other 
goals that you have, such as driving more top-line revenue, increasing 
customer satisfaction, increasing customer retention. there will be a 
few new KPis and maybe even a few unique goals with this approach, 
but overall, social is a layer on your current marketing and operational 
activities. and your real-time marketing efforts, and associated goals, 
should be no different. see? this is already easier than you thought it 
would be.

so now ask yourself the big question. ask yourself what you’re look-
ing to achieve. if it’s an existing goal (or multiple goals), then great. if 
not, then just make sure it makes sense with the overall push of the 
company. Got it? Good.

What type of goals can rtm impact? We’ll dive into some more 
detailed examples in a few pages, but for now just know that most goals 
are set around the following buckets:

increased engagement●

increased sharing of content●

building impressions●

generating revenue●

ok, let’s keep going and talk more specifically about how to measure 
these goals.

how To meASure

now that we’ve got a big picture view of success, we’ll need to go one 
level deeper. We’ll need to know how we’re going to measure and which 
metrics to use and eventually add to our dashboard. For this we’ll use 
KPis, which represent a handful of metrics to help us keep track of our 
progress.
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the idea behind KPis is that there are so many things you can mea-
sure that boiling your measurement strategy down to a few key ones 
will be essential for your sanity. your goals will drive your KPis for 
each campaign, project, or overall real-time marketing effort. By lim-
iting yourself to a handful of KPis, you’ll keep your team focused on 
a specific definition of success and be able to track effectiveness with-
out 50 different metrics on a giant spreadsheet that nobody reads.

Barry cunningham heads up Fandezvous, a social media sports and 
entertainment agency. he believes that at this point in the maturity of 
rtm, clients are still looking for a lot of guidance from agencies and 
vendors for success metrics. he focuses on getting the audience to react, 
but also on what a client wants the audience to react to. Barry pushes 
clients to have a secondary action beyond hitting like or retweeting. 
But this takes even more planning than just getting sample creative 
together. it means brands need to prepare by building out campaign 
elements like offers, sweepstakes, or some other form of secondary 
action that the brand wants to promote. to be effective, however, these 
calls-to-action need to be relevant to the conversation. “secondary 
actions compel the audience to take action,” Barry explains, “and acti-
vations are predicated upon giving people what they want.”1

social media is, and has always been, a mix of art and science. it’s 
a conversation and not a billboard. social media (and real-time mar-
keting) doesn’t work like traditional advertising, and the measurement 
strategy that brands use to gauge success needs to reflect that.

rAw CounTS verSuS rATioS

the easiest, and most basic, way to measure social media is through 
raw counts of engagement. counts of things like retweets and favorites 
are very easy to find and document. they are easy to compare to other 
social efforts. But they probably aren’t the right thing for you to concen-
trate on. let’s walk through the following scenario to demonstrate why 
this might not be a good idea.

situation: doug leads up social media for his brand, which offers 
refreshing soft drinks at reasonable prices. last year, doug tweeted 
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using the hashtag #sodamarch during the month of march and 
received a good response. now that it’s march again, he is using the 
hashtag again and seeing an even bigger response. doug happily puts 
together a report based on how awesome his campaign is performing 
year-over-year.

March, Last Year:
average #sodamarch tweet retweets: 125
average #sodamarch tweet Favorites: 115

March, This Year:
average #sodamarch tweet retweets: 165
average #sodamarch tweet Favorites: 152

Pretty sweet, right? nice work, doug. except . . . there’s another num-
ber that he left out of the equation that might let us know how well 
things are actually going for the #sodamarch campaign: the number of 
followers his brand has.

Followers, last year: 110,198
#SodaMarch Retweets per Follower, Last Year: .11 percent

Followers, This year: 245,432
#SodaMarch Retweets per Follower, This Year: .06 percent

Whoops. now doug’s efforts don’t really seem that good. his retweets 
went up by 32 percent, while his followers more than doubled. that’s 
actually a decreasing engagement rate, but because doug is looking at 
the raw numbers instead of a ratio, the true insight from the data is 
being hidden from him. he’ll continue to do what he’s doing, and while 
he’s not necessarily doing any harm with his #sodamarch campaign, 
he’s missing an opportunity to understand that it’s underperforming 
and how make it better.

What we need to look at instead is a ratio of actions per follower, for 
both retweets and favorites. if we know the percent of the follower base 
responding to our content, we can use that number to reset expectations 
as our follower base grows. after turning these metrics into ratios, we 
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can see that this campaign might not be resonating with our audience 
and test new options for engaging followers. remember, ratios beat raw 
numbers every time for actionable insights.

rTm meASuremenT And reporTing STrATegieS

Build A dAShBoArd up fronT And mAke iT Simple

during that first step (which is goal-setting, remember?), do yourself a 
favor and build your dashboard. you’ve probably either been building 
or digesting dashboards for years, but there’s always been something a 
little wrong with them. everyone is totally into them during the build 
phase, but then they go unchecked and unwatched for six months. it 
happens again and again and again.

so this time we’re going to build our dashboards a little differently. 
a little smarter. here’s how:

Build the dashboard after you’ve set your goals and KPis. design it, 
and redesign it, on a whiteboard, in the room with your rtm team. do 
it with the entire team. don’t let your analytics team run off and then 
surprise you with it later. let the analyst lead the exercise, but have the 
team build it together. Why? For a few reasons.

dashboards Should Be Simple

if you’ve just set the goals and associated KPis for the rtm campaign, 
everyone in the room still has them as top of mind. they are hopefully 
excited about going out and building an effort to beat those goals. What 
better time to agree on a reporting strategy?

All kpis Are not All equal

as you’re setting goals, you should have primary goals/KPis and sec-
ondary goals/KPis. laying out the dashboard with the team helps rein-
force this idea. Primary goals should be represented as bigger pieces on 
the dashboard, and be higher up on the page. secondary metrics can 
either support primary KPis directly underneath them or be lower on 
the page. either way, laying this out together will help emphasize what 
the team is shooting for.
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The dashboard is more Than a dashboard

it’s more than just an excel sheet that the analyst will fill out after the 
campaign is over. it’s an artifact that should be posted and referred to 
throughout the planning and execution stages of the campaign. if you 
design your dashboard up front, people can refer back to it as they build 
toward the day of the rtm event. i’ve worked with many teams that 
kick off every meeting by reviewing the goals, and the dashboard (even 
if there’s no data in there yet) is a great document to work through that 
target for the team.

SeT up A reporTing CAdenCe

ok, we’re almost there. We’ve got goals, based on reality, using ranges, 
and a solid dashboard. now we need to set up our schedule for commu-
nicating results. What i recommend is that the dashboard is used only 
for Post-event reporting. trying to fill out something in real-time as 
an event is happening is 1) not fun and 2) not useful. i think an analyst 
can be doing about ten different things that are more valuable than that 
during the event. let’s talk through a few.

in-event Analysis

during a big event, there will be craziness happening. the room will 
be filled with smoke (ok, not really, but it will feel like it), and your 
team will be keeping one eye on the event, one eye on your posts, and 
a third eye (?) on your competition. Who’s talking about what? did we 
miss something big that another brand already jumped on? and why 
does the competition keep posting on tumblr? these questions will 
be flying around your head at ten thousand miles per hour. so, keep it 
simple.

1) High-Level KPIs for Your RTM Posts
someone on the team should be keeping track of your posts. set a 

time limit (5–10 minutes) to give your followers a chance to react to 
the new content you’ve posted, and then call it. move on. But first, 
announce the number in the room, and be sure to mention whether it 
met the goal or missed the goal, and with a quick assessment, why.
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2) High-Level KPIs for Other RTM Posts
Figure out who is getting the best response from the bunch.
3) Trends within Trends That Are Appearing
you’ll need tools (whether sophisticated, homegrown, or simple) 

to identify new trends that are popping up and which brands that are 
jumping on them. analysts are great at processing a large amount of 
data in their heads, so make sure they are heading up this capacity for 
the team.

post-event Analysis

now’s the time to use that dashboard. how did your stuff perform? 
how did other brands perform? your best/worst? the overall best/
worst? What can you learn from the delta?

Post-event analysis is going to be one of the major keys to a data-
based real-time marketing program within your organization. you 
need to be honest about how your team performed, critical about any 
f laws that emerged, and accepting of other rtm brands and wins 
they had. learn from your own wins. learn from the wins of oth-
ers. Be honest in understanding that every brand will not have the 
same advantage for every event and micro-event. arby’s got a great 
response to the Pharrell hat partially because they are good at what 
they do, and partially because the hat is in their logo. mcdonald’s 
couldn’t have done the same thing there, and that’s ok.

1) Get Your High-Level Metrics Together by 10 a.m. the Next 
Day

after working all night on a big event, i know this one stings a bit. 
But, honestly, if your dashboard and KPis are preset, getting your 
results together shouldn’t be that hard. you want your high-level met-
rics and success story together on monday morning for a very simple 
reason: the press may come calling. if they do, you want to put your 
best data-driven foot forward to have solid data around your success 
from the night before. But it’s for Pr, not for your team. that’s for the 
next day.
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2) Give the Team One Day Off from RTM, and Then Review the 
Dashboard

the event is over, so don’t worry about meeting a few hours later to 
gauge performance. you’ll need a day to gather your thoughts, and the 
extra day allows for one other piece of data that should be included in 
the post-rtm wrap-up, and that’s a summary of press mentions.

3) Review Not Only Your Numbers But Press Summaries as Well
comb ad age and digiday. Get not only your performance num-

bers, but what people are talking about from the rtm event. Why are 
they talking about Brand X or Brand y? Was it clever copy, fast creative 
skills, or just something that resonated with the brand voice? Which 
rtm brands are getting rave reviews?

4) Use the Post-Event Wrap-Up to Start Planning for Your Next 
Event, Now

Keep your dashboard top of mind—and within remote-control 
reach of your social team. as you start planning for your next rtm 
event, you’ll want to base your goals on reality (remember that from 
earlier in this chapter?), and this event’s rtm dashboard is your new 
reality. But why wait until the next event? take ten minutes with the 
team and brainstorm new tactics for the next event while this one 
is still fresh in your mind. tide used vine videos and got a good 
response. let’s try that out next time. Pepsi reached out to coke and 
called a truce—and followers loved it. document your ideas, and then 
get back to your day job.

goAlS Aren’T hArd, BuT They Aren’T eASy eiTher

once you get used to the process of aiming your sights on what you 
want your real-time marketing efforts to impact, you’ll find more suc-
cess and do better work. you’ll understand not only what you’re doing, 
but why you’re doing it. it’ll be more rewarding, and when people con-
gratulate you for being so creative on the fly, you’ll know that there’s a 
lot more going on behind the scenes.

  



Chapter 7
The DaTa-Driven  

rTM ProCess

We’ve seen What real-time marketing can achieve, how 
to construct a solid foundation for success, and how to make sure 
we’re using a goals-driven approach. But now we’re just sitting here 
with a bunch of resources and no idea how to build out our program 
in the right way. We want something that is f lexible but repeatable. 
We want a process that team members understand and can rely on, 
but also one that doesn’t crush the creative spirit that can make real-
time marketing such an effective marketing tool. and, of course, 
we want to build a process that gives us an advantage by using data 
throughout to keep the team smart and goal driven. so, great, let’s 
do all that.

here’s a five-step process that will help teams focus on a goals-driven 
approach (Figure 7.1).

Data will help us deliver some great real-time content to our audi-
ence, and we’ll measure the performance of our efforts (and the efforts 
of others) at every step. We’ll have data in our hands while making key 
marketing decisions, and understand the benefits and trade-offs of our 
actions.
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For each step, we’ll look at the key components to making your rtm 
process successful through the following lenses:

● People: what are the key roles for each step, and who is taking lead 
on different efforts?

● Process: what are the steps and actions that will help build out a 
solid, repeatable program?

● Technology: what are the tools needed to be successful?
● Data: what pieces of data do we need at each step to prepare, exe-

cute, or analyze performance?

By the end of this chapter, you’ll have an outline of how to build your own 
data-driven real-time marketing program that is flexible, gets the best 
out of each team member’s skill set, and adds value each time your brand 
decides to engage in rtm. sound impossible? never tell me the odds.

One of the strengths of this process is that it brings data into real-
time marketing if you’re planning around either a big, tent-pole event 

PrepareExecute &
Engage

Analyze

Align

Discover

Data-Driven
RTM Methodology

Figure 7.1 the Data-Driven, real-time marketing Process
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or for an everyday real-time program. the main differences between 
the two approaches are timing and cadence:

if your team is preparing for a tent-pole event, you will want to ●

run through this process in the weeks leading up to the show to 
align and inform the team.
For everyday real-time marketing, your team will want to run ●

through this process on a regular basis, but not each day that your 
brand is tweeting. monthly or quarterly is probably good enough, 
although more aggressive teams can do weekly check-ins.

another point before we get started: if you read through all of the 
below points and starting thinking, “man, this is a ton of work,” please 
don’t worry. What i’ve outlined below is a collection of best practices 
to infuse data into a brand’s real-time process, but the intention isn’t to 
make rtm feel like an overly burdensome practice. Brands can do rtm 
on a shoestring budget, by following good practices and processes (that, 
of course, include data) and without a huge team. the below thoughts 
are meant to cover all team sizes, from one-person operations to fully-
stocked war rooms, so it’s up to you what will work with your current 
organization and resources.

Ok, enough of the disclaimers. let’s see how data can help us per-
form better with real-time marketing.

DaTa-Driven rTM ProCess sTeP 1: align

as we reviewed in-depth, goal setting is the key to a successful cam-
paign, project, or ongoing program. goals are important because if 
they are being used correctly, they drive every other part of the process, 
soup to nuts. starting your rtm process without goals might work out 
for you, but it probably won’t be as good as it could have been.

We’ve talked about the best practices for creating a goal-driven real-
time marketing strategy. let’s talk about how to kick off your process 
by using those tactics with your team and making sure your rtm effort 
is aiming in the right direction.
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align: PeoPle

● Appoint a Leader to Own the Goals Process, but Keep the Whole 
Team Involved: everyone on the team should be involved in the 
goal-setting process, but someone needs to be point. the Program 
lead, working alongside the analyst, is a great choice. Why? he 
or she is the person in charge at the end of the day, and what better 
person to make sure the team is aimed at the right success than 
the person who will be held accountable for the results? kicking 
off the goals definition process can also set the tone for the rest 
of the program or project, and establish the Program lead as not 
just someone who schedules meetings but a strategic thinker lead-
ing an important effort.

● Keep the Team Involved: another important consideration for 
your team is to make sure that everyone is involved in the goal 
definition. and yes, i mean everyone. to be clear, this doesn’t 
mean that the Program lead goes into a room, creates a vision of 
brilliance, and reports back to the team to present the goals for 
five minutes in a team meeting for a quick rubber stamp. You’ll 
need at least an hour to sit down with the team and walk through 
the high-level goals as a group. Be inclusive when it comes to goal 
setting. People who are invested in the process will believe more 
in the resulting objectives, and you’ll get a better campaign out 
of it.

● Your Analyst Leads the Metrics Process: now that you’ve defined 
your goals, you’ll also need to define how you measure those 
goals. this is the point where the analyst takes charge—finding 
the best measurements that are accurate (and that include data 
sets that you’ll actually have access to) to build out the plan for 
measuring. Doing this in a team setting is probably a mistake. 
Unless you have a team that has done this many times before, 
everyone will have their pet metrics that they’ve always used that 
might not be the best for real-time marketing. the analyst can 
come back to the team to review which metrics will be used to 
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track the high-level goals, and should always stay open to feed-
back.

align: ProCess

● Set the Stage to Keep Goals Top of Mind: keep the goals of the 
project ever present by continually bringing them up in every dis-
cussion around choices being made, plan to post them publicly, 
and include them in any future success reporting for the rest of 
the organization.

● First, Get Sign-Off From the Team: summarize your goals and rec-
ommended kPis, and recirculate them back to the team before 
sending them off to the executive sponsor. Will this measure the 
success we are hoping for? Can we measure all of these things 
with the technology and people we have? Does this fit with our 
larger corporate goals? are we all ready to sign up for this? if all of 
the above questions are answered with a “yes” from the team, then 
you’re good to take it to the executive sponsor.

● Now, Get Sign-Off from the Executive Sponsor: Don’t even think 
about emailing this over to your executive. When it comes to the 
conversation of goals and kPis, you want it to be a conversation. 
Book a meeting. Walk him or her through the thought process 
that got you here, tell him or her that the team is on board and 
ready to start moving forward. explain how this strategy is in 
line with the other goals you have on your plate as a social team, 
as a marketing organization. get your executive team on board 
and you’ll find that support, resources, and excitement about the 
event come with it.

align: TeChnology

● Build Out Your High-Level Dashboard: We’ve got goals. We’ve 
got key performance indicators. But where are they going to live? 
We’ll need to build out a scorecard. remember, dashboards are 
meant to tell us two primary things: 1) “how Did We Do?” and 
2) “how Can We Do Better?” Dashboards should be designed to 
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take quick action, action that is data driven and informed. as we 
discussed in chapter 6, involve your team in this process to make 
sure everyone is on board with how success will be tracked.

● Design Your In-Campaign Reporting System: During the event, 
you’ll want a structure and mechanism to collect data about per-
formance. Your team will need a way to quickly collect information 
about how your rtm content is working to make decisions, and 
understand whether the other rtm brands posting that day are 
hitting on trends that are resonating with the audience. reporting 
will be happening at many checkpoints during the event, and new 
data will continue to roll in for each reporting period. this won’t 
look like a dashboard, but there needs to be some system of com-
munication defined within the team.

● Create Artifacts to Help Communicate Goals: Build out your dash-
board, post metrics on the wall, or take over one of the big lCD 
screens in the office with your goals and metrics. everyone should 
know that not only do you have an rtm program kicking off, but 
what company goals the program will be improving.

align: DaTa

● Set Goals Based on Reality: the best way to set sensible goals is 
to look in the rearview mirror. goals need to be set in the real 
world, and nothing is more realistic than similar events that 
occurred in the recent past. By understanding how our rtm 
worked and learning from the other efforts to say that we think 
we can do 10 percent, 15 percent better this time because we’re 
learning how to do real-time more effectively, we can set a base-
line each time for solid expectations. and don’t forget to use 
ratios (“retweets per follower”) versus raw action counts. this 
way you can end up with expectations based on your current fol-
lower count conditions.

● New to RTM? Leverage the Competition’s Performance Data: 
Basing goals off your brand’s past performance works for com-
panies that have done real-time efforts before, but if you’re just 
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starting to get your feet wet with real-time marketing and still 
want to base your goals on some sort of sensibility, not to worry. 
there’s a way to get there as well. to set goals for a new rtm pro-
gram, you can go through the same process but use a competitor 
or other rtm brand’s data to set a benchmark.

DaTa-Driven rTM ProCess sTeP 2: DisCover

as with anything in life, it’s important to learn from our successes and 
our mistakes (but not necessarily in that order). if we’re not acting like 
learning animals, we end up repeating the bad parts of history, and any 
success we see is simply due to luck. that doesn’t sound like a lot of fun, 
so let’s not do that.

the key to the Discover step of the Data-Driven rtm process is 
that you’re gathering as much intel as possible to guide your real-time 
efforts. how many people will be watching the event coming up next 
week? how often do other brands chime in on random hashtags for 
everyday rtm, and what kind of return are they seeing? What can you 
learn about the event, the story lines that might come up, and anything 
else that can help give your content an advantage to be more relevant in 
the moment? that’s the point of the Discover step.

if you’re using this methodology to prepare for a large tent-pole or 
other big event, then the Discover phase will be a one-time occurrence 
(until next year’s event.) For Watchlist or everyday rtm, the Discover 
phase should happen on a regular cadence—once a month, once a 
quarter—to understand how the social world has changed since your 
team last performed this exercise, and to gather more data around new 
tactics that your team should be trying.

DisCover: PeoPle

● It’s Everyone’s Job to Learn: You’re looking to gain an advantage 
by learning everything you can across every discipline, so don’t 
hand the learning off to just one person. the Discover step of the 
Data-Driven rtm process not only gathers great data to arm your 
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team with high levels of intelligence but it helps immerse the team 
in the subject matter at hand. You want everyone’s head in the 
game, and having everyone do research is the best way to kick off 
this journey.

● Be Specific with Topics by Role: Don’t set the team off with a vague, 
“go learn everything and anything you can,” and then hope for 
the best. While you want everyone involved, you also want to pro-
vide direction to avoid duplication and blind spots. assign any 
team members you might have to research specific subjects, and 
match topics with subject-matter expertise. Divide and conquer.

DisCover: ProCess

the Discover process is pretty simple as long as the Program lead is 
providing direction and communicating expectations. here’s a good 
example of an effective way to get the most from your team’s Discover 
efforts:

1. Set the Agenda: review the task at hand and give each team mem-
ber an area to focus on. Walk through all of these areas with the 
greater team to get feedback on any missed opportunities that 
aren’t covered in the current plan. set expectations with the team 
on what your definition of “research” means—it’s probably not just 
doing a few google searches, but rather it’s about coming back with 
tangible findings they can present and share with everyone. set an 
agreed-upon time frame for research and make sure there are good 
communication channels set up between team members during 
this phase—group email accounts, common folders, and so forth.

2. Let People Go: it’s up to the Program lead to help do some lead 
blocking and clear the team’s calendar during the Discover phase. 
research won’t be taken seriously if it’s considered a “Can you do 
this for an hour tomorrow night?” exercise. give people time to 
dig in, learn, and prepare materials to share with the team.

3. Bring Them Back: Book a few hours and have each team member 
present (yes, present) what they’ve learned. encourage them to 
use examples and data to back up anecdotes.
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4. Review Recommendations: ask each team member to create a 
one-slide summary of what steps the team should take based on 
the research they collected. the team may come up with more 
recommendations and tactics to test based on the presentation, 
but start with a simple list of actionable insights.

You should end this step with great data and a list of recommenda-
tions, not all of which will make it through the next phase, but keep 
them documented as you move forward.

DisCover: TeChnology

the technology you’ll want to leverage during the learn phase will 
be fairly diverse depending on the subject matter being researched. 
the topics your team will be researching can be as creative as your 
tactics for rtm, but here are a few go-to categories of research tools 
to use.

● Social Media Search Tools: When heading into a tent-pole event, 
knowing what was discussed on social media the year before can 
be a huge benefit for any rtm brand. Understand which pieces of 
rtm resonated with the audience the most, and figure out post-
ing patterns around timelines for the event. Did CPg brands post 
during the golden globes red carpet? is the halftime show a time 
to be silent or chime in? Do brands get better performance in the 
first half or the second half of the event? social media search tools 
that can go back at least one year can help build out a model of 
recent history, and allow you to take advantage of any patterns or 
opportunities you can find.

● Trend Identification Tools: Understanding what is trending in 
the days leading up to the big event can give your team a big 
advantage. if you know which story lines are active not only 
in the media but also on social networks, it gives your brand a 
leg up to understand what might resonate during the event as 
well. trend identification tools allow you to look across mul-
tiple geographies to find trends, understand when brands are 
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chiming in on the conversation, identify the top content that 
is being discussed, and even predict the direction in which the 
trend will head based on historical patterns. arm your team 
with an understanding of the event beforehand, and your plan-
ning will cover more ground.

DisCover: DaTa

Data for the Discover phase, much like the technology your team is 
using to gather information, will be fairly diverse and reflective of the 
event or campaign you’re focusing your research on. make sure you 
cover all your bases with the data you are collecting for your team by 
concentrating on the following buckets:

● Start With Your Own Data: if this isn’t your first pass at rtm, 
how did you do last year? What worked and didn’t work? What 
were your takeaways after the last event about why you did so well 
(or why certain messages may have flopped)? Don’t let past per-
formance live in a drawer somewhere, even if it wasn’t your best 
moment. learn and grow.

● Event Data: For a big event, you’ll want to find brands that did 
rtm the year before by searching past news reports that include a 
real-time marketing wrap-up for the event (Digiday and mashable 
often do these.) But beyond social, what’s all the other informa-
tion you want to know about the event? You’ll want to make sure 
you know the start time for the preshow and the event start. if 
the event has a host, who is it and what do they usually talk about 
on social media? What’s the expected viewership (and last year’s 
viewership numbers)? What are some known micro-events within 
the event (halftime show, nominees for different award categories, 
performers, etc.)

● Story lines: going into every big event, the media identifies 
and amplifies story lines that they know will resonate with the 
 audience. maybe one of the quarterbacks in the super Bowl is 
a hometown hero, or an independent film with a tiny budget 
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received four Oscar nominations this year. if you see these top-
ics are being pushed by the press before the event, you should be 
ready when they make an appearance during the event. story lines 
can also be tracked for Watchlist content, as well to understand 
any possible weekly or monthly topics that you want to monitor 
for breaking news.

● Press: some brands even telegraph their intentions before a tent-
pole event, leveraging their Pr teams to get press talking about 
how sophisticated and forward-thinking their social media war 
room is, and they can sometimes tip their hand in identifying 
some rtm strategies ahead of time.

DaTa-Driven rTM ProCess sTeP 3: PrePare

the Prepare phase is when all your hard work comes together. the out-
put of this phase is your game plan to perform real-time marketing 
with confidence. Your team feels ready to act for a few scenarios that 
have a high probability of happening, and has a solid process in place to 
act on unforeseen events as they pop up.

Josh martin, the Director of Digital & social media at arby’s 
restaurant group, inc., believes that preparation is the true differentia-
tor for brands to realize real-time marketing success.

“For us, preparation is key. We try to work as much in advance as 
we can and plan out these events so that we can build content for them. 
We know when the super Bowl or Oscars or grammys is coming, and 
we work a month or two in advance and get a calendar of big events 
that we want to create content around and participate in. We identify 
which events we want to align ourselves with.” martin estimates they 
only end up using maybe 10 to 20 percent of all the content they create 
around different scenarios for tent-pole events, but that the preparation 
pays off in establishing the ability to be agile and timely with the post-
ing of content. “We think about different scenarios that could happen 
that can be planned for so we have content ready to go and we can pull 
the trigger very quickly. the biggest part of rtm is the timeliness of 
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it—to repeat the wins we’ve seen out there, you need to hit the news 
feed very quickly and watch it amplify and grow before you miss that 
opportunity.”1

PrePare: PeoPle

● For a Big Event, Prepare the Team for a Full Day’s Work: tent-
pole events are becoming more and more a full-day affair, so 
make sure you’ve got your team prepared and expectations are 
set. news and story lines will start rolling in the morning of 
the event, so you should have at least one team member moni-
toring social networks and news outlets for breaking updates 
that might change your game plan. if the event is scheduled 
on a weekend, the Program lead should try to get the team 
that Friday off to spend with their families/friends and then 
be ready to roll. the team will need a place to work (either a 
war room setting with everyone on point, a distributed envi-
ronment where people are working from home but still com-
municating, or a hybrid) and communications channels during 
the event.

● Everyone Should Know Their Role: this is the time to pressure 
test the roles on the team to make sure everyone understands 
expectations for the event. Who is monitoring the competition? 
Who is checking for new trends on social, and who is watching 
the event itself for story lines and points to jump into the con-
versation? get this settled and agreed on before game day.

● Team Members Should Have Resources Ready: each team member 
will have a different set-up during the event, but make sure that 
everyone has thought ahead and prepared accordingly. Prebuilt 
assets will need to be quickly found and brought in with new 
copy, numbers will need to be pulled, and social listening tools 
will need dictionaries of terms set up for tracking. get all of these 
ready before the show.
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PrePare: ProCess

Bring together the data you’ve researched, and from it, build a plan of 
attack for the event. as a team, you’ll need to form your game plan and 
decide how to approach the event. Which story lines will resonate with 
the audience you’re looking to attract? Which topics are out of bounds? 
and most importantly, which tactics will help you realize your goals for 
your rtm campaign?

● Scenario Planning: spielberg wins the Oscar. there’s a blocked 
field goal. a performer slips on the stage—how will you react (or 
will you just let it go)? From your research, you’ll come up with a 
number of potential scenarios that may occur during the event. 
the more you can prepare around those scenarios, the less you’ll 
be scrambling to create copy and creative to try and be the first 
to jump into the conversation after the fact. But with millions 
of different possibilities for what could happen during the event, 
how do you prioritize your scenarios? two factors: probability 
and payoff, should guide this decision. Probability should be 
self-explanatory—if there’s a high likelihood of something hap-
pening, then the priority for you to be ready for the event goes 
up. Payoff is the second factor—what is the potential return your 
brand could receive by being first to chime in on a certain sub-
ject? For example, if the host mentions that he or she is hungry 
for pizza during a major awards show, the payoff to have quick 
creative ready for Digiorno, Pizza hut, and Papa Johns would be 
much higher than audi—so pizza brands would prioritize that 
scenario over others.

● Establish Guidelines: knowing what is in bounds and out of 
bounds around language, topics, and creative can help save a lot 
of time and frustration during the rtm process. it makes sense 
to do this work ahead of time and have a go-to set of guardrails 
that the social team can rely on. rod strother, the Director for 
the Digital and social Centre of excellence at lenovo, has built 
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out a framework to make sure his social team understands 
both the boundaries and optimal tactics for social media. 
“there are obviously brand guidelines around tone of voice 
and everything else, but we’ve also produced social guidelines 
for the team. We’ve created a social cookbook that outlines not 
only how team members can use individual social platforms, 
but how they can get the best out of each platform. it walks 
through our social strategy and outlines the rules of engage-
ment.” lenovo provides enough detail to give social teams a 
solid understanding of the guidelines they want to follow, but 
without detailing specifics for each market where they operate, 
where social channels and norms can vary greatly.2 the prac-
tice of empowering the social team with knowledge instead of 
requiring approval for every post gives the team a mix of free-
dom and structure that allows them to be more creative and, 
more importantly, post timely responses, a key part of staying 
relevant and viable in the rtm world.

● Establish the Decision-Making Process: as you plan, a crucial 
step is to detail and communicate the decision-making process 
to the team. in the heat of the war room, many ideas will be fly-
ing around for a diverse set of topics, and you need to make sure 
that while all team members should be submitting ideas for a rel-
evant response from the brand, there needs to be a process for a 
go/no-go on each one. establish who makes the final call on the 
direction of each post, and that you’re bringing goals into the pro-
cess each time by asking, “Will this drive us toward our goals?” 
during the brainstorming process.

PrePare: TeChnology

the purpose of technology in the Prepare phase is to get your ducks in 
a row before jumping into real-time, and having all the resources your 
team will need ready to go. the last thing you want is to miss out on a 
potential in-the-moment opportunity by not having a platform or asset 
at your fingertips.
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● Prepare Your Assets: get your content ready. if your scenario 
planning resulted in some good prebuilt content, then make sure 
it’s locked and loaded. another good way to be ready to act is to 
build out templates—creative executions that include the frame-
work of potential posts in a brand-friendly environment so that 
your creative team can add the right media and copy, and then 
quickly publish.

● Prepare Your Social Platform: Your social tools (both for posting 
and monitoring) will need specific settings for an rtm event, so 
make sure the technology is ready to go. time is of the essence 
during a real-time event, and to be relevant to the audience you’ll 
need your social platform queued up for instant publishing.

PrePare: DaTa

● Make Sure Your Tactics Are Measurable: as you are finalizing 
your plan, review your approach and make sure all of your tac-
tics include measurable elements. Will you be including trackable 
links to third-party sites or microsites within your domain? make 
sure any pages have been tagged with web analytics tracking and 
that the team has access to that data during the event.

● Always Ask: How Will This Impact Our Goals: step back and look 
at the plan you’ve worked hard to create, and make sure that the 
team managed to stay on track with your end goals. a key to hav-
ing a data-driven, real-time marketing plan is to have all the final 
tactics and execution support what you’re trying to achieve. it’s 
easy to get excited about a certain topic or strategy and forget the 
aim of the overall program, but a good team will keep itself in 
check and make sure they are designing marketing efforts that 
will result in success. if some of the tactics are off, now is the time 
to adjust and revise.

● Make Sure the Team Understands How to Use Data During 
Execution: Work with the team to agree on how to use data 
to build out an advantage for your brand. You can use data to 
quickly recognize new trends, find success that other brands are 
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having with specific tactics and topics, and rapidly measure your 
own team’s success to make the call on whether you’ll continue 
using different aspects of your social strategy. Prepare the team to 
understand that data will be playing a part in the decision-making 
process so that there are no surprises when the quick decisions 
need to be made.

DaTa-Driven rTM ProCess sTeP 4: exeCuTe & engage

so, here you are—it’s time to get to work. Whether you’re kicking off 
an everyday rtm program or it’s the day of a big tent-pole event, your 
team should be ready to execute a great real-time campaign. You’ve 
worked with the team to set goals, learn as much as possible, and for-
mulate all that data into a solid plan.

notice that this step isn’t just called “execute”—there’s that tricky 
second piece to creating rtm content, “engage”, as well. Because real-
time marketing is part of a conversation, it leaves open the opportunity 
for repeated messages as topics evolve and as the audience responds 
to a brand’s initial post. Posting solid content isn’t the end of the road 
here—you need to stay on top of topics and decide whether reengaging 
makes sense as well.

exeCuTe & engage: PeoPle

● All Eyes on Trends: as new trends emerge, make sure the entire 
team is empowered to help identify good candidates for topics that 
can result in great in-the-moment content. You’ll hopefully have 
a good technology system set up to identify trending topics, top-
ics that other brands are chiming in on, and anything else you’ve 
decided can give you an advantage in finding great content. But 
even with a good technology backbone, don’t be dogmatic about 
where trends come from. good content from any potential source 
should be considered.

● Foster a Creative Environment: if you’re creating a war room envi-
ronment, make sure you have an area where people are assembled 
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to make for an easy flow of information and ideas. gather the team 
members a few hours early so no one is feeling rushed or behind 
the curve. remind everyone of the process before the event kicks 
off, but also agree when the process can bend. remember, your 
rtm framework and data are here to help the team, not to hold it 
back, so make sure the team knows which parts are essential (like 
legal guidelines) and which are a “nice to have” (like using certain 
prebuilt templates). For Watchlist and everyday rtm, make sure 
that lines of communication are set up in advance so you can act 
quickly and with quality content.

● Ideas, Ideas Everywhere: You’ve hopefully assembled a great team 
that has great insights from each of their respective areas, so make 
sure you’re using them to their full potential. if you’re the Program 
lead, make sure you’re creating an environment where people 
can easily chime in with ideas around your strategy and breaking 
trends to get all ideas out on the table. if you’re in another role 
on the team and submitting ideas as trends unfold, make sure 
the ideas are in line with your strategy and support the goals that 
your team has created. Don’t be shy about brainstorming, but also 
don’t distract with a stream of ideas that aren’t aimed at accom-
plishing what your team is there for.

exeCuTe & engage: ProCess

the real-time marketing framework that your team has built out is 
designed to ultimately accomplish one thing: to make good, fast deci-
sions. make sure you’re leveraging the assets, learning, and planning 
you’ve put in place to do exactly that. sometimes, in the heat of the 
moment, it’s natural to just throw everything aside and go back to 
relying on chaos—let’s not do that. Work the process that you’ve built 
and deliver real-time content that is goal oriented and relevant to your 
audience.

● Trend Identification: as topics and trends emerge, float them 
to the team as potential content candidates. if you have a good 
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tracking system in place, you should be able to track mentions 
and sentiment around the subject to help inform your decision-
making process.

● Triage: Once you have one (or multiple) candidate(s) for a trend 
to jump in on, triage the idea with the cross-functional team. 
make sure the topic is on-brand and within legal boundar-
ies, and then start a quick brainstorming session around your 
brand’s take on the topic. include all aspects—copy, creative, 
and an understanding of how other brands are jumping on 
board. if you have premade creative around the subject, would it 
be good to post as-is or does it require tweaks? make quick deci-
sions, always asking in the back of your head, “Will this help 
us to accomplish our goals?” as we discussed in the Prepare 
step, you’ve already nailed down a decision-making process for 
the team. in whatever way that’s happening—whether it’s the 
Program lead making the go/no-go call or a different process—
make that call now.

● Post and Monitor: Once you’ve posted content, keep an eye on 
both your content and other rtm content around the same sub-
ject. how is your post performing versus other posts (and the per-
formance goals you’ve set beforehand), and how are other brands 
doing on the subject? if there is a consistent high-performing 
trend, there may be the opportunity for a follow-up post on the 
same micro-trend.

exeCuTe & engage: TeChnology

Your technology solutions, no matter how basic or advanced they might 
be, should already be set up and ready to roll by the time you begin exe-
cuting on your rtm campaign. keep the following thoughts in mind 
as your team executes:

● Watch All Screens: When it comes to everyday rtm and big events, 
no screen rules over any other. Finding something interesting on 
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a television broadcast can bring a brand as much relevance as a 
trending topic on twitter. Broadcast events may take a few min-
utes to show as an official trend, so keeping many sets of eyes on 
the television will keep your team up to date. On the other side, 
some trends that pop up on social networks during events have 
little to do with the broadcast (like some Brand-to-Brand rtm 
and any preplanned content from other brands.) make sure the 
team is staying on top of micro-events from every angle.

● Keep an Eye on Other RTM Brands: it used to be that by chiming 
in on a trend, you might be the only brand in the conversation—
but times have changed. During a big event, a number of brands 
will be working to gain a share of attention from the audience. 
make sure you’re identifying the brands receiving the largest 
response from their followers, as well as watching a shortlist of 
your competition, to stay on top of the current state of rtm. if 
you see a strategy working well for another brand, bring the team 
together to discuss whether the same might work for your brand 
to accomplish your goals. Don’t be a copycat, but stay nimble. the 
same can be said for Watchlist and everyday rtm—pay attention 
to what other brands are doing well, and make a decision about 
whether it would be a good strategy for your brand to test.

● Watch Audience Reaction and Sentiment: in addition to moni-
toring what other brands are talking about, keep watch of how 
the audience is responding. if you monitor brand mentions dur-
ing a trend, you can often get a good gauge on how the audience 
feels about real-time efforts beyond just looking at retweets and 
 favorites. social sentiment and language reacting to recent trends 
can help guide your decision-making process as well.

exeCuTe & engage: DaTa

While working data into your rtm process, you’ll need to remember 
that the numbers we’ve been looking at in this book have all been retro-
active—that is to say, the results have mostly been decided. as a trend 
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or big event is happening, numbers will be flying around like crazy—
new data points, success metrics needing to be repulled and reanalyzed, 
and new topics to understand. technology, a good process, and a solid 
analyst can help turn this craziness into an advantage.

● Quickly Move from Data to Insights: trends come and go quickly, 
so making a quick call on the viability of a topic is key during the 
execute & engage phase. if an analyst has a good system together 
(a collection of process, technology, and data) going into the 
real-time event, he or she should be able to pull together metrics 
quickly and accurately. But metrics aren’t the only thing that a 
Data-Driven rtm methodology is built to create—we’re looking 
to make good, fast decisions with the data. make sure the analyst 
is confident enough in the numbers and the rtm space not only 
to get the data in a fast fashion but to also make his or her recom-
mendation for a go/no-go on the trend.

● Catalog Unused Ideas: as ideas pop up, some will not fly for one 
reason or another. maybe a few other brands already jumped in on 
a subject, and your team doesn’t think you want to be the fourth 
voice on a trending topic. maybe your team wanted to post a piece 
of premade creative during the halftime show, and thought it was 
better than the micro-trend that just popped up. no matter what 
the reasoning, a brainstorming environment always creates a long 
list of unused ideas that generally disappear, never to be seen again. 
But there are great potential learnings—and great data—in these 
unused ideas, so don’t allow your team to fall into the same trap. 
as ideas pop up, make sure someone is cataloging the ideas you 
used and didn’t use (and why you didn’t use them) so as to make 
your team smarter in future campaigns. You’re not only collecting 
data every time you participate in rtm but also creating data.

● Leverage Data, But Don’t Let it Handcuff You: as your team works 
through the process, you’ve put yourself in the best place possible 
by including data in every step of the preparation and execution—
but don’t let it become your worst enemy. smart teams understand 
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that data can empower a group to act quickly and act wisely, but 
if you rely only on data, or hold back on your decision-making 
process until you get more data, your rtm efforts can easily fall 
flat. keep your eyes on the big picture—a goal-driven approach, 
and data to support your ideas and concepts—but don’t let data 
slow your team down.

DaTa-Driven rTM ProCess sTeP 5: analyze

the process has taken us through an rtm event, or a series of everyday 
trends, and we’ve now arrived at the stage where we look back on our 
performance. even in an rtm program that is constantly on, smart 
teams set checkpoints to understand how their content is resonating 
with the audience, if goals and objectives need to be updated, and where 
new opportunities may exist. the key to this process is collecting data 
for the rtm campaign and comparing it to your goals. Or, said another 
way, how did we do, and what can we do better?

analyze: PeoPle

● Gather Analysis Ideas from the Entire Team: You’ll have a core 
report for success that your analyst will be in charge of creat-
ing that includes performance against your goals, and any take-
aways and insights that come from the data. But the analysis of 
rtm shouldn’t stop there—it should also include other topics and 
insights based on different directions the real-time conversation 
went during the event or campaign. maybe a competitor knocked 
it out of the park—now is a great opportunity to do a quick deep 
dive on why they did so well, or more specifically, which tactics 
they used that your team can learn from. maybe a Brand-to-Brand 
rtm effort between two other brands seemed like a good idea, 
but the team isn’t sure about its performance. gathering ques-
tions from the entire team about events that happened during the 
rtm campaign, and then prioritizing the questions so as not to 
overload your analyst, will help give your team a wider view of 
insights from the event.
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● Takeaways for Everyone: When the final core rtm report is 
presented to the team, make sure there are takeaways across all 
disciplines that are included. Did certain pieces of creative seem 
to resonate? Certain words, phrases, or punctuation? the use of 
hashtags on one social channel but not another? all of these learn-
ings will help you not only create a better overall rtm strategy for 
the next campaign, but they will also help each team member get 
better at their individual roles.

analyze: ProCess

● The Analyst Leads Reporting: this should come as no surprise, 
but the analyst on the team will lead the data gathering and 
analysis process. if he or she has set up the measurement strategy 
and technology infrastructure to get the right metrics, the data-
gathering piece of this exercise should be pretty fast. the analyst 
should also take a first pass at finding insights from the data, but 
as you’ll see next, he or she isn’t the only one.

● The Team Creates Insights: the analyst should bring the team 
together after the rtm campaign to show the final results, and 
share the analyst’s initial findings from the data. this is when 
the process becomes a team effort. now team members should 
chime in with insights from their point of view, and introduce 
any additional questions for the analyst to investigate. the result 
here should be a document that includes not only hard data 
around the performance of the effort but also a list of five to ten 
best practices from the event, and five to ten steps to take differ-
ently the next time around. including these insights on the final 
success report will help elevate the discussion around the success 
of the event as the report gets circulated beyond the core team.

● Circulate to Wider Team: no report should ever be created and 
then just filed away—reports are meant to share information 
about how a project performed and what the team learned. get 
the report out to a wider team after it’s been through enough 
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cycles with the rtm team to be ready for prime time. Don’t send 
it out before it’s ready, or before you’ve discussed ideas around 
insights from all members of the team—you want to make sure 
the entire team stands behind the numbers and outcome from the 
campaign.

analyze: TeChnology

● Utilize the Infrastructure You’ve Built: all data in the core report 
should be available from the core toolset you’ve built out, but any 
other ad hoc analysis may require more digging. it’s hard to pre-
dict which questions will arise from the data, so just make sure 
you have a good number of resources that allow you to access dif-
ferent types of data (social listening, competitive performance, 
etc.) as needed.

● Book a Meeting to Review: never just send a report via email. 
Booking a meeting underscores the importance of the campaign, 
and allows your team to walk others through the goal-driven 
process and results you saw. meetings let you tell the story of the 
data instead of just sending out numbers, and that benefits all 
sides.

● Follow Up with a Portable Report: When it comes to finally gen-
erating a report to share throughout the company, don’t rely 
on a proprietary technology and expect others to come to you. 
my basic rule of thumb is that if a report requires a login, your 
audience automatically gets cut in half. take the extra step and 
export a report to excel or PDF, or create the report in excel in 
the first place, and distribute the document in any form that you 
think it will get noticed (email attachment, embedded image in 
an email, hard copy on your boss’s desk, etc.) if you’re sending 
it via email, include the key takeaways in the email text. Don’t 
think that just because you created a report that others will do 
the hard work of seeking it out and finding it—you need to mar-
ket your success.
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analyze: DaTa

Your post-campaign report should include your core success metrics, 
plus any additional analysis your team asked for. here are a few best 
practices around generating these reports.

● Group Metrics by Goals: You went to all the hard work of estab-
lishing and agreeing on goals. now’s not the time to hide those 
away. Be sure to put them front and center, and have the sup-
porting metrics for each goal in the same section. if you’re using 
three metrics to show engagement, lump those together in the 
“engagement” section. sounds simple, but you’d be surprised 
how many people ignore this step and just throw metrics all over 
the place. Design matters.

● Include a Section for Takeaways: remember our primary two 
reasons for creating a reporting structure in the first place—
showing how we did, and showing how we can do better. You 
don’t want your takeaways to live in a PowerPoint file. Well, they 
can live there, but they need to be cohabitating in your scorecard 
as well. Why? Well, scorecards should be designed to be shared. 
they should fit onto one page that can easily be posted on a wall, 
attached to an email, or used as a desktop wallpaper (kidding) for 
anyone across the company. if you include your insights from the 
event in your scorecard, those details travel along with the data. 
Plus, when you’re kicking off your next event, you want to quickly 
find the best practices from last time. no better place to hide 
those learnings than in PowerPoint or email, where great ideas go 
to die. include them in your scorecard—it will tell the story of the 
data instead of just being a bunch of numbers. remember: smart 
brands make their own data.

● Get It Out Fast: if real-time marketing has taught you anything, 
it’s that jumping on trends can help brands grab some attention 
with less energy. Why wait a week when everyone’s mind is on 
the next big thing? i don’t think you need to create the report the 
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night of the event. that’s pushing it. the team is already probably 
working on a weekend or an evening, so why make it worse? get 
your results and insights out to internal influencers while the iron 
is still hot, but not fast enough to crush your team’s spirit.

anD ThaT’s iT

see, that wasn’t so hard. Creating a Data-Driven rtm process is really 
just a good amount of common sense, making sure the team is all 
pointed in the same direction, making timely and informed decisions 
in the heat of the moment, and learning what works and what doesn’t. 
Using a process like the one above will help bring some method to 
the real-time marketing madness, and should give you an advantage 
over other brands that are truly flying by the seat of their social media 
pants.

now that we’ve created a solid framework for doing rtm in the 
present day, let’s take a look at where the real-time trend is headed in 
the future, and what opportunities exist for brands that aren’t afraid to 
take a few risks.

  



Chapter 8
The FuTure oF rTM

We’ve been on quite a journey so far—looking at how brands 
use twitter, bringing data to real-time marketing to show what works 
(and what doesn’t work), and understanding how brands and media 
companies can leverage in-the-moment trends to improve engage-
ment with their audience. and now that we’ve built out a framework 
for bringing data into every part of a brand’s rtM strategy, how do we 
plan for the future? and what does the future of real-time marketing 
even look like?

as rtM has evolved over the past few years, we’ve already seen a 
good number of shifts in strategies and tactics. brands have jumped in 
to experiment with one or two real-time posts during a large event, or 
jumped on a random trending topic to see if the audience would follow 
along. We’ve seen brands chatting with each other to try and draw the 
audience in, brands creating their own sideshows to major award shows 
via custom hashtags, and even brands typing out nonsensical tweets 
with plenty of misspellings to draw attention (i’m looking at you, j. 
C. Penney). Some tactics have worked and some have fallen flat, but 
the wide array of different methods being used with rtM shows that 
brands aren’t afraid to experiment with the practice. With new brands 
jumping into real-time every day and all the new functionality coming 
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to social networks each month, the rates of experimentation shouldn’t 
slow down anytime soon. When any ecosystem sees rapid growth, what 
is considered “the normal way of doing business” is due to change rap-
idly. not all new tactics show performance bumps, but you can be sure 
that the ones that do will be rapidly adopted by brands and media com-
panies to capture the audience’s attention.

So let’s take out the crystal ball and, knowing what we know, see 
what changes and disruptions real-time marketing should experience 
in the next few years. How will brands continue to stay relevant as tech-
nology improves, social media teams become more experienced, rtM 
processes become refined, and data becomes more robust?

real-TiMe evolves

in a hypergrowth area, predicting more growth is an easy thing to do. 
as we saw in chapter 1, brands are flocking to real-time marketing but 
there’s still more room for growth. Less than a third of the interbrand 
100 participated in rtM during the 2014 Super bowl, and that num-
ber should grow in future years. but as time continues and technology 
advances, rtM might look a bit different when new brands finally hop 
on board. Here are a few ways real-time should evolve in the next few 
years.

The audienCe Will ConTinue To BeCoMe  
More real-TiMe FoCused

Marketers follow their audience, and our world is becoming more 
real-time every day. new social networks, new devices, and new lev-
els of integration between real-time media and the technologies that 
promote audience participation are growing each year. the audi-
ence’s expectation for real-time, all of the time, will only continue 
to grow.

as the audience becomes more trendcentric, advertisers should fol-
low suit. in a few years, it may be the case that advertisers who don’t 
have a view of current topics that are top of mind for their consumers 
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will be at an extreme disadvantage in attracting and holding their 
attention.

real-TiMe MarkeTing Will BeCoMe The neW  
norMal, noT The exCepTion

it’s hard to remember a time when social media wasn’t a daily ritual 
in my life. it’s also hard to remember a time when brands weren’t on 
social media—both in paid and organic respects—as it’s become com-
monplace for brands to be part of our social experience. based on the 
data that we’ve looked at in this book, it makes me think that real-time 
is headed in the same direction.

Within a few years we may very well see real-time marketing grow 
to the point that it may lose its name altogether. as brands see the low 
cost of entry coupled with performance bumps, it will become so com-
monplace that it will just be the new way of doing social, and the “real-
time” label may fade away completely. Marketing, as we’ve discussed, 
will follow an audience’s attention, and as that attention demands more 
and more relevance, rtM will become more and more just a new way 
to do marketing.

verTiCals Will speCialize To Build real-TiMe suCCess

as more brands embrace real-time marketing, the practice will grow in 
its level of sophistication. brands will learn that the real-time audience, 
and the right tactics to engage with each subaudience, is not one size fits 
all. Social teams will learn how to make the most of the advantages or 
constraints that are present in each industry, and understand that “the 
audience” is actually made up of subgroups with very different tastes 
and needs. an approach that works well for a CPG brand won’t neces-
sarily work for an auto manufacturer, and real-time marketing tactics 
will adapt to reflect that reality.

sports Teams and Broadcasters

While real-time marketing is new for many brands, sports teams and 
the networks that broadcast their games have been capitalizing on 
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concentrations of attention for years. Peter Stringer, the Senior Director 
of Digital Media for the boston Celtics, knows this better than anyone 
else. “Most of our twitter activity happens when the team is in action. 
Whether they are practicing or playing, it’s all about what’s happening 
with that team right now,” Stringer explains. “We have a built in story 
line during the season that creates our own moments on a daily basis. 
When brands are chiming in on the Super bowl in real-time, they are 
trying to create relevance with the audience where it doesn’t yet exist. 
With sports being one of the few Dvr-proof programming categories 
left, we create those relevant moments for ourselves and know the audi-
ence is along for the ride.”1

Sports teams have a huge opportunity with every micro-event to 
capitalize on the conversation and stay relevant – both for their own 
brands as well as sponsors. as technologies and processes emerge to 
take full advantage of understanding, promoting, and guiding real-
time conversations within and between games, teams and players are 
in a great position to benefit and become even more relevant to the 
audience on a daily basis.

B2B

Companies that work mostly with other companies have always had 
an interesting use case with social media, and real-time marketing is 
no different. Does a corporate buyer care about the tone and voice 
of the brand that sends them an invoice each month? Can a medical 
supplier change purchasing decisions by chiming in on the Grammys, 
and if they do, is anyone listening? questions like these, while valid, 
don’t mean there’s not a place for b2b brands in the rtM landscape. 
While a majority of real-time efforts to date have been around pop 
culture moments, there’s nothing to say that it always has to be that 
way. brands that chime in on current events that might be more top 
of mind in certain industries—market news, commodity prices, or 
innovations in the space—might find a niche and be rewarded by 
becoming a trusted source for industry updates. real-time marketing 
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is about being relevant to the audience, and if the audience’s mind is 
on copper futures, then there’s an opportunity for brands around that 
conversation.

highly regulated industries

the growth of real-time marketing will put more pressure on highly 
regulated industries (pharmaceuticals, alcohol, tobacco, etc.) to find 
methods to stay in front of their followers. While real-time can be 
seen as a big risk, brands should be more willing to test the practice 
as it becomes more and more prominent in the marketing world and 
as other brands see big returns for their efforts. as we’ve discussed, 
strong processes and content guardrails are a key part of any real-time 
program for most brands. With highly regulated industries, having a 
go-to process in place is even more essential for reducing risk while still 
opening up the brand for reward.

real-TiMe inTegraTes organiC and paid

We’ve talked in-depth about the organic side of rtM but haven’t waded 
too deeply into the paid side of the equation, and no discussion around 
social would be complete without a mention of both sides. Paid is a 
huge opportunity for brands to boost their social performance around 
engagement, reach, and conversion, and social networks are one of the 
best ways to get in front of an audience with real-time content. We’ve 
seen the huge impact that increased relevance can give a brand via 
organic social media, and it makes sense that relevance in a paid setting 
can perform just as well.

Sloane Kelley is the executive Producer of the PGa tour Digital 
group and has seen success with identifying organic trends, creating rel-
evant content, and then adding paid social media to the mix to increase 
the impact of effective content. “When you are able to add some dol-
lars on top of solid rtM, it definitely acts like fuel on the fire. We’ve 
been working with the twitter amplify program around the delivery of 
PGa tour highlights. When one of the players hits an incredible shot 
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and we’re able to get that content out to our followers that’s great, but 
paid rtM has allowed us to get greater reach and work with a partner 
to sponsor the campaign. We’ve been really pleased with the results for 
video views, engagement, retweets, and favorites on twitter.”2

over the next few years, the worlds of organic and paid should merge 
around real-time—just as they’ve always done with site-side advertis-
ing, search, and social. tools should emerge that allow marketers to 
identify good real-time content that is resonating with the audience and 
quickly expand the reach of that content through paid offerings. Paid 
will be serve as a turbo booster when you know you’ve got winning 
rtM content that deserves even more reach.

rTM groWTh Brings The risk oF saTuraTion

years ago i was in London working on a project for a few months, and 
a local news story caught my attention. a new footbridge that crossed 
the thames had recently been unveiled, named the Millennium bridge. 
i’ve walked on it since—it crosses the river right in front of the tate 
Modern museum, and today functions just as a bridge should. it stands 
solidly in place, lets people walk on it, and gets people across the river 
without getting their shoes wet. but back when the bridge opened on 
june 10, 2000, the engineering team faced a problem with it that they 
hadn’t anticipated.

When there were only a few people on the bridge, it held solid. but as 
the crowds grew, something unexpected started to happen. you see, the 
engineers had assumed that people walk in random patterns and that 
the vibrations from all those steps would essentially cancel each other 
out. but as the crowds grew larger and larger, vibrations built up that 
caused the bridge to sway just slightly side to side. instead of walking 
randomly, the pedestrians were now unknowingly adjusting their steps 
to accommodate for the swaying, causing everyone on the bridge to 
walk in step, together. the vibrations from this massive force of thou-
sands of people walking in step caused the bridge to sway uncontrol-
lably. the bridge was closed almost immediately—it was no longer safe 
to travel on. too many people walking in step caused the engineers to 
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have to return to the drawing board, and eventually reopen the bridge 
years later.

real-time marketing faces similar risks as it gains popularity. the 
danger of too many brands overloading a tent-pole event or an everyday 
trend to the point of saturation needs to be watched, studied, and kept 
top of mind for all real-time brands. if marketers overload the #oscars 
feed with brand messages, they may lose the asset they are trying to 
capitalize on in the first place—the audience.

but smart brands will learn to break step, understand when an event is 
oversaturated and therefore not something to jump into at that moment, 
and differentiate themselves from others as rtM evolves. even in a 
crowded real-time space, brands will still be able to find ways to grab 
attention—whether that is through the quickness of their response, con-
sistently creating great content that the audience responds to, or finding 
a unique approach to rtM. there’s always the opportunity for brands 
to excel. but remember, keep an eye on the rtM landscape and make 
sure you’re not just walking in lockstep with the crowd.

The FuTure oF The real-TiMe proCess

as marketers work to become more in the moment each year, the pro-
cesses that social teams use to jump on relevant topics will also evolve. 
internal pressures, like improved expectations and processes, as well as 
external factors, such as new tools and opportunities where rtM can 
take place, will impact how brands stay in front of the crowd over the 
next few years.

based on the same categories we defined for our Data-Driven rtM 
Process earlier in the book, here’s a quick look at how the future might 
change our understanding and sophistication of People, Process, 
technology, and Data for real-time marketing.

people

a decade ago, it was rare to have a full-time social media team. it was 
a side gig for most practitioners—usually people who had raised their 
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hands to help out on the side because they knew how to use Facebook 
or had over five hundred followers on twitter. When social was in its 
infancy, so were the brand teams that supported it. but as social has 
earned more attention from audiences, brands have followed with more 
sophisticated teams to support their efforts. to lead social media today, 
people need skill sets that are very specific to the practice—not only 
experience on the ins and outs of each platform, but experience in paid 
social practices and terminology, social listening and analytics, brand 
guidelines and copywriting, and years of experience with a very spe-
cific toolsets to create, post, monitor, and learn from a company’s social 
efforts. With maturity comes a higher bar, and that’s exactly where real-
time marketing is headed as well.

social Media Teams Will Become More specialized

today as we build out our teams for big tent-pole events, brands and 
agencies are repurposing people from across the organization who 
1) they think could do a good job, 2) have expressed interest or 3) are 
available that day. this will change as digital marketers throughout the 
industry get more and more rtM under their belt, and specialized roles 
will emerge not only around real-time marketing but also in tent-pole 
events versus everyday rtM. these skills may emerge within the social 
teams themselves, but the days of having someone on the team without 
real-time experience are coming to an end.

social Media Teams Will Become More empowered

Do you remember when you had just turned 16 and you wanted to take 
the car out for the first time? if you were like me, you shyly approached 
your dad and asked if you could borrow the car keys, but you promised 
you wouldn’t be more than an hour, you just had this thing you had 
to do, and not a scratch, i swear, not a scratch. Well, that’s a similar 
scenario to the first time brands wanted to tweet in real-time without 
someone in Legal approving the copy and image—you were happy just 
to have a little bit of freedom, and if things went well, you didn’t scratch 
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your social media wheels before pulling back in the garage. but the sec-
ond time you asked for the keys, and the third and the twentieth, it 
got a bit easier each time for both sides. you came to the conversation 
with a bit more confidence—you knew what you were doing, and you, 
hopefully, had a good track record of success to go along with it. and 
your dad knew that because his car wasn’t in the middle of a lake, you 
could probably be trusted a bit more each time. as social media teams 
get more seasoned with their experience around rtM, many of the pro-
cesses and checkpoints will fade as both sides grow more comfortable. 
this means more freedom for social media teams to execute in the ways 
they want to (but still within guidelines), and should result in better 
returns for their organizations.

social Media Teams Will grow stronger links to the Brand Team

responding in the moment demands that social teams be fully 
immersed in the brand voice, tone, and guidelines. they need to be 
able to answer a question, in the voice of the brand, in their sleep, 
knowing that any mistakes they make can be shared across the 
twittersphere. as more brands engage in rtM, especially everyday 
rtM, no one in the organization will know the brand better than the 
real-time marketing team. bridges will form, if they haven’t already, 
between the brand team and the Social Media team, and the two may 
ultimately converge within certain corporate structures. the closer 
the two groups can coordinate and be aligned, the better, and orga-
nizations that push for these connections should see a benefit in real-
time marketing performance.

proCess

Process, when done right, is never a static thing. it nudges here and there 
based on the best way to meet the goal—it needs to be understood and 
repeatable, but also flexible and adaptive to a changing  environment. 
Well, social media is the very definition of a changing environment, 
and with every new social media channel, event, marketing tactic, and 
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technology innovation, a process that is set in stone will start looking 
old and ineffective pretty fast. real-time marketing processes should 
change as time goes by, but what will this change look like? i can see a few 
areas where the process will shift, improve, and become optimized.

rTM processes Will Be Built with a goals-driven approach

We talked about starting a real-time process with goals, but this isn’t 
done with every brand today. if brands adopt this practice early, they’ll 
be at an advantage, knowing what they’re trying to accomplish and 
building tactics and content around their primary goals. but for some, 
goals will evolve as the second, third, or fourth real-time effort com-
pletes. at some point, social media teams (or their bosses) will start 
asking, “What are we trying to accomplish here?” the same way goals 
have evolved in digital and social after brief experimental periods. 
reason usually prevails, even in marketing.

rTM processes Will Be refined, not Built in a day

there’s one thing teams can be sure of: the first time they define a real-
time marketing process, they’ll get it wrong. not the whole thing, but 
certain parts. they’ll leave out a step. they’ll forget to include Mark 
from Pr because he was gone the day the team did the brainstorm. 
they’ll be left without knowing how to respond to certain micro-events 
and feel they missed an opportunity. unexpected things will happen, 
and that’s . . . expected. the process will become refined, but it will take 
time. Different experiences with rtM will highlight different weak-
nesses in the process, and pieces will get rebuilt to become better and 
better each time.

rTM Will Become an everyday process, not an event

rtM is widely recognized as a strategy for large events, but is just now 
starting to gain recognition as an everyday social tactic. as marketers 
learn the power of being in the moment every day, and have perfor-
mance gains to show for their efforts, more brands should begin mak-
ing rtM an everyday practice within their organizations. it will be a 
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win on both sides of the equation—audiences will see more relevant 
conversations around topics and trends they are interested in, and in 
return brands and media companies will see an increase in engagement 
and sharing by their followers.

rTM Tactics Will Become More recognizable by Brand

as any practice becomes more widely adopted throughout an industry, 
all players can start to look the same. We’ve witnessed the explosive 
growth that rtM is seeing with some of the world’s largest brands, 
and as this trend continues and real-time becomes the industry norm, 
companies face the risk of looking like the competition all over again. 
as almost every industry has experienced, more players bring the need 
for more differentiation. brands will find their own unique ways of 
not only being relevant to the audience but also using tactics that are 
known as watermarks for their specific brands. We’ve seen DiGiorno’s 
all-caps tweets stick out even in a crowded tent-pole event, and j. C. 
Penney’s showing that creating an underlying “tweeting with Mittens” 
story line can help bring attention to their real-time efforts. this evolu-
tion should be a win for brands as long as the differentiation is true to 
the brand and isn’t just an awkward attempt to gain a short-term burst 
of attention.

TeChnology

the newest technology, by definition, is always evolving and many 
of the platforms we use for marketing today hadn’t even been writ-
ten on a whiteboard a decade ago. technology seems to come in two 
different forms: incremental advances to satisfy customer requests 
and solutions to problems that customers had never even considered. 
advances in real-time tools should take both forms—as the practice 
matures, tools will make everyday tasks and process easier, faster, bet-
ter, and more measurable. but we’ll also see advances in technology 
to utilize real-time and become relevant to the audience in ways we 
hadn’t expected. Here are a few examples that fall somewhere in the 
middle.
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rTM Technology Will Be Built to identify Trends and alert brands

it would be great to have the budget and resources for a fully staffed 
social media war room full of experts who can identify the latest micro-
trend, every day. i’m picturing a War Games-type noraD center with 
50 highly trained experts monitoring giant screens with every trend 
under the sun displayed, ready to discover, curate, and select the right 
trends for the business to engage with. the reality of the situation, as 
anyone in the industry can tell you, is much less sophisticated and has 
a much, much lower budget to match. but we don’t need experts to find 
these trends every time. tools and their associated algorithms can do 
this job for us. technology will emerge that understands what a brand is 
interested in and that can identify emerging micro-trends to match the 
brand’s content criteria. algorithms can detect when a term is about to 
trend, when to act, and most importantly, send alerts to the right team 
members so they don’t have to be staring at a screen all day. the result 
of these technologies will be a social media team that makes better use 
of its time, while still getting the performance benefits of jumping in on 
in-the-moment trends and conversations.

rTM Technology Will Be Built to identify Topic saturation

remember the Millennium bridge from earlier in this chapter? tools 
will be built to help brands figure out when jumping on to a trend isn’t 
the right way to go, and when diminishing returns might be kicking 
in either due to too much branded content on a certain subject, or just 
too much social content from a specific brand within a given timeline. 
tools like these will help social media teams be smarter about rtM, 
and bring data to the concept that sometimes a brand just needs to keep 
quiet.

rTM Technology Will evolve to understand optimal Tactics

For the past few decades, smart marketers have been testing different 
tactics to see what resonates with their audience. With real-time mar-
keting, the tactics used should evolve in similar fashion, and technol-
ogy will help pave the way to bring a data-driven approach to finding 
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methods that work. Social media teams will test different tactics to see 
what resonates and which copy, creative, and overall approaches to 
rtM are effective for their audience. brands will learn the best meth-
ods (punctuation, sentence form), media (pictures? video? just text?), 
timing, and other factors that help their real-time marketing provide 
optimal results. approaches that work in other forms of marketing 
won’t necessarily work in social, and many social practices used by 
brands today won’t be a fit for getting the most out of rtM. brands will 
learn and evolve, and tools will help them measure the effectiveness of 
each tactic, resulting in better content and smarter marketing in the 
moment.

Manish Mehta is the Chief Product officer for Spredfast, and he 
offers this insight into where real-time marketing technology is headed: 
“With the amount of data we have today, the technology should evolve 
to understand what patterns work better than others for specific brands 
and make recommendations based on different factors. With solid data 
science, we can identify trends as they arise and score each for spe-
cific characteristics: audience, subject matter, lifecycle of the trend, and 
more. by alerting brands when there’s a solid match, we can leverage 
technology to increase the probability of success and the best moments 
to engage in real-time marketing.”3

rTM Technology Will evolve to understand  
Which Brands are performing Best

tools and technology can not only show a brand how their real-time 
efforts are performing, but they can also provide data and insights into 
how other rtM brands are seeing success. tools will emerge that allow 
marketers to look at the rtM efforts of a competitive set over time to 
recognize effective tactics, see the best brands across the globe that are 
participating in trending topics, and get a view of all the rtM hap-
pening during a given tent-pole event. brands with this type of data, 
and good analysts who can quickly process the information to provide 
actionable insights, will only improve the quality and impact of real-
time marketing across every event and daily trend.
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rTM Technology Will Move Consumers down the Funnel

throughout this book, we’ve looked at rtM and its impact on social 
engagement, but engagement is only the beginning. all social brands 
have an end goal in mind, and that goal generally revolves around 
bringing in more customers or making their current customers more 
valuable. the performance of real-time has shown us the huge impact 
it has had on engagement, and smart marketers will turn the corner 
to create more and more direct revenue opportunities with in-the-mo-
ment marketing.

Manish tripathi is assistant Professor of Marketing at Goizueta 
business School at emory university, and specializes in marketing ana-
lytics. He believes that as the practice of rtM gets more sophisticated, 
it will bring with it the ability to increase revenue and boost customer 
lifetime value. engagement is a great start, but this data builds out the 
opportunity to create more optimized, personalized offers that will 
resonate with consumers.

“Let’s say we go back ten years—if we were discussing real-time mar-
keting back then, we would be talking about using data from the cus-
tomer about some action that just took place and giving them a more 
relevant offer based on that event. i could present them with some sort 
of message or offer that would help raise awareness, increase sales, 
impact whatever my goal is. over the past few years, a new component 
has emerged with this rise of rtM that allows a marketer to understand 
that a consumer is interested and engaged in a certain topic or event, and 
this can all happen as the event is taking place. if we fast-forward a few 
years, the main question will be how do i create an offer that combines 
all these different pieces of data—maybe it’s mobile data that knows i 
just walked into a store or additional social data that knows i just com-
mented on a brand’s page on Facebook—and combine that with the 
knowledge of what is top of mind for a consumer in that moment. When 
you take that data set and then add all the other CrM data that we have 
about that consumer, we’ll be able to create highly-personalized, highly-
relevant messages like we’ve never seen before that can have precision in 
both their accuracy and timeliness of the message.”4
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With these new opportunities, brands will need to remember that 
balancing commerce and relationships is still a mix of art and science, 
and that just because hypertargeted offers are a possibility within the 
framework of rtM, it might not make sense to do so every day or with 
every tweet.

daTa

as marketers adapt to an increasingly more real-time world, the avail-
ability of data, and the demand for more information will increase in 
step. new technologies will make data more abundant, and smarter 
teams will be hungry for proof points to measure their findings, learn 
more about the competition, and find the next relevant trend to chime 
in on. What will the major shift in rtM data look like over the next 
few years?

real-Time data Will Be available in real-Time

Shocking, i know, but rtM data today doesn’t always exist in an envi-
ronment in which the team can easily access the most up-to-date infor-
mation. teams spend a lot of time hitting “refresh” on their browser, 
getting screens to reload, and searching through multiple windows for 
the latest conversations around a topic. as marketing becomes more 
in the moment, the data will need to follow. tools that access real-time 
data for brands will rise to the top, and brands will have access to the 
right information at the right time to make the call on rtM.

the explosion of social tv, the experience of using social media 
while simultaneously watching a television broadcast, will only boost 
the need and opportunity for real-time data. Shawndra Hill is Professor 
of operations and information Management at the Wharton School 
at the university of Pennsylvania and heads up their Social tv Lab, 
and believes that advertising will help fuel the real-time need for data. 
“People are responding in real-time to what’s happening on television, 
and there’s a huge opportunity to get people engaged in real-time with 
brands if you use the right tactics and tools. Consumers and view-
ers are coming to expect real-time engagement with shows more and 
more. as the culture changes towards having the audience become 
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more involved, the opportunity for advertisers to pay attention to what 
people are watching is huge. if you know that someone is watching The 
Voice because they have revealed that via social media, then brands can, 
in real-time, target that audience accordingly.”5

real-Time data Will include additional data sources

Moments are not just happening within the world of social media, and 
there’s additional data that can help paint the full picture of each trend. 
in the social tv world alone, broadcasters hold a huge amount of data 
that can help tell the story of a moment, including programming infor-
mation, minute-by-minute ratings, and tune-in by geographic region.

jason burby, President of the americas at PoSSibLe, the largest dig-
ital agency in the WPP family, sees mobile as a data source that holds a 
huge amount of potential value for rtM. Mobile data, providing highly 
detailed geolocation data among other dimensions, can give marketers 
even more tools to use in order to reach their audience at the right time, 
with the right message. “if you look at social media’s capacity to iden-
tify trends and understand what’s relevant, and then you add the addi-
tional data that a mobile device can report, you create an environment 
where conversations can become hyper-relevant.” but still, for burby, 
the allure of new technology shouldn’t overshadow the fundamentals 
of any good campaign. “the companies that succeed will be the ones 
that are thinking of their overall strategy, defining success up front, 
and making sure the conversation is relevant for the audience. if those 
factors are front-and-center, everything else will fall into place with the 
right team.”6

real-Time social data Will Be More Targeted

today in many channels, the message that goes out through organic 
social channels is one-size-fits-all. Paid social offerings allow for 
increased targeting based on interest-graph and demographic dimen-
sions, and the organic side of the house should eventually take the same 
path. in the future, brands should be able to create multiple messages 
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for subaudiences within their larger audience, and have an even better 
opportunity to deliver the right message to the right group.

real-Time social data Will Be More robust

as the practice of rtM gains more traction, social networks will 
encourage the process by providing richer data. brands can make bet-
ter decisions with more data dimensions at their fingertips, and social 
networks can provide better information as they build out tools for 
marketers to quickly access and analyze the data. More robust impres-
sion data—knowing not only how many users engaged with an organic 
piece of social content but also how many actually saw it, will drive 
a more complete picture of success. Demographic information will 
empower brands with not only how many people are talking about a 
topic but also a deeper understanding of how that audience overlaps 
with the brand’s target. if 10,000 people are discussing the nFL Draft, 
but the majority of them are men aged 45+, Mtv will probably not be 
interested in jumping into that discussion.

Change is good

as rtM evolves, brands will become better at the practice and more 
empowered to act in the moment. Data will play a huge part in this 
transformation, validating the power of relevancy and activating more 
and more companies to seize moments.

  

 

 

 



Chapter 9
ConClusion

For years now, social media leaders have been asked to 
take on some pretty groundbreaking tasks. Brands and agencies have 
recognized huge shifts of audience attention heading to social net-
works, and these teams have been asked to stay in front of them every 
step of the way. a new social network just popped up—make sure we 
have a presence. There’s a big event coming up—make sure we have a 
point of view. all this is done to stay in the right place at the right time 
with the right message, and remain relevant to their audience.

These social media teams have been asked to become masters of the 
Known—to make the most of a channel or conversation that involves 
them. There are a few hundred customers talking to us on Facebook, 
so let’s go figure out how to make the most of that conversation. There 
are a few thousand tweets about our new product, so let’s go figure out 
whether people like it or they don’t. our web traffic is down—how do 
we find out which referral source needs more advertising budget? These 
teams have been asked to tackle known problems with creative and effi-
cient solutions to make the most of each new platform and stay ahead 
of the curve.

But now brands are discovering that the Known isn’t enough any-
more. what a few smart social teams are discovering is that to truly 
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stay relevant to their audience, they need to evolve become masters of 
the Unknown. They need to be able to react at a moment’s notice to the 
latest breaking news, Trending Topic, or micro-event, just like their fol-
lowers. The pace of conversation has amplified, and pumping out the 
same pre-canned messaging doesn’t always resonate with the modern 
consumer.

Hopefully, through this book, you’ve learned that to truly become 
a master of the Unknown, you’ll need a good set of people, process, 
technology, and data to give you an advantage. i hope you’ve learned 
how social data can empower your team to be more creative, and how 
a goals-driven approach can help keep a chaotic practice pointed in the 
right direction for business results. i hope you’ve learned that real-time 
marketing hasn’t finished evolving, and that smart brands will need 
to continue to innovate and stay relevant. and i hope that you’ve dis-
covered that in most cases, brands are being welcomed into social con-
versations. all of these discoveries translate to new opportunities that 
brands can leverage every day.

as real-time marketing grows and matures, i hope it will benefit 
both sides—the brands and consumers. if brands can see better results 
from making content and offers more relevant to each individual, then 
that’s a win for marketing departments across the world. if consumers 
can receive timely messages about something that is both top of mind 
and valuable to them, then they can find a benefit from this evolution 
as well. so long as companies keep relevance top of mind, i believe we’ll 
be trending in the right direction. luckily, the data agrees.
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